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CHAPTER I
SILT
1. Silt.-Silt is generally defined as (a) mud or fine
earth suspended in running or standing water; (b) a de
posit of such "mud or fine earth."
The term applies to such matter suspended in water as
will settle to the bottom of the lake, reservoir, or vessel
after it has remained quiet for a period of time.
2. Reservoir Silt.-Silt in reservoirs or lakes applies
only to the earthy matter that is dropped from suspension
in the lake water and not to material that comes in from
the banks by blasting or caving in or is thrown in by out
side agencies. In these pages, the term "silt" will be used
to include the material that comes into the lake suspended
in the water. The water can be regarded as a transporta
tion agent.
At the head of the lake or reservoir, there is a certain
amount of silt that is brought in along the bottom of the
stream as heavy sand or gravel. In some places this is so
pronounced that the sound of its roll can be distinctly heard
on the banks of the stream. The sand will gradually crawl
down the stream even in times of low water.
3. Kinds of Silt.-Silt varies from a fine impalpable
flour-like, pasty mass of mud to pure, clean sand. At the
head of the Austin Lake, 15 miles from the new dam, the
whole volume of deposit consists of pure sand. A full
grown man can walk across the river in such places and
scarcely make an impression on the wet sand on the bed of
the river. In the lower reaches, covering the length of ten
miles of river or lake front, the silt is an impalpable, grit
less, pasty mud. A grown man will sink to his knees in
this mud, but he can wade along the margin of the lake
with considerable effort. At a point one mile above the
dam, the lake can be forded without the slightest danger.
The writer has conducted surveying parties on Lake Austin
for thirty years, but it is no "dude's" job. There is no
danger of a man's bogging down; however, stock of all
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kinds, especially cattle, will bog up and perish unless
rescued.
4. Weight of Silt.-The impalpable silt in the Austin
Lake in its wet condition weighs about 84 pounds per cubic
foot. When dipped out of the lake and poured out on flat
ground or a floor, it will spread out like any other mud.
However, it does not flow far.
5. Silt Factors.-The silting of a reservoir depends
partly on many factors. Among these are :
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Area of the watershed.
Topography of the watershed.
Character of the soil of the watershed.
Rainfall on the watershed.
Rate of rainfall on the watershed.
Run-off from the watershed.
Character of vegetation,-whether grassy, woody,
plowed, etc.
H. Dryness of the soil.
I. Cycles of wet and dry years.

6. Watershed Area.-A significant factor in the silting
of a reservoir is the area of the watershed, the area exposed
to erosion or wear and tear. Other things being equal, the
greater the watershed area, the greater is the amount of
silt that comes down the stream. However, the silt carried
is far from being in direct proportion to the watershed
area. A small watershed area covering only plowed or
cultivated land where the amount of pasture land is a
minimum will always be an active silt-maker unless the to
pography is very flat. The Pedernales of Texas drains
Gillespie and other counties, is a tributary of the Colorado
River, courses its way through farming communities and
flood waters, rushes into the Colorado and then into the
lake, heavily charged with all kinds of silt. This one river
contributes silt to Lake Austin far beyond its proportion
of watershed area. In Arizona and New Mexico the rate
of silting depends largely on the depth of the alluvial soil
in the valley and the amount of cutting away of the banks
of the tributaries. The cutting may be on many small
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water courses or largely from one deep ephermeral wash
that carries the flood waters to the permanent stream.
Some of the streams were, a few years ago, only the
bottom of a valley, and what is now the bed was then cov
ered with grass. By erosion and retrogression of grades,
some of them are 30 feet deep and 200 to 500 feet wide,
and this cutting continues until bed rock or hard pan is
encountered; so that during the time this particular branch
is acquiring its new regime, the amount of silt may be very
large; while before or after it reaches its equilibrium, the
silt from the erosion is comparatively small.
7. Watershed Topography.-A fiat watershed will have
less erosion than a steep one. A steep or hilly watershed
will generate high velocity in the run-off of water and the
scouring will be great and the resulting silt will be aug
mented. The watershed of Bull Creek enters the Colorado
about seven miles northwest of Austin-is steep and hilly
and little rain sinks into the rocky soil. The result is that
the floods come off the mountainous watershed with tor
rential velocity and hit the relatively still waters of Lake
Austin nearly at right angles, and the result is an alarming
amount of silt dropped at the mouth of the creek.
8. Character of the Soil.-A watershed of loose soil will
furnish more silt than one with a rocky surface. Of two
watersheds of similar topography, the one that has a loose
soluble soil will have the greater run-off of silt; and a res
ervoir across such a stream will have a shorter life. Two
reservoirs in Texas illustrate this fact in a striking man
ner. About a quarter of a century ago, a dam was con
structed across Holliday Creek about four miles from
Wichita Falls. Lake Wichita, thus created, had a capacity
of 14,000 acre-feet and a watershed of about seventy square
miles, mostly devoted to grazing and rather flat in its top
ographic features. In 1925, cross-section measurements
were made by J. D. Metcalf, and it was found that the silt
in the lake was practically negligible. On the other hand,
a reservoir with a maximum depth of eighteen feet con
structed near McKinney, Texas, by Charles Schultz, now
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city engineer of Tulsa, Oklahoma, with a drainage area of
about one thousand acres of rich black waxy land, practic
ally all of which was cultivated, was filled to the brim with
silt in the space of ten years and had to be abandoned. Lake
Wichita had a drainage area fifty times greater than the
McKinney Reservoir, but it had a grassy watershed, a
smaller rainfall, and its silting was very slight. The Mc
Kinney reservoir had a drainage area of about two per cent
of Lake Wichita, but the watershed was cultivated, torn by
the plow and a greater rainfall, and the result was a reser
voir whose life was less than ten years.
9. Rainfall.-The rainfall is an important factor in silt
formation. However, there is no direct proportion of rain
fall to the amount of silt in the stream. A rainfall of a
few inches that falls in one hour will develop a large amount
of silt, while a much greater rainfall that falls gradually
and is spun out for days has a small amount of silt. A sud
den rainfall has not time to soak into the soil but rushes off
the surface, producing great erosion and carrying on a
heavy load of silt. The flashy and abrupt rains and water
spouts of the West are sudden in their appearance and are
restricted to relatively small areas, consequently they tear
up the soil, vegetation and trees, often move boulders,
proving active agents in silting. The Gulf states have
much larger rainfalls than the mountainous states, but the
rain generally falls on a wooded watershed and is much
more evenly distributed throughout the year. A soaked
watershed will produce a greater run-off than a dry one but
less silt.
10. Run-Off.-The run-off is complicated by many
causes. The amount of run-off is generally measured in so
many acre-feet per square mile of watershed. Now this
depends directly on the steepness of the watershed, on the
character of the soil, on the amount of rainfall, and on the
dryness of the soil. A steep watershed will produce more
run-off than a flat watershed. The greater the rainfall in
a certain period of time the greater is the run-off, other
things being equal. A rocky soil will produce a greater
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run-off than a loamy one; a soaked watershed will produce
more run-off than a dry one.
11. Kinds of Reservoirs.-Reservoirs in the West are
often defined by the shape of the water area. Thus we
have the long snake-like reservoir like the old and new res
ervoirs formed at Austin, Texas, Lake Penick, and the one
at San Benito; the turtle-back, similar to the Zuni and
Lake McMillan, and the oak leaf, similar to the White Rock
Reservoir or Lake Worth. In the snake-like reservoirs,
the channel has a predominating influence on the shape of
the area of the lake.
12. One-Transit Surveys.-The cross-section line AB is
prolonged to a convenient point on the side of the lake and
from this point A (Fig. 1) a base line AP is measured long
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Transit Method

enough to keep making the smallest angle from being less
than twenty-five degrees. Range poles should be set up
in the line of section at points A and B for the guide of the
boatman. The transit is set up at the point P and the zero
of the vernier set on base line PA. The first sounding is
taken in the edge of the water at point 1, and the angle
AP1 is read. In the note book, there should be a column
for the number of the sounding, a column for the angle
APX, and a column for the depth of water. From these
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data the cross-section of the section AB can be laid off to
the desired scale. It has been the writer's practice to lay
off the vertical scale ten times that of the horizontal. The
area of the cross-section in square feet can then be com
puted by planimeter or by coordinates.
13. Two-Transit Surveys.-Sometimes it is advisable to
use two transits in making the silt survey. In this case a
base line is measured as before in the one-transit survey.
On the opposite side of the lake a second transit is set up
at point Q. The angles PQA, QPA, and QAP are measured
and checked. The boatman is kept in the line of section by
range poles or by another transit. The zero of the transits
should be set on each other for sake of uniform practice.
Simultaneous angles are read from transit P and Q, and the
observers record these in their own note books while the
man taking the depths records the depths of the water at
the corresponding numbers of the points. Very careful
observations should be taken on the two points in the sec
tion at the edges of the water on opposite sides of the lake,
at 1 and 17. The notes are plotted later, and the two tran
sit intersections locate any point in the section. From these
points the depths are laid off to scale; then a curve sketched
through the points ; the area of the section can then be ob
tained.
14. Stadia Survey.-If the lake is not too wide, the
transit can be set up in the line of section at A and stadia
readings can be taken on the boatman as he rows across the
lake. A rodman holds a stadia rod on the boat and the in
strument man reads the distance. There is only one dif
ficulty in this method, and that is that waves often make it
difficult to catch the cross-wires on a definite point on the
rod. The same difficulty occurs if the stadia rod is held on
the bank and the readings taken by a boatman with a hand
telescope with stadia rods. Waves also render the depths
inexact.
15. Mean Depth Survey.-lt often happens that there
is no suitable ground for base lines, and it is impossible to
use the stadia on account of the width of the lake. Unless
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an accurate map has been made of the lake by surveys, the
"mean depth" method can be used. This method consists
in taking depths of water at regular intervals as the boat
is rowed across the lake. If the lake is shallow, it will not
be necessary to stop the boat as a skilled sounder can take
depths by heaving the weighted bucket slightly ahead of
the boat so that the tape is vertical when the sounder
reaches the point. However, if there is depth of water of
over twenty feet even with the lake surface calm, the boat
will have to be stopped till the depth can be read off. Again,
if there are waves and rather sharp wind on the lake, great
care must be used in first keeping the boat in the line of sec
tion and then stationary enough to make the sounding tape
vertical. If the waves are choppy, it will be found advisable
to wait till calmer weather.
16. Ice Survey.-A method was used on the Zuni and
other reservoirs that should insure accuracy to an unusual
degree. This plan was used by H. F. Robinson on the
Zuni Reservoir in the western part of New Mexico nearly
twenty years ago. Silt surveys were made when the lake
was frozen from bank to bank. Sections were selected and
then points were located in this line on the ice. A hole
was bored or broken in the ice and the depth obtained with
exactness. The points were located by transit observations
or by measurements from the bank or a station on the
bank. This method can be used where the lake freezes
over, but in the southwest part of our country, especially
in Texas, lake ice is such a rare thing that a silt survey
could never be made by the ice method. The writer has
spent three score and ten years in Texas and has spent ex
actly half this time in making silt observations, but he has
yet to see in the southwest ice thick enough to support a lad.
17. Sounding Apparatus.-ln all his surveys, the writer
uses a gallon coffee pot with a taper toward the top. It has
a diameter of eight inches, and strong cords or wires are
wound around the pot under the spout and through the
handle. Other cords are tied to this horizontal band, form
ing a loop over the top of the pot. To this loop a metallic
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tape is so attached that all depths are read from the base
of the sounding pot. With a little care, the tape and pot
can be so connected that the depths of the water can be
read direct from the tape. To sink it the pot should be
filled with small stones or gravel. In no case has it been
found that the pot sinks into the silt over one-fourth of an
inch.
18. Abnormal Silting.-Abnormal silting of reservoirs
and rivers has often taken place when the soil of the water
shed is disturbed by unusual agencies like blasting, hy
draulic mining, water spouts, etc. In a few localities ex
traordinary silting has occurred, due to these or other
causes.
The Sacramento River a few years ago had an enormous
amount of silting, due to the hydraulic mining in the
mountains. The river channel clotted and practically filled
on account of this extra agency.
The Boysen Dam in Wyoming, across the Wind River,
had a very peculiar experience in 1923. An unprecedented
water spout occurred southeast of the reservoir on the
watershed of the Badwater River. The water rushed
down the Badwater, tore up the banks of the river, and
widened the stream near Bonneville from 50 to 500 feet.
This flood carried this silt to the west and then north down
the steep slope of the Wind River into the Boysen Reser
voir. The result was that in one flood silt was deposited
in the reservoir, in some places filling the channel com
pletely over part of the reservoir area and piling up a sand
bar about nine feet above the crest of the dam. This silt
ing, due to the water spout, is perhaps the most dramatic
that has occurred in our country.
At McKinney, Texas, a dam was erected across a draw
to make a lake for a country club. The drainage area was
of rich black farm land, and, as fate would have it, a very
heavy rain came just after the watershed was freshly
plowed for the next crop. This plowed land was washed
into the reservoir, and in a short while the reservoir was a
thing of the past.
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The Ocoee River in Polk County, East Tennessee, fur
nished a unique example of peculiar silting. The copper
mines near Duck Town and Copper Hill at first roasted the
copper ore, thus releasing the sulphur fumes into the air.
These sulphur fumes soon killed the vegetation over a hun
dred square miles of area. At the present time (1930), in
the territory around Duck Town, there is not a single trace
of the original trees, grass, or shrubs, and there is not the
slightest vegetation on this deforested area. When the
fumes killed the vegetation, the rains eroded the land and
washed the soil into the Ocoee River, producing an enorm
ous amount of silt greatly in excess of that ordinarily
carried by the river.

CHAPTER II
SILTING OF OLD LAKE AUSTIN
19. Survey of 1890.-In 1890 cross-sections of Colorado
River were taken at sixteen stations, as shown in the tabu
lar statement on page - and in Fig. 2. The complete out
line of the diagrams in Fig. 3 represents the original cross
section, the horizontal line being the water surface even
with the crest of the dam and the shaded area showing the
amount of silt that had been deposited up to February,
1900. All vertical dimensions are exaggerated ten times
over the horizontal dimensions. Cross-sections were again
taken for the United States Geological Survey in May, 1897,
and for the Engineering News in January, 1900. The silt
deposited from 1893 to 1900 is represented by the dotted
area.
20. Silt Survey of 1897.-The water first flowed over
the crest of the dam on May 16, 1893; at this time there
were 51,900 acre-feet of water in the lake up to the level
of the crest of the dam at elevation of 60. Between the
dam and Clifton, a distance of 17.725 miles, the original
water capacity of the lake was 49,300 acre-feet. In 1897
there were only 30,668 acre-feet of water in the channel,
the remaining 19,632 acre-feet (or 38% of the original
capacity) being silt. Estimated in depths on a square-mile
base, there was in 1893 a volume of water equal to a depth
of 81.1 feet, and in 1897, four years later, a volume of
water equal to a depth of 47.9 and silt to a depth of 33.2 feet,
showing the average amount of silt deposited annually to
be 8.3 feet on a square-mile base.
21. Silt Survey of 1900.-During the month of Janu
ary, 1900, the silt surveys were repeated at the same cross
sections as established in 1890, when the lake was first sur
veyed, and later in 1897. The area of water cross-sections
and the volume in acre-feet between stations is shown in
the table of silt surveys. In 1900 the water capacity of the
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lake was 25,777 acre-feet which amounted to 52% of the
original capacity of 1893, showing that the lake had filled
in the 6.75 years 48% of its original capacity.
22. Method of Silt Survey.-The areas of the water
cross-sections were obtained by the two-transit method. A
base line was measured from one end of the section along
the beach, which generally consisted of dried silt, and two
stations were selected on opposite sides of the river and
their distances apart obtained by triangulation from the
ends of the base line. The two transits were set up at the
two stations; the plan was adopted of having the verniers
set at zero while pointing along the two-transit line; and
all angles were measured from the two-transit line. A
boatman rowed along the section across the lake slowly and
stopped when there was a slight change in depth. One
man did the sounding, and the transit men kept their tran
sits trained on him; at a given wave of the sounder's hand,
the transits were clamped, the angles read, and the depth
recorded. Repeat measurements were made on the back
trip.
23. Silt Data.-ln the table below is given the detailed
results of the silt surveys of 1897 and 1900.
24. Survey Results.-ln January, 1900, there were
25, 777 acre-feet of water in the main channel of the lake
beneath the level of the top of the dam (equivalent to 40.3
feet on a square-mile base) and 40.8 feet of silt. Thus 48
per cent of the original storage capacity of the lake was at
that time mud. Up to that date, the average rate of de
posit on a square-mile base was 5.8 feet per year.
In 1897 this silt, to within two miles of the head of the
lake, was a fine, impalpable, absolutely gritless deposit, and
where newly exposed would not bear an appreciable weight
on its surface. The writer has often tried its resistance
all along the lake, and an oar could be driven into it several
feet with moderate pressure. Shovelfuls of it placed upon
boards in a heaped-up mass would immediately settle and
spread so that the upper surface was a very flat cone. At
the head and for about two miles down the lake, the silt

TABLE OF SILT SURVEY RESULTS OF OLD LAKE
Station
Miles
from
Dam
0.000
.221

Name of
Station

Water Areas in Square Feet Below
Crest of Old Dam
1893

1897

1900

Dam

48,000

36,000

33,000

Bee Creek

48,000

38,000

32,500

1.173

Mormon

40,400

33,470

28,200

2.698

Dry Creek

38,755

27,340

23,700

4.012

Bull Creek

32,980

24,440

II
I
I

Nl
0

Water Volume in Acre-Feet Below
Crest of Old Dam
1893

Ennis

34,500

21,450

20,000

6.799

Devils

27,925

14,300

12,200

7.810

Cottonwood

21,200

11,400

9,265

9.189

McNeil

23,400

11,560

7,750

Scotts

16,870

9,730

4,750

990

878

5,100

4,123

3,540

7,316

5,620

4,796

5,712

4,140

3,518

5,419

3,685

3,250

5,531

3,167

2,853

3,010

1,575

1,315

1,920

1,422

3,727

12.525

Sulphur

13.425

Wades

16.225
17.225

17,200

5,630

2,519

1,330

'7~2

4,757

2,140

1,170

1,548

480

498

2,650

1,050

1,261

725

448

494

49,300

30,668

25,777

3,630

11,180

3,200

5,500

Honey Creek

5,100

2,990

3,500

Clifton

2,880

1,940

1,900

Totals

1900

1,286

20,480

5.337

10.221

1897
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consisted of a sand which readily deposited when the ve
locity of the stream was checked by the waters of the lake.
At occasional points below the head of the lake small bars
of sand were found near the mouths of small canyons or
creeks. Fig. 3 shows the cross-sections at the different
stations where the vertical scale is ten times the horizontal.
25. Low Water.-From March 15 to April, 1899, the
water level of the lake was a little more than 10 feet below
the crest of the dam. The water again commenced flowing
over the crest of the dam on April 21 and continued to flow
over, at small depths, until June 7, when the river rose to
a height of 9.8 feet above the crest of the dam. This flood
continued until June 12, and its effect on the cross-sections
near the head of the lake was marked. The sections at
stations above Santa Monica were scoured out about two
feet deeper than the sections of 1897, and at station Honey
Creek a sand bar was deposited on the inside (left) of the
curve of the river, contracting the channel to less than
half of its former width.
26. Topography of Lake.-Figure 2 shows the config
uration and geography of the lake formed by the dam. The
river for 200 or 300 miles flows through a hilly country
from above Colorado City, on the Texas and Pacific Rail
road, and in its course absorbs the waters of the Concho,
the San Saba, the Llano, the Pecan Bayou, and the Peder
nales River. All of the country drained by these tribu
taries is hilly, with the exception of a few miles along the
head of the Colorado and the Concho.

5290·--------<

FIG. 4.

Typical Section
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27. Typical Section.-The "typical section," illustrating
the ratio of silt and water areas for the whole lake, is about
six miles above the dam. Figure 4 illustrates this section,
the vertical scale being magnified ten times.
28. Effect of Flood on Silt.-When the break occurred,
some of the silt in the immediate vicinity of the dam would
have oozed out, had there been no water in the lake. Just
above the part of the dam that gave way was a plateau
whose surface was, on an average, about 18 feet below the
crest of the dam. At the time of the break, the lake level
was 11.07 feet above the crest of the dam, making the depth
of water on the plateau 29 feet. The torrent poured over
this plateau with immense velocity for several hours. The
silt on the plateau was cut away with such swiftness that
in three hours it was swept almost clean.
In the main channel the upper surface of the silt was 38
feet below the crest of the dam, giving, at the time of the
break, a depth of water in the main channel of 49 feet.
After the water level dropped below the plateau, the cur
rent was confined to a narrow gorge. The flood continued
in the main channel for several days. A week after the
failure, the silt along the shores of the former lake was cut
into fantastic shapes by the currents of the river and those
of many mountain gorges. The silt in contact with the
dam undoubtedly increased the pressure against it, but that
portion of the dam across the main channel where the silt
was 38 feet deep and where the pressure was greatest was
on a good hard rock foundation and successfully resisted
the pressure. There was practically no waterlogged drift
in this silt; the soundings indicated mud bottom. The silt
deposit kept the river at Austin muddy for months after
the failure.
In the Old Austin Lake, the level of the water could sink
to 10 feet below the crest of the dam and there would still
be a fair current in the penstocks, as the bottom of the
forebay was 12 feet below the crest of the dam. When
this condition obtained, as it did during the months of
March, April, and October, 1899, there was a current on
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the upper third of the lake. Unless the lake was drained
by the three three-foot pipes at the west end of the dam
(which did not occur after 1893), it was not possible for
the current under ordinary conditions to affect the silt in
the lower two-thirds of the lake.
29. Flood of 1869.-The flood of 1869 is referred to by
old settlers in Texas as the greatest in the history of the
Colorado River. The writer has gone to considerable
trouble to find accurate data in regard to this flood and
submits herewith a copy from the diary of E. C. Bartholo
mew, who had been a resident of Austin since 1869.
WEDNESDAY, JULY 7, 1869
The Colorado River is tremendously high, and causes great
excitement. The people living on the bank are nearly all moving,
and many houses are under water. Monroe Swisher's house
across the river floated off, as well as other houses of an inferior
class. Fields of cotton and corn in the river bottoms are covered
with water, and the loss is immense. It has rained steadily since
last Saturday night (July 3, 1869) until today. The river rose
into the Davis large mill (Zilker Ice House) on the bank of the
river.
SATURDAY, JULY 17, 1869
We received the first northern mail this morning in thirteen
days. The flood prevented the running of stages.

Captain W. C. Walsh, another old resident whose home
in 1869 was between Barton Creek and the Colorado River,
states the heavy rains began at 4 P.M. on June 27, 1869,
and continued until about 3 A.M. on June 28, when the
backwater in Barton Creek was approximately thirty feet
deep. The rains continued through June 29 and 30, light
showers alternating with heavy downpours. But rain be
gan falling again on Saturday, July 3, and continued until
the morning of July 7, when the maximum flood occurred.
On the morning of July 7, the water was about six feet
deep at the gateway that leads to the present Barton
Springs Park. The flood of 1869 is regarded as the biggest
flood that ever occurred in the Colorado River, but E. C.
Bartholomew distinctly questions whether the flood of 1869
was greater than the flood of April 7, 1900, that broke the
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Austin dam. There was a ferry across the Colorado River
at the foot of Congress Avenue, where the present rein
forced concrete bridge exists. Old settlers all unite in
stating that there was a high bluff from the present con
crete bridge to the railroad bridge of the International and
Great Northern Railway. This bluff was composed largely
of alluvial deposits and was nearly as high as the present
north bank. The flood of 1869 cut this high bank on the
south side, cut it down, and on the morning of July 7, the
whole topography on the south side of the river was com
pletely changed ; the banks had been cut down, and the
plateau south of them had been eroded many feet.
Thus, the flood of 1869 and the flood of 1900 were pass
ing through channels whose cross-sections were entirely
different, and there is no basis of comparison.
The writer has traced the high-water level of the flood
of 1869 to several points on the north side of the river. By
the present United States Geological Survey guage, the
flood of 1869 was a gauge height of 43 feet. The high-water
level of 1869 was 5.9 feet below the cement walk, opposite
the United States Geological Survey gauge.

CHAPTER III
OLD AUSTIN DAM AND ITS FAILURE
30. Old Austin Dam.-In February, 1890, the City
Council of Austin employed Mr. J. P. Frizell to make a re
port upon a proposed dam across the Colorado River near
Austin, Texas. Mr. Frizzell recommended a bond issue of
$1,400,000, which was submitted to the voters of Austin on
May 5, 1890, and resulted in 1354 in favor and 50 against
the proposition. After a rather hasty examination, it was
decided to locate the dam three miles west of Austin in
spite of the warning of the noted geologist, Mr. Robert T.
Hill, who warned the city authorities that the location sug
gested was across a geological fault. Notwithstanding the
warning of Dr. Hill, the dam was located across the geo
logical fault with disastrous results. The bed of the river
of the proposed site was limestone rock, but there was a
high alluvial bank on the east side something like 50 feet
above the river bed. The geological fault was under this
alluvial bank. Mr. Frizzell was employed as engineer, and
he proposed a dam 66 feet high above the bed of the river,
with a toe at zero elevation on the down-stream side or 60
feet below the crest of the dam and 6 feet above the bed of
the river. Elevations were generally referred to the toe
of the dam, and the crest of the dam was constructed 60
feet above this zero elevation. The contractor commenced
the work of excavating the alluvial soil on the east bank on
November 5, 1890, and the first stone was laid in the foun
dation of the dam May 5, 1891, exactly one year after the
bond election.
Early in 1892 some doubts arose in the minds of the city
authorities in regard to the wisdom of the cross-section of
the dam as designed by Mr. Frizell. The city employed J.
T. Fanning of Minneapolis as consulting engineer to report
upon the advisability of the cross-section.
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Cross-sections of Old Dam

Mr. Fannin recommended the cross-section with rounded
crest, as shown on the right (Fig. 5), and the dam was
constructed with this cross-section.
31. Watershed.-At Austin the Colorado emerges from
a mountainous country which extends for a distance of
over 200 miles in a northwesterly direction. The channel
above Austin is for the most part a sinuous gorge held in
by limestone mountains and hills. Austin is at the foot of
a long range of mountains, 38,000 square miles of which
afford a drainage area for the Colorado River above the
Austin Dam. The river is fed by the Pedernales, the Llano,
the San Saba, the Concho, and the Pecan Bayou. The con
figuration of the country is such that the water runs off
into streams rapidly.
32. Failure of the Dam.-From 1 P.M. on April 6 to 4
A.M. on April 7, 1900, there was a rainfall of 5 inches at
and in the vicinity of Austin, in a mountainous country on
ground already wet. In addition to this, tremendous rains
fell along the Colorado and its tributaries from Austin as
far up as Llano, a distance of over 120 miles. The river
rose rapidly, and by 10 A.M. on Saturday, April 7, it was
apparent that the dam would be called upon to withstand
the biggest flood since water first wetted its crest on May
16, 1893. At that hour the water level of the lake was
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FIG. 6.

more than 10 feet above the crest of the dam and it was
rising nearly 2 feet an hour. The greatest previous flood
height occurred at 9 P.M. on June 7, 1899, when the lake
level was 9.8 feet above the crest of the dam. The water
rose rather gradually throughout the day to its maximum
level of 9.8 feet. Figure 7 gives a view of the flood of June 7,
1899, taken when the lake level was 9.25 feet above the
crest of the dam and the water level only 22 inches lower
than that of April 7, 1900.
At 11 :20 A.M . on April 7, when the lake level had reached
a height of 11.07 feet above the crest of the dam, the dam
gave way at the point marked B in Figure 6, about 300 feet
from the east end of the dam. Observers at E, F, and H
all agree in their testimony that it first opened at B, as
though the mad current had simply pushed its way through
the structure. Sooner than it takes to write these words,
the two section AB and BC, each about 250 feet long, were
shoved or pushed into the lower positions A'B' and B'C',
about 60 feet from their former positions. There was not
the slightest overturning. After the warning break at B,
the water over the part ABC was seen to rise several feet,
and the next instant the pent-up waters were pouring over
the sections A'B' and C'B'.
By 11 :30 A.M. the lake level had fallen to the crest of the
dam, and the sections A'B' and B'C' were seen to be upright,
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FIG. 7.

Flood of June, 1899

each still a solid mass, complete, unbroken, and intact, ex
cept for the scaling off of the granite facing from the
downstream side, occupying a position practically parallel
to the dam. To the casual observer, the detached portions
at this time had the appearance of having been erected in
their new positions by the original contractor. The crests
of the sections A'B' and B'C' were about on a level with
their original positions, except at C, where the crest was
slightly higher, giving B'C' a longitudinal dip toward the
power house. Measuring along the crest, the break left
456 feet of the dam (KC in Fig. 6) at the west end and 83
feet (AH) at the east end still standing unaffected.
As soon as the sections were broken out and moved to
the positions A'B' and B'C', the partially pent-up waters
rushed through the gap, those held back by CK producing
a strong current in the direction of the power house. This
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current struck the wall of the power house almost on a level
with the floor of the pump room (about 12 feet below the
crest of the dam), crushed in all of the windows on the
west side, flooded all of the lower stories, and caught and
drowned five employees and three small boys. Two of the
employees miraculously escaped by climbing through a belt
hole in the dynamo room (x y m n, Fig. 6). These work
men were pumping water from the lower portions of the
power house.
At 12 o'clock, forty minutes after the break, the broken
section B'C' turned over toward the dam and disappeared
beneath the torrent, and the eastern end of the section A'B'
was broken up and engulfed. This left about 100 feet
(B'D') (See Fig. 6), which was shifted slightly out of its
parallel position. This section (B'D') was cracked from
the crest as far down as could be seen. Sometime during
Saturday night the smallest portion of this 100-foot section
was swept down.
33. Failure of Power House.-At 12 :00 A.M. Sunday,
April 8, the northern two-thirds (x y m n, Fig. 6) of the

FIG. 8.

Flood of April, 1900
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west wall of the power house gave way and fell, taking with
it the roof over the dynamo room and wrecking the cor
responding part of the east wall. The power house was
198 feet by 54 feet and had a total height on the river side
of 112 feet. The walls were of brick, except the first 20
feet, which were constructed of dressed granite blocks
about 2112 feet by 5 feet by 3 feet. The dynamo floor
( x y m n, Fig. 6) was about on a level with the crest of the
dam. The floor of this room extended as a gallery over
the pump room (P) in which the big duplex pumps were
located.
34. Concrete.-Specimens of the cement of the core
have been examined and these have been found to be first
class in every particular. In some places breaks occurred
through limestone rubble and the adhering cement, showing
that the strength of the joint was superior to that of the
limestone.
The behavior of the granite facing indicates very clearly
that it was easily pulled off by the immense forces brought
into play. The impact cracked the section along an ir
regular surface about 42 feet below the crest.
There was no sufficient continuity between the rubble
core and the granite facing. There were slight irregular
ities in the line of contact between the granite and the
rubble, and when subjected to the powerful forces of the
water pressure, the two separated at many places.
The broken sections moved back about 60 feet and the
toe rested on the shore line of the tailrace. The impact
and the resultant compressive stress on the stones on the
curved face tore the granite facing loose from the core in
several places. The section was stripped of its facing
stones in the third course from the top as far down as could
be seen, a distance of fully 30 feet. Some of the top granite
stones of the section were loosened in their beds by the
break and were carried a way by the current.
35. Depth of Water.-The maximum depth of the water
near the dam was only 38 feet below the crest. Thus, at
the time of the break, the total depth was a little more than
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49 feet. The lake had silted up from the original bed-rock
bottom in the main stream exactly 30 feet. Had there been
no silt, a much larger volume of water would have passed
and the results have been more disastrous at and below the
darn. While this silt would flow, it was sluggish and served
to retard the current, thus prolonging the flood several
hours (it actually continued, with great velocity, for nearly
two days). Within twenty-four hours the river level had
fallen more than 40 feet, but this only served to confine the
flood to the main channel, with little dimunition of velocity.
36. Lower Banks.-At 3 :20 P.M., April 7, 1900, four
hours after the dam broke, the water level had dropped 30
feet and was at the high-water mark of the old channel,
cutting the banks both above and below the darn. Below
the darn the alluvial banks reached a height of 64 feet above
the toe of the dam. This whole mass was cut back 40 feet
in a few hours. The effect of this continuous flood on the
silt deposited in the lake since 1893 is considered in Chapter
2, Silting of Old Lake Austin.
37. Cause of Failure.-The darn failed by sliding. It
seems that at a point some 300 feet from the east end of the
dam the limestone upon which the dam rested was of a
friable nature. Mr. Frizell realized this, and it was stated
to be a part of his plan, had he continued in charge of the
work, to reenforce the bottom of the river just below the
dam by a cement foundation about 100 feet wide by 600
feet long; it was also contrary to his purpose to have the
water of the tailrace run along the toe of the dam.
38. Geologic Fault.-Mr. E. W. Groves, who was con
nected with the work, as an engineer, from the preliminary
surveys to the completion of the darn, states that for the
first 150 feet from the east bluff very good rock was found;
that at that point a fault 75 feet wide was encountered, in
which there was no semblance of stratified rock, most of
the material being adobe or pulverized rock, with an oc
casional streak of red clay; that the excavation in this space
was carried down 8 to 10 feet in the upstream trench, and
the trench widened from 4 feet to 10 or 15 feet; that the
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fault extended to an indefinite depth; that from the west
edge of the fault the foundation rock was poor for 350
feet, and that a supplementary protection was added to the
upstream side opposite the fault by dumping clay along
the face of the dam.
The limestone formation in the vicinity of the dam con
sisted of alternately hard and soft strata. The out-cropping
in Bee Creek (just above the dam), that at Taylor's lime
chute (about a half mile above the dam), and that through
which the excavation was made to repair the head-gate
masonry are all of that character. The soft strata could
be handled without a pick and often with a shovel, but the
hard strata were composed of a fairly good quality of
limestone. In its western part the dam rested on one of
these hard strata. During the freshet in 1892, the overfall
cut through this hard strata, tore up large pieces (some of
them 10 feet long, 4 feet wide, and 2.5 feet thick and of 7 or
8 tons weight), and deposited a whole quarry in a confused
and irregular pile about 200 yards farther down the river.
These stones remained in that location until the big freshet
of June 7, 1899, when they were carried away.
39. Undermining.-The foregoing facts are necessary
for a proper understanding of what follows. In 1897, Mr.
J .. G. Palm, while fishing along the toe of the dam, ran his
fishing pole under the toe for a distance of 6 feet. This
shows conclusively that either the water flowing along the
tailrace had scoured out the foundation under the toe of the
dam or the overfalling water had undermined it. A large
percentage of the water flowing over the east half of the
dam at ordinary height reenforced the tailrace waters and
produced a strong current along the toe of the dam for
more than half its length. It has now been proved, by
actual measurements, that the toe was cut under at some
place. In speaking about the matter, Mr. Palm said that
he often wondered why the toe did not break off. This
undermining of the toe left the dam exposed to the pressure
of the water, and it became only a question of which was
the stronger, the water or the friction between the dam and
its bed.

CHAPTER IV
SILTING OF NEW LAKE AUSTIN
40. The New Austin Dam.-The contract for the pres
ent Austin Darn was let in 1911 and the darn was partly
completed by the summer of 1913. The new darn was built
to an elevation of 51 feet above the old toe or an elevation
of 9 feet below the crest of the old darn. Gates 14 feet high
were provided on the new darn to raise the water level to
an elevation of 65 feet. A view of the new darn from the

FIG. 9.

New Austin Dam

west is shown in Figure 9. Gates 5 feet high were con
structed on the crest of the old darn between buttress walls.
The old power house is seen to the right in Figure 9 ; the
house on the left is the boathouse under which launches
drawing 15 feet of water could pass in 1913, but by 1924
the silt had reduced the depth to such an extent that small
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canoes could not pass under the house. In 1926 the boat
house was high and dry and several feet from the water's
edge of the lake, the silt having forced the water front more
than 70 feet toward the main channel to the west.
41. Silt Survey in 1922.-In July, 1922, the writer made
a short trip up the lake in a motor boat and, out of curi
osity, took a sounding tape with him; one mile above the
dam he took the soundings and was astounded when he
obtained a depth of water of only 12 feet where there had
been a depth of 50 feet in 1913. Upon expressing surprise,
the boatman informed him that they could dive from the
boat and touch bottom at any place from this section to
the head of the lake. The result of this sounding deter
mined the writer to repeat his old cross-sections of 1897
and 1900. In August, 1922, the cross-section surveys were
made at the old stations of 1897 and 1900. The total water
volume of the lake was found to be 5,362 acre-feet.
42. Silt Survey of 1924.-In August, 1924, another silt
survey was made. It was found that the silt was eating in
from the sides and reducing the width of the river. At a
point seven miles above the dam, a farmer assured the
writer that he was gaining 20 feet of land per year. In
other words, the width of the lake was contracting that
much on the inner curve side. The survey of 1924 gave
a water capacity of 2,901 acre-feet.
43. Silt Survey of 1926.-In August, 1926, another sur
vey was made at the Austin Lake; the same progressive
contraction of the width was encountered and the reduction
of the depth. The survey of 1926 gave a water capacity of
1,477 acre-feet below the crest of the dam.
44. Details of Silt Surveys.-The details of the various
silt surveys of the new lake at Austin are shown in Figure
10 and in the following table:

SILT SURVEYS OF THE NEW AUSTIN LAKE
Station
in miles
from
Dam

---

Name of
Station

1913

1922

1924

0.000

Dam

36,000

13,000

11,600

0.221

Bee Creek

37,300

11,100

6,980

1.173

Mormon

Water Volumes in Acre-Feet Below
Crest of New Dam, 51 feet

Water Areas in Square Feet Below
Crest of New Dam, 51 feet

28,000

5,930

I

1913

1926

4.012

Dry Creek
Bull Creek

26,100
24,130

3,030
2,870

1924

982

323

249

97

3,791

983

520

224

5,037

921

316

143

I

4,000

470

224

86

I

4,009

469

.227

108

1::1:)

2,780

2,040

1,100

1,380

450

1,430

630

5.337

Ennis

25,800

2,970

1,390

720

6.799

Devils Creek

20,200

3,600

1,900

880

7.810

Cottonwood

19,800

2,230

2,186

1,750

9.189

McNeil

16,100

2,350

1,460

510

10.221

Scotts

11,000

2,610

1,530

890

12.525

Santa Monica

10,400

1,460

820

820
Totals

1926

4,470

I

I

2.698

1922

I

I

I

I

~
.,...

~·

~

c

~
~
~

~

4,076

582

292

142

2,451

357

250

161

3,000

383

308

189

1,695

310

187

88

2,988

568

328

239

32,029

5,366

2,901

cic

~-

<:!;

- -1,477

C¢
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Silting of New Lake Austin
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45. Regular Silting.-The silting of reservoirs is gen
erally erratic and spasmodic and is confined to the flood
periods. Assuming that the silting is regular, we can de
rive an expression for the average silting covering a period
of n years.
Let V=the volume of the lake at the beginning.
R-the ratio of water capacity at the end of one year
to the water capacity at the end of the previous
year.
Then capacity at the end of the first year = VR; capacity
at the end of the second year =VR 2 ; capacity at the end of
the third year= VR 8 ; capacity at the end of the nth year
-VR•.
The measurements on the new lake were carried up to
Santa Monica, 12.525 miles above the dam. Above Santa
Monica the old cross-section showed pure sand. In fact,
sand was encountered one-half mile below Santa Monica at
a point 12 miles from the dam. The table includes only the
fine, gritless mud.
Volume in water in 1913=32,029 acre-feet; 1922=5,366;
1924-2,901; 1926=1,477. Ratio volume of 1926 divided
by the volume of 1913=4.61 %. Thus in the 13 years the
new Austin Lake had filled 95.39% of its volume in 1913.
In other words, the water capacity in August, 1926, was
only 4.61 % of the volume of 1913. Hence we have V in
1913-32,029; in 1926=1,477 acre-feet.
46. Silt Curve.-We can obtain the mean annual silting
as follows:
Let

V~Original

water capacity in 1913.
of capacity at end of one year to capacity
at end of previous year.
Then, capacity at end of one year=VR
capacity at end of two years=VR 2
capacity at end of three years=VR 8
capacity at end of n years=VRn
R~Ratio

If we let n~13, we have V=32,029; and VR 18=1477.
Hence 32029R 13 ==-l477 . ·. R=.78926==78.926%.
Mean annual rate of silting=21.074%.
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TABLE OF MEAN SILTING

Year
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926

At end of
n years

Capacity of Lake in per cent
of 1913 capacity

0

100.000
78.926
62.293
49 .165
38.804
30.626
34.172
19.078
15.056
11.883
9.379
7.402
5.842
4.611

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

47. Drift.-The Colorado River of Texas with its tribu
taries traverses nearly 200 miles of territory. When the
first drift strikes the gates or buttress walls of the Austin
Dam, it spreads out over the entire width of the lake and
banks up behind until a complete surface of the lake near
the dam is covered with drift from shore to shore. This

FIG. 11.

Drift in Lake Austin .
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solid covering of drift has extended up the lake for one
half mile as indicated in Figure 11, which was taken from
the top of the dam looking northwest. This drift sometimes
covers an area of 80 acres, and the velocity of the water in
the lake gradually rams the drift against the buttress walls
of the dam. At the present time, 1928, there is an irregular
dike of drift in front of the new part of the dam. The
small white patch at the extreme upper left of the picture
is the stretch of driftless water in the mouth of Bee Creek.
48. Channel Silting.-lt has been claimed that lakes
which spread out over the banks of the river and whose
width is many times the width of the river channel will
not silt as rapidly as a channel lake. This claim is not sub
stantiated by the old lake or the new lake at Austin. In
the new lake the width was, on the average, three times the
width of the river channel. Two-thirds of the width of the
new lake was over the relatively fiat plateaus near the dam.
We find that for the stretch extending 1.57 miles above the
dam that the channel part of the lake has silted 84 per cent
of its capacity of 1913 ; while for that part on the nearly
fiat valley (formerly a farm) the silting has amounted to
over 114 per cent. Figure 12 is an airplane map of Lake
Austin taken in November, 1929. Next to the bank on the
last (left) side looking downstream there has been added
in the last 13 years (from 1913 to 1926) a strip of land of
an average width of 109 yards and a length of 1009 yards
along the river bank. This area was 14.6 acres, all added
outside the channel. One mile above the dam on the right
bank, a more intensive silting outside the channel area has
taken place. Here a boathouse resting on high columns
under which there was a depth of eleven feet of water in
1913, is now high and dry on the bank at least one hundred
yards from the water's edge. In all there are three broad
marginal areas on the right side of the lake, aggregating
a total length of 5.2 miles where the silt on the valley banks
is over 100%, while that in the channel is not over 80 % of
the original capacity. On the left margin there are five
curved strips aggregating a total length of 7.5 miles where
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the lake spreads out over farm lands along the margin. In
this total length, in every case that part outside the channel
is over 100% while that in the channel proper is under 90%.
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FIG. 13.

Bee Creek Cross-section

Figure 13 is a cross-section of Lake Austin taken op
posite Bee Creek in April, 1929; the vertical scale is one
hundred times the horizontal. This section is about one
fourth of a mile above the dam and shows that the banks
have silted over one hundred per cent, while the channel is
silted only eighty-eight per cent.
49. Silt Cracks.-During a flood or rise in the Colorado
River, the water covers the silt in the original channel that
is ordinarily on the margin of the lake. When the water
recedes, these marginal areas are left in a continuous sheet
of silt with no cracks or marks, but in a few days the sun
dries the soil and small cracks appear that gradually widen
and deepen. This continues until a crack two inches wide
or over is developed that extends down into the silt some
times to a depth of eighteen to twenty-four inches. The
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FIG. 14.

Silt Cracks

view on the left of Figure 14 was taken four miles above the
lake at the mouth of Bull Creek. The hat is resting on
silt about twenty-five feet deep. The view on the right
was taken at the mouth of Bee Creek one-fourth mile above
the dam, and the rodman is standing on silt 53.4 feet deep.
In 1918 the water was drained out of the lake and the
river was at the very low stage of nine cubic feet per sec
ond. The current soon cut a V-shaped channel through the
silt and was concentrated in this sinuous channel as shown
in Figure 15. The whole flow of the Colorado River is pass
ing between the feet of the man in the bathing suit. The
current of water scoured a channel in the silt in the shape
of the letter V of about a hundred and fifty degree opening.
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IN 1918
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CHAPTER V
SILTING OF LAKE McMILLAN
50. Lake McMillan.-Lake McMillan in New Mexico
between Carlsbad and Roswell is the principal storage res
ervoir of the irrigation system originally owned and oper
ated by the Pecos Irrigation Company, whose principal
office was at Carlsbad, New Mexico.
Figure 16 shows the shape of Lake McMillan with the
tamarisk at the head.
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Lake McMillan
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During the winter of 1903-1904, the United States Recla
mation Service made a careful study of the conditions of
Lake McMillan and had a silt survey made as described
later.
61. McMillan Dam.-The site chosen for the dam was
at a point where the limestone bluffs approached very
closely from opposite sides of the river. The dam is of the
rock-fill, earth-apron type and is constructed across the
channel of the Pecos, forming the reservoir in the channel
and valley of the river. It was completed during the win
ter of 1893-1894 and has been in continuous operation
since that time. It has a top length of 1,686 feet and a
maximum height of 52 feet. The rock-fill portion of the
dam is 14 feet wide at the top and the earth 6 feet, making
a total top width of 20 feet. The slopes are rock-fill, l l/2
to 1 on the lower side and one-half to 1 on the upper side,
the latter a dry-laid wall, as shown in Figure 17.

CR10ss-S£cr10N or /'1cM1t.1.AN 0Al'1
FIG. 17.

cMillan Dam

The earth apron has a slope of 31;2 to 1 and is covered for
its entire height with a riprap 1 foot in thickness. With
the water 7 feet below the crest of the dam, the capacity of
the reservoir was a little over 100,000 acre feet.
52. Outlet Canal.-The outlet for the reservoir is
through a rock canal to the east of the dam ; this is con
trolled by a system of six wooden gates operated by screws.
It has a combined discharge of 6,000 second-feet when the
water is at its proposed maximum height.
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53. Spillways.-A spillway was provided between the
outlet canals and the dam proper. This spillway was con
structed by making a cut about 200 feet in width into the
natural surface, which was composed of a soft lime rock
interspersed with many layers of earth. A short time
after the reservoir was built, this spillway was seen to be
a source of danger; the water would have been returned to
the river at a point near the lower toe of the dam, and the
backwash would have endangered the structure. In addi
tion, the material was so soft that the sides of the spillway
would have been cut away and serious damage would have
resulted to the gates. Also, the capacity of the reservoir
would have been very materially decreased.
54. Emergency Spillway.-The spillway was blocked
very soon after the structure was completed and a safety,
or emergency spillway was cut in the embankment farther
west. This second spillway was blown out by explosives
during a period of high water at a time when the face of
the dam showed a settlement that seemed very dangerous.
Later the section was reduced to the natural surface,
thereby doing away with the storage that had been created
by the embankment, no portion of which was replaced until
the winter of 1903-1904. This channel was used for a
spillway for the surplus water for ten years. The waters
that passed here did not reach the river for two miles; and
although they began cutting back, the effect did not reach
the reservoir until 1903. The channel was entirely in earth,
and each year the cut-back approached nearer the main
reservoir. For the past three or four years the irrigation
company has known that another spillway of more perma
nent nature must be provided.
55. Flood of 1903.-During the floods of June, 1903,
when a large amount of water passed over this spillway, in
spite of the fact that the gates were used to their fullest
extent, the cut-back reached almost to the reservoir proper
and made a change absolutely necessary.
56. New Spillway.-This change was accomplished by
blocking the opening with an earth-fill and cutting another
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opening farther east, through the rock, at an elevation of
6 feet higher than the old spillway, apparently increasing
the storage capacity about 13 per cent. The real increase
will be discussed later. The new spillway is cut through
a limestone foundation and is of such a nature that, should
it be subjected to a heavy flood for a long time, it would be
greatly eroded; but it is probable that it will not be required
to carry a very large flow for a considerable length of time.
57. Capacity.-There were no old data available from
which to calculate the capacity of the reservoir after the
earth embankment to the west was cut away to the natural
surface, and the facts concerning this are to be obtained
only from the survey made in June, 1904 by the United
States Geological Survey-a survey which is of more or
less doubtful accuracy, as the original surface had to be
determined by borings and there were several feet of silt
deposit, making mistakes as to the exact location of the old
bed easy.
Since 1904 the United States Reclamation Service made,
in 1910, 1915, and 1925, complete recent surveys, and these
surveys indicate that the original capacity of Lake Mc
Millan in 1894 below the 3266.6 countour was 80,000 acre
feet. This will be taken in these pages as a basis of esti
mate. The storage capacity in 1904 up to the 3266.6 con
tour was found to be 62,000 acre-feet.
58. Silt Survey of 1904.-The drought of 1903 continued
into the summer of 1904, and in June, 1904 the reservoir
was found to be practically empty. It was realized that
this condition would probably not last long, and a force of
seven men was put to work to make a silt survey. Work
was begun on June 1, 1904, and was brought to an end on
June 15 by water coming down the river and closing all
work. Ordinary screw post-hole diggers supplied with ex
tension shanks were used to make the borings, and the
natural surface beneath the silt was determined by the
change of color in the material and also by the particles of
vegetable matter found in most places where the natural
surface was reached. A map of the reservoir is shown in
Figure 16.
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59. Original Surface.-Before the reservoir was con
structed, the surface of the ground almost to the edge of
the water in the river was covered with a very heavy growth
of salt grass, which is still sufficiently preserved to afford
reliable data as to the position of the original surface. In
some places no trace of this is found, and it was thought
that at such localities either the old river bed had been en
countered or a spot made barren by some unknown cause
had existed. By careful observations the old bed of the
river was traced over a portion of the bottom.
60. Survey Methods.-The points for the borings were
determined by running a series of parallel east-west lines
at a distance of one-fourth of a mile apart. No measuring
was done on these lines which were run with a transit and
marked with small flags to enable the workmen to keep in
line. A boring was made every 100 paces along these lines.
Each line was indkated by a letter of the alphabet, and
each workman was supplied with a book and pencil for re
cording the depth of the natural surface and any item of
interest that might develop. He was also supplied with
short pieces of lath, one of which he set at each finished
hole, with the line letter and the number of the borings on
the line marked upon it, so that when located it could be
studied from the record kept in the notebook.
On the east side it was not possible to get the sections of
pipe into the rock to so great a depth, and larger monu
ments of rock were used as a means of protection.
In addition to locating the contour lines, the topographic
party used great care in locating all holes and places indi
cating possible leaks, both in the bottom of the site and
along the edges. These openings in the bottom of the
reservoir all show a porous and much seamed limestone por
tion at bottom. It is possible that beneath this limestone
is a stratum of gypsum, but the holes do not seem to be in
creasing very rapidly in size and there is no doubt that they
could all be permanently closed at a very small expense.
It was found from the borings of the silt taken in 1904
that there were 12,232 acre-feet of silt within the 3260 con
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tour. The water capacity of the lake at this time was
16,500 acre-feet. This would make a total capacity of
28,732 acre-feet, indicating that the silt from 1894 to 1904
amounted to 32%.
61. Later Surveys.-However, later estimates and meas
urements by the United States Reclamation engineers
showed that there were about 6,000 acre-feet of silt above
the 3260 contour. That part had been reclaimed from the
reservoir by the contraction due to the &ilt. This would
make a total amount of 18,232 acre-feet of silt in 1904 and
would make a total capacity for the reservoir of 34,732.
This would indicate that, from 1894 to 1904, the McMillan
Reservoir up to the old spillway level of 17.3 by gauge had
silted 52.17%.
62. Leaks.-The leaks around the perimeter are of a
different nature; the points marked on the topographic
sheets, on the east side, indicate only the deep and well
defined holes; the material here is gypsum and has been
washed and dissolved by the water until it takes fantastic
shapes. In some places it is covered with silt, but even
here, when it dries, cracks appear that extend back into the
hills.
When the water reaches this formation, it flows in bold
streams into the openings, and sections covering several
thousand square feet have dropped down 5 or 6 feet in some
places.
By looking down the cracks at the endge of these sinks,
water can be seen flowing in them with a high velocity. The
general course of this flow seems to be southeast, directly
under the high hills.
In 1904 there was a hole in the bottom of the reservoir
400 feet above the dam. When the water was low, this
could be detected and had the appearance of causing con
siderable loss by leakage. The opening converged toward
its bottom and ended in a seam in limestone. The fact that
it had not increased to a large opening would seem to indi
cate that if gypsum does exist at this point it is capped by
a less soluble limestone. A number of holes of this charac
ter occur at various points within the reservoir site, and
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those that occur away from the edge appear to be of the
same nature.
Along the east side, next to the high bluffs, there is a long
stretch of gypsum capped with many feet of limestone. It
is quite probable that at the time the reservoir was con
structed the gypsum was covered with earth and was not
visible. But when the water was raised to this height, the
percolation, aided by the wave action, swept the surface
clear so that for a long distance the gypsum is now ex
posed and is the cause of an immense amount of leakage.
63. Silt Above Lake Level.-A few random borings
taken at a considerable distance above the highest storage
contour point showed the depth of silt to be greater there
than at any point within the storage area.
Owing to the fact that while the first silt survey was in
progress a flood came down the Pecos and drove the silt
crew out of the reservoir, it was impossible to determine
the amount of silt outside of the lake area; yet from the
random borings taken and the apparent area, it is certain
that a large percentage of the silt, especially the heavier
variety, is deposited entirely outside of the storage area.
It was found by calculations from cross-sections of the silt
that there was, at the time of the survey of 1904, 12,232
acre-feet of silt within the 3260-foot contour. (Later esti
mates and measurements by the United States Reclamation
Engineers indicate that there were about 6000 acre-feet of
silt in the old lake below the level of 3,260-foot contour, in
the area reclaimed from the reservoir by the contracting
due to the silting. This would make a total silting of 18,232
acre-feet up to 1904 instead of what was, at the time of the
survey, 12,232 acre-feet of silt.
64. Later Surveys.-The United States Reclamation
Service continued its observations on the silting of Lake
McMillan from 1915 to 1925, which is indicated by Tables
1 and 2, and Figure 18.
The data in Table 1 shows that 41,400 acre-feet of silt
were deposited in the reservoir below the 25-foot stage
during the period from January l, 1894, to June 1, 1915, a
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total approximately one-eighth greater than the entire
original capacity of the reservoir below the 17.3-foot stage.
However, the most interesting feature shown by the tables
and diagrams is the great reduction in silting which oc
curred in the reservoir proper during the period from
June 1, 1915, to June 1, 1925. During this 10-year period,
only 3,500 acre-feet of silt were deposited in the reservoir
below the 25-foot stage, giving an average rate of silt
deposition of 350 acre-feet per year as compared with an
average rate of 1930 acre-feet per year for the period from
January 1, 1894 to June 1, 1915. The reason for this re
markable reduction in rate of silting is that during the last
ten years dense and extensive growths of tamarisk, also
called salt cedar, have developed at the upper end of the
lake. These developments have resulted in a spreading of
the river flow above the reservoir, accompanied by velocity
reductions and silt deposition, thus keeping the larger pro
portions of silt from entering the lake.
65. Results of Silt Surveys.-In the table below may be
found a summary of the results of the various silt surveys
from 1904 to date.
TABLE I
SUMMARY OF DATA ON SILT ACCUMULATIONS IN LAKE
McMILLAN, CARLSBAD PROJECT, NEW MEXICO

Dura
tion in
Years

Time Period
From
Jan. 1, 1894

To
June 1, 1904

10.42

Total Silt Accumulation in AcreFeet below Reservoir Stages of
28.0

27.0
---

25.0

--

18,000

17.3

-
16,000

30,000
June 1, 1904
Nov. 1, 1910
June 1, 1915
Jan. 1, 1894
Jan. 1, 1894

Nov.
June
June
June
June

1,
1,
1,
1,
1,

1910
1915
1925
1915
1925

Jan. 1, 1894 to Nov. 1, 1910.

6.42
4.58
10.00
21.42
31.42

20,000

18,500

10,000
13,400
3,500
41,400
44,900

2,500
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TABLE II
RATES OF SILT ACCUMULATION IN LAKE McMILLAN,
CARLSBAD PROJECT, NEW MEXICO

Time Period

Dura
tion in
Years

From

To

Jan. 1, 1894

June 1, 1904

Average Rate of Silt Accumulation in Acre-Feet per Year below
Reservoir Stages of
25.0

27.0

28.0

--
10.42

1,730

17.3

--
1,530

1,780
June
Nov.
June
Jan.
Jan.

1,
1,
1,
1,
1,

1904
1910
1915
1894
1894

Nov.
June
June
June
June

1,
1,
1,
1,
1,

1910
1915
1925
1915
1925

6.42
4.58
10.00
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66. The Tamarisk.-The tamarisk is an evergreen
shrub or tree, originally a native of the Mediterranean re
gions, western Asia, and India. Its somewhat showy pink
and white flowers present an attractive appearance during
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the blooming period, and consequently it was brought into
this country for use as an ornamental shade tree. Tamarisk
trees were propagated in the Pecos River Valley many
years before they appeared at Lake McMillan. A clump of
rather large trees were growing along the river east of Ros
well, about sixty miles above Lake McMillan, sometime
prior to 1912 when the first trees were noticed at the upper
end of the reservoir. The origin of the Lake McMillan
growth is not known, but possibly the seed were brought
down the river during flood periods or were brought in by
birds. L. E. Foster, superintendent of the Carsbad Proj
ect, describes the conditions at the upper end of the reser
voir in a letter dated July 20, 1928, as follows :
At the present time, the entire upper end of the reservoir is
covered with a dense growth of tamarisk except for a few nar
row channels. This comprises an area of about ten square miles
within the flow line of the reservoir. Besides this area the
tamarisk growth extends for about two miles upstream, above
the reservoir flow line. This area averages about a mile in flood
time. This flood plain is covered with the same dense growth
of tamarisk as characterizes the reservoir area. The nature of
the growth changes somewhat from year to year. Where water
stands around the plants for more than a week, they usually
die. Reforestation begins immediately after the water drains
away. At the upper end of the old lake, the growth is quite
uniform in age and size but as open water in the lake is ap
proached, the growth varies considerably in size. In many
places the growth is so dense as to be almost impenetrable. It
ranges in height from about twenty feet down to one foot or less.
The diameter of the growth ranges from the size of a pencil to
six or eight inches. Just how much effect this comparatively
fine, dense growth, together with the down brush, has on the
velocities is not certain; but it is certain, however, that the
heavier silt deposits are at the upper end of the area where such
growth is more dense.

Figure 19 is a typical view of the tamarisk growth taken
near the upper end of the lake on July 16, 1928. The larger
trees, such as those along the river banks, are from fifteen
to twenty feet high. Observations at fence posts, made
since 1914, show that as much as three feet of silt has been
deposited along the fences in some places, the greater part
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of which is said to have been deposited during floods since
1915. Perhaps greater depths have been deposited in other
places. On account of the impenetrable nature of the
growth, the 1925 survey was not extended any appreciable
distance into the tamarisk area.

FIG. 19.

Tamarisk

67. Tamarisk on Guard.-The tamarisk areas at Lake
McMillan provide an effective screen for reservoir inflow.
It now appears that silt problems at McMillan Reservoir,
which were at one time of a very serious nature, have been
materially lessened by the accidental propagation of this
foreign evergreen shrub. Possibly the shrub can be planted
at the upper limits of other reservoirs, located in regions of
similar climatic conditions, and there utilized to secure
similar results. During the summer of 1926, the Middle
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Rio Grande Conservancy District of New Mexico planted
some of the Lake McMillan tamarisk in the Rio Puerco Val
ley above Socorro, in an attempt to solve \he silt problem
of the Lower Middle Rio Grande Valley. Some of the
plants were alive in the fall of 1927 and bore seed pods, but
the pods contained no seed. Possibly the climatic and soil
conditions of the Rio Puerco Valley were not sufficiently
favorable to result in seed production. Tamarisk trees 20
to 30 feet high are growing in Albuquerque, New Mexico,
but have never been known to produce seed. However, re
production by seed takes place further down the Rio
Grande, in the vicinity of El Paso, Texas. Seedlings do not
reproduce seed until about the third year.
A.H. Dunlap of the Texas Board of Water Engineers re
ports that the tamarisk growth has appeared in the Pecos
River between Barstow and Pecos City and between the
Texas and Pacific Railroad and the New Mexico line. The
growth is dense along the beaches of the Pecos River and
lines the banks at many places. It has retarded the flow
of the river to such an extent that at the present time a flow
of 2,000 second-feet produces the same effect as to flood
stages that 10,000 second-feet did before the tamarisk aP
peared in the river. In addition to this effect on the river,
the tamarisk has become so dense in the canals northwest
of Barstow that it is often cheaper to construct a new canal
than to clean the old one.
68. Lake Capacities.-The height at which the reservoir
spilled previous to the work of 1904 was 17.3 feet on the
gauge rod, or at the 3,259-foot contour. The capacity at
this height, taken from the capacity curve, is found to be
16,500 acre-feet. This would have made the capacity
28,732 (34,500) acre-feet before silting up began. This
indicates that, during a period of ten years, the available
capacity had been reduced by the silting-up process 52.17%,
or an average of a little more than 4% per annum.
Samples from this point show as low as 36 and as high
as 563 parts of suspended matter in 100,000 parts of water.
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The records of the flow of the Pecos near Roswell, ob
tained by work done during the last eighteen months by the
United States Geological Survey to determine the propor
tion of flood flow carrying the highest per cent of silt and
the flow carrying the minimum, show that 300 parts per
100,000 is about the average. (Later observations indicate
that there are probably 480 parts of silt per 100,000 in the
flow of the Pecos River.)
The capacity of the reservoir began with 28,732 acre-feet
and at the end of ten years is found to be 16,500 acre-feet.
This would give an average of 1,223.2 acre-feet of silt per
annum.
This does not take into consideration the amount of water
that must have passed in order to deposit the silt that is
found outside the storage area. While sufficient data were
not obtained to calculate this amount of silt, it is consider
able and, judging from the great depth at the upper end
of the lake, might run as high as a 50 per cent increase.
69. The Flood of 1915.-0n Sunday, April 18, 1915, oc
curred one of the biggest floods in the history of the Pecos
River. The writer happened to be in Carlsbad at the time;
the news that the McMillan Dam had gone out and that a
flood was coming down the Pecos River that would un
doubtedly sweep out the Avalon Dam and flood Carlsbad
spread over the town like wild fire ; many people grabbed
their cots and went to the high hills to spend the night.
The writer dashed to Lake Avalon, arrived about 8 P.M.,
waited until about 11, and stayed about two hours watching
the flood and keeping measurements on its rise. Word at
this hour reached us that the McMillan Dam was still hold
ing. Monday the writer, with others, visited Lake Mc
Millan, and it seemed that at every hour the dam was in
danger of giving way. The records show that the flow of
the Pecos River at this time was 42,000 second-feet. The
flood of 1915 contributed more silt to Lake McMillan than
any other flood in the history of the river. This flood came
right in the midst of the silt survey made by E. C. Koppin
and his field party of the United States Geological Survey.

CHAPTER VI
SILTING OF THE ZUNI RESERVOIR
70. The Zuni Reservoir.-The Zuni Reservoir is in the
Zuni Indian Reservation in Wes tern New Mexico, about 45
miles south of Gallup and about 15 miles from the Arizona
line. It is formed by the construction of a dam across the
Zuni River, a tributary of the Little Colorado.
The spillway of 1912 was at the height of 990 and this
elevation covered 2128 acres. By 1920 the capacity of the
original reservoir was so reduced that it was decided to add
ten feet to the height of the spillway. At the present time
the elevation of the Zuni Reservoir is 1,000 feet (local
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datum), and the area of the lake is 5490 acres up the 1010
contour. The lake will cover 7022 acres.
71. The Zuni Dam.-The dam is a combination rock
and hydraulic fill and was built up by John B. Harper, mem
ber of the American Society of Civil Engineers and super
intendent of Irrigation in the United States Indian Irriga
tion Services. The rock fill has a height of 80 feet, or 110
feet from the bottom of the puddle trench to the top of the
parapet, the length over all being 780 feet. There are
40,000 cubic yards of rock in the fill and 60,000 cubic yards
of the hydraulic fill. At the point where the dam is built,
the stream has cut through a lava flow, and the two abut
ments are composed of the lava or basalt.
The dam was built between 1902 and 1907, the gap in the
stream being closed in 1906, but only a small portion of the
reservoir capacity had been filled by August, 1909.
72. Crest of Spillway.-As originally constructed, the
spillway of the Zuni Reservoir was at elevation 1,000; but
when the new spillway was built it was placed nine feet
lower. It was planned that when more storage capacity was
needed, some form of stop was to be placed in the spillway,
either a permanent weir or gates of some kind, with the top
edge at the old elevation; and proper foundations were
placed under the floor of the spillway to allow for this.
The quantity of silt brought into this reservoir is very
great. In the years considered, it has amounted to a total
of 39.62 per cent of the reservoir capacity at the elevation
of 1000.
73. Water Shed.-The area of the watershed tributary
to the Zuni Reservoir has been quoted as 650 square miles.
From this, however, should be deducted the area above the
Ramah Dam (See Fig. 21) and a considerable area of roll
ing country where the drainage flows into natural shallow
tanks or basins. Unless there is a cloudburst, there is no
overflow from these natural basins, and the precipitation
rarely, if ever, runs into the Zuni River. It is thought that
about 500 square miles more closely represents the real
area of the watershed draining into the Zuni Reservoir.
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74. Rainfall.-There are no records of the rainfall in
this drainage area, but the precipitation is very irregular.
It is probable that the average annual rainfall of the water
shed is between 10 and 16 inches; and until rainfall records
are available on the water-shed, no relation between the
rainfall and the run-off can be determined.
75. Run-Off.-Run-off records have been kept at the
Zuni Reservoir from 1906 to the close of 1927, as indicated
in the attached table. This table gives a square meal for
study. During 1919, a run-off of 46,473 acre-feet deposited
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1248 acre-feet of silt; that is, it required 37 acre-feet of
run-off to produce one acre-foot of silt in the year 1919. In
the year 1917, it required only 2.9 acre-feet of run-off to
:produce one acre foot of silt. There seems to be no relation
whatever between run-off and silt deposited. About the
only substantial fact that we extract from the record is that
silt is silt and run-off is run-off. All the data and measure
ments in regard to the Zuni Reservoir have been collected
and made by H.F. Robinson of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
TABLE OF RUN-OFF FROM 1906 TO 1928

Period

Summer of 1906 to Jan. 1908
Jan. 1908 to Jan. 1910
Jan. 1910 to Jan. 1912
Jan. 1912 to Jan. 1913
Jan. 1913 to Jan. 1914
Jan. 1914 to Jan. 1915
.Jan. 1915 to Jan. 1916
.Jan. 1916 to Jan. 1917
Jan. 1917 to Jan. 1918
Jan. 1918 to Jan. 1919
.Jan. 1919 to Jan. 1920
Jan. 1920 to Jan. 1921
.Jan. 1921 to Jan. 1922
.Jan. 1922 to Jan. 1923
Jan. 1923 to Jan. 1924
Jan. 1924 to Jan. 1925
Jan. 1925 to Jan. 1926
Jan. 1926 to Jan. 1927
Jan. 1927 to Jan. 1928

Run-Off
in
Acre Feet

Total
Run-Off
from
Summer
of 1906

38,000
18,140
24,630
4,030
10,330
21,150
54,811
146,588
3,777
5,323
46,473
45,711
6,770
22,723
20,375
8,865
2,645
4,981
16,017

38,000
56,140
80,770
84,800
95,130
116,280
171,091
317,679
321,456
326,779
373,252
418,963
425,733
448,723
468,831
477,696
480,341
485,322
501,339

Run-Off in
Acre Feet
for 1
Acre Foot
of Silt

10.00

2.9
8.00
36.00
24.5
5.2
30.00
76.00
10.00
27.00
26.00

76. Sudden Floods.-Sudden floods a r e particularly
characteristic of the ephemeral, flashy streams of the south
west, dry a considerable portion of the time and subject to
freshets and floods at intervals. At such times the floods
of water coming down the dry beds will erode the bottoms
and banks to a great extent, much more so than if the
stream bed was continually wet; and the accumulation in
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the reservoir will be much greater than if the reservoir is
in the stream channel, as the entire debris of the erosion,
whether carried in suspension by the water or rolled along
the bottom, will be deposited in the reservoir.
77. Danger of Silt.-ln all reservoirs in the western
part of the United States, and especially in those built in a
stream bed by damming the channel, the silt problem is one
that must be faced sooner or later; and unless some means
can be found for removing the silt deposits, the accumula
tion will impair, materially, the storage capacity of the
reservoir, and at some date, depending on local conditions,
the entire basin will be filled to the brim.
78. Leaks.-In September, 1909, the water in the reser
voir reached the spillway lip and, it is supposed, found ver
tical cracks in the basalt south abutment of the dam, allow
ing the water to reach a stratum of sand under the basalt,
causing a subsidence of the mesa, which wrecked the spill
way and damaged the end of the dam.
79. Silt Surveys.-Soundings were made in the reser
voir in June, 1910, January, 1912, January, 1914, January,
1918, and January, 1920, and in 1927, in order to ascertain
the quantity of silt deposited. The run-off had not been
carefully measured, but run-off records have been kept with
considerable accuracy since 1910; the last four sets of
soundings were taken through the ice, and some measure
ment points located with a transit. It is thought that the
results obtained are of considerable accuracy. On account
SILT IN ZUNI RESERVOIR
Jan.
1912
Capacity at
Contour 990
Per cent ca
pacity of 1912
Total run-otf
aince Jan.1912
Total ailt
aince Jan.1912

Jan.
1914

Jan.
1918

Jan.
1919

Jan.
1920

Jan.
1927

7,069

6,013

4,706

4,028

2,801

541

100

85

66.57

59.81

39.62

5.29

14,360

240,555

24,873

292,351

1,056

2,363

3,041

4,268

11,940
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of the fact that the surveys of 1912 to 1927 were all made
by accurate transit methods, only these results will be dis
cussed here.
The first period in the table (two years) had a run-off of
14,360 acre-feet. The silt deposited was 1,056 acre-feet,
and the percentage of silt to the run-off was 7.3, the great
est in any period.
During the second period from January, 1914, to Janu
ary, 1918, the conditions of the run-off were very different.
The seasons were wet, and although the run-off was many
times the quantity of the former periods, the silt deposited
seems to have been considerably less than in former years.
There is found to be a total deposit for the four years of
1,307 acre-feet, or 329 acre-feet per year; but as the run-off
for the period was 226 acre-feet, the silt percentage was
only 0.58.
In addition to this silt deposit, which only represented
the quantity left in the reservoir, a considerable quantity
had been carried out of the reservoir through the gate
valves; and during the last period, it is probable that a
large quantity carried in suspension passed over the waste
way. Considerable water has been wasted through the
valves back into the river, such waste having been neces
sary, especially during the later years, in order to keep the
valves clear; and some muddy water was drawn off for use
on the fields.
It was estimated by the engineer in charge that during
each year from 1912 to 1914 at least 50 acre-feet of silt
went to the fields and at least three times this quantity went
back to the river through the valves with the waste water.
How much has been carried out during the past four years,
or what proportion of silt was in the water passing over
the waste-way, there are no records to show, but the quan
tity is not inconsiderable.
80. R esults of Silting.-This means that the life of the
reservoir to contour 990 will be a little more than 21 years.
The storage capacity will have been so impaired that it will
not store enough water to carry the project over a normal
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year, and certainly not enough from a wet year to tide the
project over a dry one.
81. Channel Reservoirs.-Unfortunately, the Zuni Res
ervoir is situated across the bed of the stream, and all silt,
whether carried in suspension or rolled along the bottom of
the stream bed, is caught in the reservoir, except the com
paratively small quantity that passes out through the
valves and the lighter portion of the sediment which is held
in suspension and passes over the spillway at times when
the water is flowing into the full reservoir. We have here
a fairly large basin, a moderately high dam, and the entire
closing up of the channel. "The greater the height of the
dam or size or reservoir, the greater will be the rate of fill
ing." This is the opinion of the late H. F. Labelle, Member
of the American Society of Civil Engineers, after an ex
amination of the silt question in many reservoirs and be
hind many dams both in the United States and in India. It
will be seen, therefore, that in the case of this reservoir all
conditions are favorable for the retention of large quan
tities of silt.
82. Relation of Floods and Silt.-lt is generally believed
that the quantity of silt carried by any stream is largely in
proportion to the magnitude of the floods. H. F. Robinson,
who discussed the Zuni Reservoir silting, is of the opinion
that there is a relation between the run-off and the per
centage of silt carried by the water.
83. Bottle Tests.-Some experiments made by Rollin
Ritter, Associate Member of the American Society of Civil
Engineers, leads him to the following conclusions regarding
the silt-laden waters of the Zuni River and to some general
conclusions regarding the quantity of silt that may be
transported in some of these Southwestern streams. A re
port made by him in 1914 contains the following statements:
The silt-ladened waters, being heavier than the clear, ofttimes
appeared at the tunnel outlet when the reservoir surface was
clear and a small or moderate flood was entering the reservoir.
During one period, when the waste water appeared very heavily
charged with silt, a sample was taken at the tunnel outlet. This
bottle test showed percentages of silt by volume at various times
about as follows:
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Time after
collecting sample
1 day
7 days
1 month
3 months
4 months

Apparent per cent
of silt

66
36
26

171h

16

At the latter time, the silt in the bottle was compact and even
showed lamination marks and probably no more shrinkage would
have occurred. In the earlier periods when a sliver was plunged
through the mouth of the bottle into the silt, the line of demar
cation between the surface of the silt and supernatant clear
water was not sensible to the touch. Unfortunately, the bottle
containing the sample froze and burst, and the observations for
a longer period could not be made.
The above may illustrate why so many engineers regard the
bottle test as worthless. It may also explain why some enormous
percentages have been reported at time from various sources,
i.e., the silt as first observed will eventually shrink to one-third
or even one-fourth the volume observed in the freshly gathered
sample.
No tests are available to solve the question of how much was
carried by the water in suspension, and how much rolled down
the stream bed. The latter is, however, a large proportion of
the former.

84. Later Silt Surveys.-Table I gives complete data in
regard to the silting of the Zuni Reservoir from 1906 to
1927. The original capacity of the lake up to the 990-foot
level was 10,230 acre-feet; in 1906 and in 1927 the total
capacity was 541 acre-feet, showing that 94.7% of the res
ervoir had been silted and the remaining water capacity
was only 5.3 %.
The surveys of the Zuni Reservoir extend from 1906 to
January, 1928, and include practically twenty-two years.
the complete record is shown in the table hereto attached.
The record shows that in twenty-one years the water ca
pacity of the Zuni Reservoir up to the 990 contour was only
5.29 per cent of its original capacity. The Zuni Reservoir
up to the 990 contour and the new Austin Lake are running
a "nip and tuck" race as to which will live longer as a water
reservoir.

CHAPTER VII
SILTING IN THE RIO GRANDE WATERSHED
85. Area of Watershed.-The Rio Grande is a border
line between the United States and Mexico for over twelve
hundred miles. It drains, in part, Northern Mexico, South
west Texas, New Mexico, and Colorado. Two major irri
gation propositions take their waters from the Rio Grande,
the Elephant Butte in New Mexico and the lower Rio
Grande Valley in Texas.
86. The Elephant Butte· Reservoir.-The Elephant Butte
Reservoir (Fig. 22) is located in the southern part of New
Mexico some eighty miles above El Paso. The Rio Grande
rises in the southern part of Colorado, and part of its drain
age area is 12,000 feet above the sea level. It flows east
erly and southerly to the New Mexico line. Then its route
is almost due south to Las Cruces, New Mexico.
Practically all the sediment that reaches the Elephant
Butte is collected in New Mexico. Through the State of
New Mexico several tributary streams and canyons drain
into the Rio Grande. On account of the slight rainfall,
these areas are easily eroded and torrents sweep this ac
cumulated erosion into the main channel of the Rio Grande.
By the time the Elephant Butte Reservoir is reached, the
Rio Grande is heavily charged with silt. The United States
Reclamation Service states that the mean annual flow of
the Rio Grande into the Elephant Butte Reservoir is ap
proximately 1,200,000 acre-feet, varying from 240,000 acre
feet to a maximum of 2,500,000 acre-feet. Thus the varia
tion from the least mean annual to the greatest is about
one to ten.
87. Elephant Butte Dam.-The Elephant Butte Dam
(Fig. 23) is one of the big dams of the United States and
perhaps serves two communities that are located beside the
river twelve hundred miles apart, that of the Messila Val
ley in New Mexico and the Lower Rio Grande Valley in
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Elephant Butte Dam

Texas. The dam is a concrete gravity structure 306 feet
high, about 130 miles from the city of El Paso by the river
and about eighty miles by air line. The dam was com
pleted about 1915 and has the unique record of being con
structed within the estimate made by B. M. Hall. Some
water was impounded in 1915, and all the water users were
gratified beyond measure. The reservoir is about forty
five miles long, has an average width of one and three
fourths miles and has a lake area of 40,000 acres when
filled to the spillway crest, which is at elevation 44.07. The
filled to the spillway crest, which is at elevation 4407. The
original capacity of the reservoir was 2,638,860 acre-feet
below the spillway crest. This capacity is about 2.2 times
the mean annual flow into the reservoir.
88. Silt Surveys.-Topographic surveys of the reservoir
site were made in ten-foot contours below elevation 4370
in 1903, and it was extended to the present spillway crest in
1908. Silt surveys of the upper portion of the reservoir,
where practically all the silt is deposited, were made in
1916, 1920, and 1925. Measurements were taken by run
ning profiles along established cross-sections from one
f ourth to three-fourths of a mile apart. Some considerable
difficulties were encountered on account of the great depth
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of water, and the presence of trees and brush in the bottom
of the lake.
The 1920 silt survey shows that 90,858 acre-feet of silt
were deposited during the four-year period from 1916 to
1920, corresponding to 22,400 acre-feet per year. A com
parison of results of the 1920 survey with the original topo
graphic surveys taken in 1903 and 1908 show that there had
been a total accumulation of 140,000 acre-feet up to the
time of the 1920 survey. If we assume that the silting be
gan in 1915, then the average amount of silt would be 24,700
acre-feet per year. The silt surveys of 1916 and 1920 in
dicate that 1.66% of the total inflow of the reservoir was
silt deposited in the reservoir. The table gives complete
data on the Elephant Butte Reservoir.
SILT DEPOSITION AT ELEPHANT BUTTE RESERVOIR
1925 Conditions

Eleva
tion*

- -4,450.3
4,443.3
4,433.3
4,423.3
4,413.3
4,403.3
4,393.3
4 ,383.3
4,373.3
4,363.3

Original
Reservoir
capacity
in acrefeet

2,638,860
2,365,058
2,009,384
1,693,971
1,406,600
1,163,188
953,041
776,741
620,323
556,100

Period 1916 to 1925t

Total
Silt
depos
ited
acre
feet

Remaining Res
ervoir
capacity
in acrefeet

Total
Silt
depos
ited in
acrefeet

Rates
of
acrefeet
per
year

231,735
225,287
213,221
201,297
179,015
148,312
127,539
113,519
100,156
91,993

2,407,125
2,139,771
1,796,165
1,492,674
1,227,585
1,014,876
825.,502
663,222
520,167
464,107

177,740
172,711
162,930
152,870
128,985
95,746
78,144
65,101
52,684
49,945

20,508
19,928
18,800
17,639
14,883
11,048
9,017
7,512
6,079
5,763

Silting
acrefeet
per
month

-1;7091,661
1,567
1,4]0
1,240
921
751
626
507
480

*Above project datum, add 43.3 feet for sea level elevations.
t104 months total time.

89. Silt Curve.-Figure 24 shows the original reservoir
capacity in acre-feet and the reservoir capacity in 1925.
The distance between the two curves will show the amount
of silt deposited.
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Silt Curves for Elephant Butte Reservoir

90. Canal silting before Elephant Butte Dam.-The ca
nals in the Upper Rio Grande Valley above El Paso were
like small reservoirs, and it is entirely proper to treat them
here. With the completion of the Elephant Butte Dam 135
miles above El Paso on the Rio Grande, marked changes in
the character of sedimentation resulted. Previous to the
construction of the dam, the silt and sand from upper river
sources made necessary the annual cleaning of the greater
part of the canal system. The average amount of sediment
carried by the Rio Grande at San Marcial, New Mexico, is
1.73 , almost twice that of the Colorado River at Yuma.
Previous to the construction of the Elephant Butte Dam
and the creation of the reservoir, the annual necessary
maintenance on canals and distribution works then in ex
istence was quite a serious and costly operation. Fully
fifty per cent of the costs of the delivery of water through
canals and laterals was expended on cleaning by team
methods.
91. Canal silting after Elephant Butte Dam.-After the
completion of the reservoir, the clear water released from
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storage had changed the maintenance conditions through
out the project in a very radical way. The sediment con
ditions were reversed in that, while it carried a very large
percentage of silt and a small percentage of sand previous
to the construction of the darn, the present sediment is com
posed almost entirely of sand with a very small percentage
of silt.
LOWER RIO GRANDE VALLEY
92. Lower Rio Grande Valley.-Most of the streams of
the southwest carry an excessive quantity of silt; and where
this condition obtains, it seriously affects the operation of
canal systems and the life of the reservoirs. There are few
reservoirs now constructed in the Southwest that will not
be reduced in storage capacity appreciably in the coming
years.
93. Silt.-P. A. Welty, while engaged as engineer in
the lower Rio Grande Valley on the San Benito project, ob
served the effects of silt on canal operation. During the
construction, and later during the operation of this project,
Mr. Welty had about six years experience in the lower Rio
Grande Valley. This lower valley is a delta country that
has been built up from the levels of the sea by silt. In the
lower reaches the Rio Grande flows along a ridge or back
bone which is being constantly raised in elevation along its
course by silt deposits when it overflows and also by blow
sand.
94. Overfiows.-When these overflows occur, the water
leaves the channel of the Rio Grande and flows across coun
try approximately at right angles to the axis of the stream
into Mexico on the right side and across the delta plain to
ward the Gulf of Mexico on the left side in the State of
Texas. As these overflows are without much velocity, the
heavy loads of silt are quickly deposited, the heavy grains
being dropped first on the banks and the lighter ones later.
Some of the finer particles are carried in suspension until
the overflow water reaches sunken basins, where these
particles gradually settle in the sinks.
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95. Resacas.-There are many former river beds of the
Rio Grande, called "resacas," which meander through the
Rio Grande Valley. They have been built up in the above
described process in past ages. The river bed was raised
to such a height that during some flood period it broke away
from its channel and sought and made a new channel
through the lower country, which in turn began again its
history of building up the banks as in the former section.
It was on one of these resacas, Resaca de la Palma, that

or~dqed

chennel

FIG. 25.

San Benito Project
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General Zachary Taylor had his last battle with the Mex
icans on May 9, 1846, at the end of the Mexican War.
96. Valley Irrigation.-0 v e r five hundred thousand
acres of land are now being watered in the lower valley of
the Rio Grande by pumping from the river, using lifts from
twelve to seventy-five feet to the irrigated lands. These
lands are embraced in a score or more of projects from
Brownsville up the river.
97. San Benito Project.-The plans for the San Benito
Project include low-lift and high-lift pumps, and in addi
tion, the original plan was to obtain gravity flow for a large
part of these lands by taking water from the river and from
the upper part of the main resaca canal. The outlines of
this project are shown in Figure 25.
From this point a channel 70 feet wide, 2 miles long, and
with a depth of 15 feet, was dredged to convey the waters
from the Rio Grande to the old resaca. Figure 26 shows a
typical cross-section of the old resaca whose width varied
"--- - --Z50

CA"o..s:s-

to / ooo' -_ _ _ ___.,.

SEC'TIOIY CF OLO RESACA

FIG. 26

from bank to bank from 250 to 1000 feet and in depths
from 15 to 20 feet.
98. The Rio Grande.-The Rio Grande is rather uni
form in cross-sections, the banks being almost -verticle for
the uppper 15 feet. Figure 27 is a profile of the dredge chan
nel connecting the Rio Grande with the resaca. A cut of 19
feet was made at the river and one of 17 feet at the old
resaca. Half way between the river and the resaca the cut
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was only 9 feet, showing that the river bank was 10 feet
higher than the land one mile from the river and that the
banks of the recaca were 8 feet higher.
This illustrates
very accurately the conditions obtaining all over the valleys
of the lower Rio Grande and adjacent to the old resaca.
Figure 27 shows a pump house on the banks of the Rio
Grande, a stretch of the Rio Grande, and a portion of the
dredge canal leading away north to the old resaca.
99. In 1917 the engineers became alarmed at the amount
of silt from the dredge canal to the point S of Figure 28, a
distance of four miles. The dredge canal and the main
resaca canal had become silted to the very brim and even

LOIYGITUOJ/Y,4L
l'?A/N
FIG. 28

CANAL

SECTION OF
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up to the top of the levees constructed on the banks of the
resaca. Locks and dams had been constructed across the
main canal at different points, as shown in Figure 28. The
water was pumped from the Rio Grande to the section of
the canal extending from the river to the first lock or dam.
The velocity of the water was here checked, and a large
part of the silt was deposited above the first lock or dam.
The next reach of the old resaca, from S to Y, is silted much
less and still on to the last. In 1910 the engineers esti
mated that about five million cubic yards of silt had been
deposited in the dredge canal and the old resaca.
100. Silting of Canals.-The silting of the larger canals
is one of the most serious troubles of the irrigation systems
in the lower Rio Grande Valley. The Rio Grande does not
carry an excessive amount of silt, but the water is taken
out of the river by huge pumps which stir up the river and
develop holes, and the result is that an amount of silt goes
through the pumps in excess of that which is normally in
the river water. The sand that passes through the pump
is dropped near the pumping plants and the other sus
pended matter passes through the larger canals or settling
basins further away from the intake. The amount of silt
that gets onto the irrigated land is rather negligible and its
fertilizing value is doubtful.
101. Settling Basins.-Some of the irrigation companies
installed settling basins near the Rio Grande in the early
stages of their development, and the result has been that
these companies have not been bothered with the silt to any
appreciable extent. One irrigation company (American
Rio Grande Land and Irrigation Company) in the Mercedes
district took advantage of an old loop of the river near
their pumping plant and pumped the water first in this old
reservoir, or loop of the old river, consisting of three hun
dred and sixty acres. In the last eighteen years this three
hundred and sixty acres has caught the major portion of
the silt and there has been deposited in this natural settling
basin between four and five million cubic yards of silt,
which would amount to 250,000 cubic yards of silt per year.
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In the eighteen years, this natural settling basin has had
an average of 7 :Y2 feet of silt deposited over its area, or
2,700 acre-feet in eighteen years, or 150 acre-feet per year.
The present area of the settling basin in 1928 is about one
half its original capacity. A well travelled highway passes
through the margin of the lake which is supported by silt
made soil. This settling basin, although reduced in area
constantly, will function for several years yet to come. To
the west of this settling basin there is another low depres
sion that can be utilized as a settling basin by simply tap
ping the present basin and moving the inlet to the main
canal.
102. Large Canals as Settling Basins.-Some of the ir
rigation companies in the lower Rio Grande Valley did not
provide settling basins. The result was that the canal it
self became a settling basin and throughout its miles of
length the silt was laying a toll on the original capacity of
the canal. One company that did not install settling basins
constructed its canals about fifty feet wide, from center to
center of the embankment, and narrowed this down to
about thirty feet at the far end, some fifteen miles away.
The result was that in a few years the silt had reduced the
cross-section throughout the length of the canals as shown
in Figure 29.

TYPICAL WIPE CANAL
FIG. 29
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This company was forced to use the drag line to excavate
the silt and dump it on the bank on which the drag line
was operating. The drag line worked up one side of the
canal and back the other side. It was estimated that in the
twelve years the water capacity of the canal had been re
duced over fifty per cent.
103. Silt in Small Canals.-Under this head will be in
cluded any canal twenty feet wide and less. No canal of
this width in the Rio Grande Valley, where the settling
basins were used near the river, has needed cleaning of silt.
However, where the settling basin was not used, some of
these have silted to such an extent that they have had to
be dredged and cleaned. This work was done by a Ruth
machine, shown in Figure 56.
104. Skimming Weirs.-The silt that the pumps raise
from the bed of the Rio Grande to the settling basin or the
main canal is partly composed of material that is already
settled on the bottom of the river. The huge suction pipes
or tubes stir this material into a thin mud and it is taken
up by the pumps and discharged to a higher level. This
could partly be prevented by the installation in the river
bed of skimming weirs and the formation of a concrete
sump basin into which the water could pass over the skim
ming weir. This would prevent any agitation of the
bottom of the river and would deliver into the settling
basins, or the main canals, only that part of the silt that is
suspended in the river water and that which passes over
the crest of the skimming weir into the sump basin. This
is one of the economic protective problems that must be
solved.
105. The Unstable Rio Grande.-The map of the lower
Rio Grande Valley shows that in the course of time the Rio
· Grande has cut channels and left them and then sought new
channels, and old timers can tell of many such escapades.
In 1925 the pumping plant of the San Benito Company and
that of the Harlingen Company were located on the north
bank of the river, nearly south of Harlingen. In 1925, as
shown in Figure 30, true to its ancient form the Rio Grande
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cut across the loop, made a new channel and would have
soon filled the old channel with silt to such an extent that
the water at ordinary stages would not have reached the
pumping plants. The pumping plant of the San Benito
Company was 2800 feet from the new channel, and the
manager immediately installed an eight inch pump to keep
the channel open. The pump is on a boat-like barge, and
the discharge pipe is eight inches in diameter. The material
stirred up and pumped through the pipe on to the embank
ment consists of eighty-five per cent water and fifteen per
cent silt. No attempt was made to keep the whole channel
dredged, but attention was confined to the middle third.
Dikes are constructed as in Figure 31 on the inner lip of the
marginal thirds and these two side thirds are filled by the
hydraulic fill method. The silt drops on the broad embank
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ment, while the water courses its way back to the channel.
The dredge pumps have to be operated ten months out of
the year to keep ahead of the silting.

OLIJ C/'119/'l/'IEL
RIO 6!f"l9N.O.t'
FIG. 31

CHAPTER VIII
SILTING OF LAKE WORTH
106. Artesian Water Supply.-Previous to 1910 the City
of Fort Worth, Texas, had been obtaining its water supply
largely from artesian wells and from different fields dis
tributed in and around the city, but the growing needs for
domestic water caused such a drain on the artesian under
ground waters that the water table had been lowered to
such an extent that the pumping of water became almost
prohibitive in cost. The quality of the artesian water was
unexcelled according to all potable requirements. In addi
tion to the city artesian wells, there were hundreds of ar
tesian wells over the city and many of the larger establish
ments had their own private wells.
107. Surface Supply.-By 1910 the increased cost of
pumping artesian water had become so great that the cit
izens and city officials joined together in a movement to
obtain supplemental surface supply. A board of engineers
was employed to make surveys and report upon the feasi
bility of a surface supply for impounded waters. Survey
ing parties were working in the field in the fall of 1910, and
a survey and investigations were made at different places on
the Clear Fork and the West Fork rivers. Early in 1911 a
majority of the board recommended the location of the im
pounding reservoir at the present site of Lake Worth; this
recommendation was adopted; and the same engineers were
employed to supervise the construction of the necessary
dams, pipe lines, and filter plant. Activity followed through
1911, 1912, and 1913.
108. Lake Worth Dam.-The dam was located on the
West Fork River about five miles from the courthouse
across a valley abbut one-half of a mile wide. Borings in
dicated that there was a thick ledge of rock on the south
side of the main channel and on the north side this rock
had given out and was replaced by boulders and alluvial
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soil. The earthen part of the dam on the north end ex
tended across the main channel. The spillway was over
the masonry part or concrete section of the dam. The dam
itself was rather massive and of the usual Ogee cross
section where the overflow fell on a horizontal apron and
flowed off through a wide spillway. The massive wing
walls some ten feet thick protected the ends of the concrete
dam where the earth work joined. The spillway crest was
a rounded crest 700 feet in length.
The axis of the dam started on the north bluff and for
the first 788 feet had a bearing of south 2° 30' east. It
then deflected 19° to the right and the southern part had a
bearing of south 16° 30' west. The first 212 feet was part
of the dirt dam making the total earthen embankment on
the north end 1000 feet in length. The concrete spillway
700 feet long was completely on the south bank and south
of this the earthen embankment extended something over
1600 feet. The crest of the spillway was at an elevation
of 594.3 feet above mean low tide.
109. Lake Worth Reservoir.-The reservoir created by
the Fort Worth Dam covered an area of 3,770 acres at the
595-foot contour. A large part of the lake area (Fig. 32)
was originally covered by a heavy forest. All of this forest
below the nine-mile bridge was felled; and when the lake
level reached the crest of the dam, only a few trees were
standing. The area of the lake between the dam and the
nine-mile bridge is 2590 acres and the area above the
bridge is 1180 acres (Fig. 32). Even to this day, there are
many acres of dead timber and fallen logs within the lake
area above the nine-mile bridge.
The elevation of the lake according to the United States
Geological Survey, is 594.3 above mean low tide. It would
be impossible to find a reservoir more irregular in outline
with a more crooked axis. The width of the lake below
the nine-mile bridge varies from 1100 feet to 11,000 feet
just below Goat Island and 9,000 above Goat Island.
110. Retarding Basins.-The configuration of the res
ervoir offers strategic protection against floods at a point
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Lake Worth

nearly opposite Reynolds Inlet (a mile and a quarter above
the dam). The width of the lake is about 1500 feet. The
result is that this narrow inlet with the three large basins
constitutes a retarding basin. The first of these retarding
basins is the head of the lake where flood waters back into
a valley to the northwest. This valley surrounds Todd
Island and constitutes a retarding basin some 21;2 miles
long. The second retarding basin surrounds Greer Island
where at present (1930) there is an average depth of water
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of six feet below the crest of the dam. Between Greer
Island and the point to the northeast is a narrow channel
some thousand feet wide that acts as a large Venturi meter
that forces the water into a valley above to the northwest,
west, and south of Greer Island. The water immediately
above the nine-mile bridge passes through a narrow chan
nel less than a thousand feet wide, and below the nine-mile
bridge spreads a great area surrounding Willow, Goat, and
Wood islands.
The surplus flood water spreads into these two large re
tarding basins before converging to the narrow neck above
the Reynolds Narrows, and the still narrower neck, 700 feet
wide, over the crest of the dam. The original engineers of
1910 were wiser than they knew because these retarding
basins never entered into their calculations and were com
pletely overlooked.
111. Watershed.-The watershed covers 1865 square
miles of drainage area. The topography is rather rolling,
perhaps one-third of it in cultivation, the rest being de
voted to forestry and grazing purposes. A large part of
the watershed area is composed of sandy soil and in some
places reaches into the colloidal clays. The flood waters
enter the Fort Worth Reservoir heavily charged with silt
and of a chocolate or yellowish-brown color.
112. Annual Rainfall at Fort Worth.
ANNUAL RAINFALL AT FORT WORTH, TEXAS
Year
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909

Rainfall

Year

Rainfall

Year

Rainfall

36.89
19.65
29.31
26.70
32.30
43.45
35.95
30.53
40.07
20.93

1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919

17.97
27.03
26.35
37.70
20.49
36.36
31.46
23.87
34.47
45.74

1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927

40.16
17.91
36.42
37.84
36.44
28.22
35.41
26.81

Mean= 31.31
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113. Strategic Possibilities.-The area of the lake even
with the crest of the dam is 3770 acres, and the present
capacity (1928) is 33,040 acre-feet. If the lake level were
raised 10 feet, the area of the lake would be increased nearly
1,000 acres and would be practically 6,300 acres. This ten
foot raise would increase the storage capacity of Lake
Worth some 60,000 acre-feet, making the total capacity
nearly three times its present capacity. The city will never
find a better reservoir site. The cost of raising the dam
would be a small fraction of what it would cost to get
equivalent storage capacity at some other place. The city
already owns the overflow land with some 2,500 acres not
overflowed, and practically the whole cost would be in rais
ing the height of the dam. This would call for an embank
ment or levee from the south end of the present dam along
the present highway something like 15 feet high above the
present terrain. The solution of the problem from an engi
neering standpoint is easy, from an economic standpoint
cannot be ignored, and from a strategic standpoint will soon
be compulsory.
114. Silt Survey of 1928.-The original volume of Lake
Worth in 1915-when the reservoir first began function
ing-was 47,177 acre-feet. In July, 1928, thirteen years
afterwards, the writer, with E. C. H. Bantel, D. C. Lips
comb, and Banks McLaurin, made a complete survey from
the darn to the head of the lake, finding the total capacity
to be 33,340 acre-feet. The lower sections of the lake
(south of the "9-rnile bridge") were kept separate for com
parison ; the silting is shown in the table below.
The main channel of the river from its entrance to the
dam, because of its meanders, is 10 miles long. Its total
surface area is 112 acres, or only 3 per cent of the total area
of the lake. The total amount of silting in the 15 years
has been 13,837 acre-feet, and the silting in the channel
proper is proportionate to that in the valley, that is, in the
lake area outside the channel. Some parts of the valley
have filled 100 per cent, while in no place has the channel
been filled to the brim.
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TABLE
CAPACITY OF LAKE WORTH
Water Capacity
in Acre-Feet
Section
Below 9-Mile Bridge
Above 9-Mile Bridge
Entire Lake

1915

1928

38,364
8,813
47,177

29,880
3,460
33,340

---

Area in
Acres
1915
2,590
1,180
3,770

Mean Depth
in Feet
1915
14.81
7.47
12.51

1928

-11.54
2.93
8.84

However, if the silt is assumed to have been deposited at
a uniform rate during the 13 years of the life of Lake
Worth, the capacity in 1928 is 70.67 per cent of the full 1915
capacity; and, at the same rate, it will be reduced by 1941
to 49.95 per cent, or about 23,000 acre feet.
115. Mean Silting.-If we assume that Lake Worth
silted at the same rate each year, the results from 1915 to
1928 would give the following table:
CAPACITIES OF LAKE WORTH ON MEAN RATE BASIS
Year
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928

-

Capacity
Per cent

Year

Capacity
Per cent

100.000
97.365
94.799
92.301
89.869
87.501
85.195
82.950
80.764
78.636
76.564
74.547
72.583
70.670

1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941

68.808
66.995
65.239
63.520
61.846
60.216
58.629
57.084
55.580
54.115
52.689
51.300
49.948

116. Dead Timber.-In the survey of July, 1928, the
surveyors encountered a typical woodsman and river man
who furnished valuable data in woodcraft and the character
and behavior of the silt. By actual measurement at differ
ent times, this fisherman had shown that the silting at Sec
tion S from 1915 to 1928 was about seven feet. When
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water sinks to the elevation of 590, 4.3 feet below the crest
of the dam, beaches are exposed and there is very little
water above Greer Island. Part of this territory was
formerly farm land, and when the lake was created in 1915,
cedar fence posts were left. Above the nine-mile bridge
silt has covered these cedar posts. There is a progressive
thinning of the depth of the silt from the head of the lake
toward the dam. In 1928 the surveys indicated that there
was an average depth of two feet of silt at the dam and
about seven feet at the head of the lake. However, this
does not indicate an average silting over the whole lake of
four and one-half feet.
Above the nine-mile bridge, the original forest timber in
the lake bed was not cut; and between section 0 and P and
above, there is a forest of dead sentinel timber. It is dif
ficult to thread one's way in a row boat through this dead
timber forest. The trees are all dead; some have been
brought down, and the logs and stumps clutter the lake ;
and surveying is done with great difficulty.
The old channel can be traced not only by the soundings
but through the dead timber. The old waterman referred
to gave us a rule that the writer has found to be absolutely
correct. "Follow the big trees," he said, "and you will find
them always on the bank of the old channel leaning toward
the channel." The surveyors tested the statement of the
old man and found him absolutely correct. The original
trees grew on the banks of the river where their roots could
get moisture, and a tree on the edge of a forest leans away
from the forest area toward the channel. The surveyors
found that the old channel could be traced and located with
exactness by soundings. In no place did they find that the
original channel had been silted to the level of the valley on
each side. There seems to be little flow of silt laterally.
117. Lake Worth Silt Curve.-If the results in the table
in Article 115 are laid off to scale, the silt curve is obtained
as in Figure 33. This curve is based on the assumption that
silting is regular and the same each year.
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Lake Worth Silt Curve

118. Silt Survey of 1930.-In April, 1930, the writer
made a partial silt survey of Lake Worth from Goat Island
to Greer Island, taking cross-sections at the same points
where the cross-sections were taken in July, 1928. It was
found that the silt had advanced down the lake to such an
extent that it was difficult to get a small row boat within
one mile of where the West Fork enters the lake, except in
the old channel. Near Greer Island the depth in the old
channel was found to be 6.4 feet. The old channel of the
river was well defined from Goat Island to Greer Island.
No calculations of volumes in acre-feet were made, but a
comparison of the cross-sections of areas indicated in each
instance that every one of the sections had a smaller area
than in 1928, but the percentages varied. There was a
distinct difference between the back bay sections (around
Greer Island) and in the sections (near the"9-mile Bridge")
that crossed the main channel of the river.

CHAPTER IX
SILTING OF THE WHITE ROCK RESERVOIR
AT DALLAS, TEXAS
119. White Rock Reservoir.-The White Rock Reser
voir (Fig. 34) is located about four miles east of the City
Hall of Dallas on White Rock Creek, a tributary of the
Trinity River. The lake spreads over a limestone forma
tion which is the foundation of the black, waxy belt of
Texas. The area of the lake is 1279 acres when the water
is level with the spillway; when the 2-foot flash boards are
erected on the spillway, the area of the lake is 1360 acres.
120. The White Rock Dam.-The White Rock Dam is a
dirt dam 2100 feet long with the usual down stream and
upstream slopes. At the east end is a spillway 450 feet
long. The overflow water passes over the spillway onto a
long, broad concrete apron that carries it to the valley
below several hundred feet from the dam. The elevation
of the concrete spillway is 457.45 above sea level. A bench
mark has been established on the east concrete wall by the
State Reclamation Service, the elevation of which is 466.2
above mean low tide. The elevation of the spillway above
the local datum is 138.5.
121. Watershed.-The watershed of the White Rock
Reservoir contains about 114 square miles. This water
shed is largely farming territory, it being located in the
rich black soil of Texas, 75 per cent of which is cultivated
land. The topography is rolling, well drained, but not
steep. Ordinary rains sink into the soil and produce very
little run-off.
122. Rainfall.-The mean annual rainfall at Dallas for
the last thirty years is 34.23 inches. The amount for each
year can be seen from the rainfall table below :
123. Run-Off.-No measurements have been made of
run-off, and no relation between the run-off and the silt
deposit can be drawn. The watershed and soil are so dif
ferent from the watershed and soil of the Trinity River of
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which it is a tributary, that it would be hazardous to draw
any conclusions in regard to the law connecting run-off
and silt.

ROCI<
RESERVOIR

FIG. 34.

White Rock Reservoir
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MEAN ANNUAL RAINFALL AT DALLAS FOR LAST
THIRTY YEARS

Year
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907

Annual
Rainfall
Inches
34.98
32.20
37.37
24.97
36.15
35.98
32.03
55.02
44.61
35.87

Year

--
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917

Annual
Rainfall
Inches

Year

Annual
Rainfall
Inches

37.09
17.98
23.84
30.02
28.65
37.81
20.40
35.21
31.89
23.72

1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927

44.41
42.43
47.22
24.51
38.16
43.03
23.62
30.65
38.55
38.69

Mean annual rainfall at Dallas for thirty years

= 34.23 inches.

124. Capacity of Lake.-The area of the lake up to the
138.5 contour has been stated as 1360 acres. The capacity
of the lake was obtained up to the 140.5 contour in 1910 as
seven billion gallons or 21,500 acre-feet. This estimate
was based on rather meagre surveys, and it was not until
1923 that a systematic survey was made by the city engi
neer's office.
125. Capacity Survey.-The city engineer's office in
1923 made a very complete and exhaustive survey of the
capacity of the White Rock Reservoir. A base line was
established along the top of the dam and the length de
termined very accurately. From this base line, some thir
teen stations at prominent points along the lake shore were
located by triangulation from this primary base line. The
triangulation stations were set well down into the ground
and were so arranged in regard to permanent and natural
objects that they could always be located. Beginning at
the east end of the dam a traverse was run completely
around the lake connecting the triangulation stations.
Great care was taken in locating the stations at strategic
points. The traverse survey was then plotted on the lake
map, and then lines were drawn across the lake from sta
tion to station and each sounding section line was thus
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determined and settled upon before the capacity survey
was begun.
The soundings were taken by placing a transit on one
end of the line and a flag on the other end. The distances
to the points were made by means of the stadia. When the
distance to the boat was beyond the limits of the stadia, a
second transit at a known point on the traverse was used,
and the angle from the transit line to the observer in the
boat was recorded. By this means the position of any
sounding on any line could be easily taken and determined.
The transit was located at points so that good cutting in
angles could be obtained. The soundings were taken by a
hollow conical lead weight for a broad space, so that it
would not sink into the mud. The depths of the water
were thus read at the different points, and the lake level
with reference to the spillway crest was read on the same
day. The sounding depths were finally reduced to the level
of the spillway crest. The boat was moved slowly across
the lake and the lead weight was kept in close touch with
the bottom so that any change in depth could be instantly
determined. The distance between soundings was usually
about 400 feet. For nearly the whole channel and its
abrupt changes, the sounding points were taken near to
gether. From the data obtained, a contour map of the
whole lake on a scale of 1 inch to 200 feet was constructed,
and 2 feet contours were drawn. From these, the capacity
of the lake from the lowest point up to each contour was
calculated at the time of the survey. Up to the 138.5 con
tour, the capacity was 16,896 acre-feet; and up to the 140.5
contour, the capacity was 19,535 acre-feet in 1923.
126. Silt of 1923.-0n account of the insufficiency of
the original survey data, it was impossible to draw accurate
conclusions in regard to the silting of the White Rock Res
ervoir up to 1923. Some general facts were ascertained.
Where the side branches entered the lake through broad
mouthed sloughs, evidence of silt was obtained by the dis
appearance of the channel and the growth of some form of
vegetation. At the upper end of the lake cattails, willows,
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and other forms of plants have sprung up and they serve to
clog the current, retard the flow and cause silt to be de
posited. As soon as the vegetation disappears, there is a
sudden dropping off in the lake, indicating that the silt is
slowly creeping down the lake. At the upper end of the
lake, the channel had become obliterated from the bridge
to about 900 feet down, where it was again evident and
distinct.
Up to 1923, silt had amounted to a fraction of 1 per cent
of the original capacity.
127. Silt Survey of 1928.-The writer, Major W. J.
Powell, and a party made a silt survey of White Rock Res
ervoir in July, 1928, made soundings at the cross-sections
indicated by 4-2, 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8, 9-10, 11-12, and 12-13
of Figure 34, and compared these soundings with those
taken in 1923 by Messrs. McCombs and Ernest of the city
engineer's office of Dallas. No evidence of any silt was
found at section 5-6 or between the section 5-6 and the dam.
Decided evidence of silt was found from section 2-4 to the
head of the lake, Figure 35. The maximum depth of water
in the section 3-4 was found to be 5.6 feet below the contour
140.5 or 3.6 below the contour 138.5.
At section 3-4, we have the following results:

Area 1923
Area 1928
Silt Area

=
=

Sq. Ft.
14,400
6,600

= 7,800

Mean Depth
Ft.
6.00
2.75
3.25

At section 1-2 we found the following results:
Sq. Ft.
Area 1923 = 6,630
Area 1928
4,810

=

Silt Area

= 1,820

Mean Depth
Ft.
5.1
3.7
1.4

Attempts were made to take section 0-2 when the lake
level was one-tenth of a foot below the crest of the spillway,
but nearly all the section was dry land or boggy marsh. It
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became necessary to take soundings along 2-4; the follow
ing results were found:
Area 1923 = 20,700
Area 1928 = 9,730

Mean Depth
Ft.
5.3
2.5

Silt Area = 10,970

2.6

Sq. Ft.

Area>
"

19.?3

=

/928 "

20700
.9 730

FIG. 35.
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=

Amount of silt above the bridge
30 acre-feet
Amount of silt above section 2-4
= 250 acre-feet
Amount of silt above section 1-2
= 25 acre-feet
Area bounded by 4-2, 2-1, 1-3, and 3-4 = 100 acres
Mean depth along 4-2
= 2.60 feet
Mean depth along 3-4
= 3.25 feet
Mean depth along 1-2
1.40 feet
Average depth of silt on area
= 2.40 feet
Total amount of silt = 100 X 2.4
= 240 acre-feet
Silt between 3-4 and 5-6
= 7,800 x 1,500=135 acre-feet

=

Total
Total
Total
five

silt in lake
amount of water below 140.5
amount of silt in per cent in
years

Twice 4,356
= 680 acre-feet
= 19,535 acre-feet
= 3.47

CHAPTER X
THE BOYSEN RESERVOIR
128. Boysen Dam.-The Boysen Dam is located in the
central part of Wyoming on the Big Horn in Fremont
County just south of the Hot Springs County line. The
dam is an open work of the Ambursen type. It is 44 feet
high above the bed of the river and 96 feet clear length of
the spillway. Buttress walls were erected on the crest of
the dam and extended upwards to support a footwalk above
the dam. The crest of the dam was 15 feet below the floor
of the tunnel of the Chicago, Burlington, and Quincy Rail
way. Figure 36 shows a view of the dam and reservoir
looking south, and Figure 38 shows a view of the reservoir

FIG. 36.

Boysen Dam
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looking south while there is a flood in the river making the
level of the lake water seven feet above the crest of the dam.
Two openings were left in the base of the dam about 12
feet square with the intention of installing sluice gates, but
this purpose was abandoned and the openings were closed
with 14' by 14' stoplogs. From 1910 (when the dam was
completed) to April 21, 1925, all the reservoir water passed
either through the turbines or under the dam. The dis
charge for the flood months of May, June, and July of the
years 1910 to 1921, inclusive, amounted to nearly twelve
million acre-feet.
129. Reservoir.-The reservoir in 1913 had a maximum
depth of 44 feet and backed the water up-stream for about
six miles. The original capacity of the reservoir in 1910
was not measured by accurate cross-section, but it has been
estimated that the capacity was fifteen to twenty thousand
acre-feet.
130. Watershed.-The watershed as measured by the
best available maps was 7,740 square miles above the Boy
sen Dam. The run-off passes into many streams, the main
arteries being the Wind and the Badwater rivers. There
are some twenty creeks that drain the watershed into the
main stream that finally reach the Boysen Lake. The farm
ing on the watershed not irrigated amounts to a very small
per cent, there being a few farms on the low benches along
the various streams. A large per cent of the watershed is
devoted to grazing purposes.
There is practically no dryland farming on the water
shed above the Boysen Dam. It is probable that all the
small patches added together would not aggregate more
than one hundred acres; however, under irrigation, one
hundred thousand acres are now being cultivated, an area
of about one hundred and fifty-six square miles. This
amounts to about two per cent of the whole drainage area
above the Boysen Darn. Eighty per cent of the watershed
is devoted to grazing, sixty per cent to sheep and twenty
per cent to cattle.
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Below the altitude of 7,500 feet, the streams are lined
with native cottonwoods and with different varieties of
brush; cottonwood is also the principal shade tree in the
towns and on the irrigated farms. In the lower altitudes,
there are no trees away from the creeks. Above the altitude
of 6,000 feet, conditions vary greatly. In some localities
there are no trees, while in others the scrub cedar and
quaking asp are prevalent. The lodge-pole pine is common
at an altitude of 7,500 feet and extends to the timber strip
which is between 10,000 and 11,000 feet. Above these al
titudes the Engelman spruce and Lemburg pine occur.
On the prairies there are the various native grasses, in
cluding buffalo, and a low black sage on the great majority
of the land. On the smooth valley lands the soil is clay
loam, where a salt brush, known as salt sage, abounds. On
heavier soils with the highest salt content, greasewood is
found. There is also a sprinkling of cactus and sotol.
Over the watershed there are many depressions that have
no run-off. These depressions receive the run-off from
some 400 square miles of the watershed.
131. Rainfall at Lander.-The rainfall at Lander, Fre
mont county, Wyoming, about 50 miles from the Boysen
Dam, since 1892 is shown in the table below:
ANNUAL RAINFALL AT LANDER, WYO., SINCE 1892

Year

Annual
Rainfall
Inches

Year

Annual
Rainfall
Inches

Year

1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903

17.98
10.98
11.10
17.26
12.32
11.21
17.99
10.15
14.23
12.82
7.25
14.08

1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915

14.84
14.14
16.67
10.50
19.22
14.05
9.32
10.37
20.00
13.84
8.32
18.32

1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927

Annual
Rainfall
Inches
10.25
12.85
13.18
12.42
17.21
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132. Rainfall.-From July 22 to July 26, 1923, four
very heavy rains fell in four elliptical areas in Wyoming,
one on the north fork of the Shoshone, one on the Paint Rock
around Hyattville, one on Wood River above Meeteetse,
and one, the biggest and widest, on an oval shaped area of
about 5000 square miles in extent covering a territory 96
miles east and west and 65 miles north and south, with
Bonneville the center of the oval. Heavy rains began to
fall at Bonneville at 1 :30 P.M. on the night of July 23,
1923, and the rain continued to pour until 3 :30 A.M. on the
night of July 24. One of the storms appeared to come from

WATER SHEO ABOJ/E BOYSEN OA#
FIG. 37.

Flood Area

the southwest in the direction of Riverton and the other
from the northeast, and these two met about twenty miles
northeast of Bonneville in the very center of the Badwater
drainage area. The effect was like two mad bulls meeting
in a head-on collision. The result was a deluge of rain that
rushed into the streams without warning. H. D. Comstock,
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who was at that time at Riverton, over thirty miles from
Bonneville, said that heavy rains began to fall at Riverton
at 10 P.M. July 23, and lasted until 3 A.M. July 24. An out
line of the drainage watershed that caused so much damage
is shown in Figure 37 by the shaded area. The flood caused
the greatest damage along the Badwater River between
Lysite and Bonneville. The tracks of the Chicago, Burling
ton, and Quincy Railway were washed out for a length of
twenty miles. When the railroad replaced eight miles of
the track, it was moved to safer ground. The entire town
of Bonneville was flooded from two to five feet. Several
buildings and ten freight cars were washed down the
stream and buildings were wrecked. In front of the rail
road station the old channel of the Badwater River was 80
feet wide, but the flood increased this width to 500 feet and
all this silt and cave-in was swept down the stream into the
Boysen Reservoir. Below Bonneville there were many
slides along the railroad track, and the two tunnels along
the edge of the lake were flooded from 2 to 5 feet deep. The
water was 20 feet over the crest of the dam and flowed
through the tunnel near the dam with a depth of 4.9 feet.
133. Second Flood of 1923.-Heavy rains again fell on
September 27 to 29, covering the entire central and north
ern parts of the state, but the water was not as high as the
July flood.
134. Drift.-By September, 1921, the manager of the
power company reported that he was having trouble with
the drift collecting on the trash racks and choking the in
take turbines. This was attributed to the unusual amount
of water log drift brought down in 1921. The difficulty
continued until mid-winter; then the lake became covered
with ice, holes were cut in the ice and the racks were thor
oughly cleaned of the drift. The trouble again occurred in
more aggravated form during the flood of May, 1922, and
by May 30 the plant was unable to carry a maximum load
of 200 kilowatts although it had a capacity of 400 kilowatts.
On June 2, 1922, H. D. Comstock of the United States
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Reclamation Service visited the Dam and made an exami
nation of the situation. He came to the conclusion that
the silt had filled the reservoir up to the foot of the trash
racks. This conclusion was confirmed by soundings made
through the ice on December 5, 1922, and was again con
firmed the latter part of January, 1924.
135. Silt.-The Big Horn River carries about two-thirds
of one per cent of silt, or one part in every one hundred and
fifty. Less than one-fourth of this amount deposited
through the eleven years from 1910 to 1921 would com
pletely fill the pond. In 1924, after the September floods
of the previous year, pictures were taken looking south over
the lake, as shown in Figure 38.
The view in Figure 38 was taken looking south over the
reservoir while the water was 7 feet above the crest of the
dam. The island of silt in the middle of the picture was
deposited during the flood and the crest of the silt was 21;2

FIG. 38.

Silt in Boysen Reservoir.

(Looking south.)
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(Looking north.)

feet above the lake level, or 91/2 feet above the crest of the
dam. The Chicago, Burlington, and Quincy Railway tracks
can be seen on the right of the picture in Figure 38 in the
foreground and a tunnel on the right of the bridge. Figure
89 is a view looking north, of the Boysen Lake after the wa
ater had partially subsided. The tunnel can be seen as a
black square slightly to the left above the center. The huge
eand bar had confined the lake to rather narrow limits
which can be seen between the foothills on the right and
the sand bar margin.
The sand bar seen in the lake is 9 feet above the crest of
the dam, and this picture was taken when there was seven
feet of water flowing over the crest of the dam. When the
water subsided, Figure 39 was taken ; this picture shows
that the reservoir had a large bar of sand extending nearly
across the whole width of the reservoir.
136. Desilting.-On April 21, 1925, the Wyoming Power
Company removed the stop logs from one of the 12 by 12
openings of the dam by blasting from the lower side of the
bulk head. Immediately the entire flow of the river passed
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through this opening of 144 square feet. Rapid erosion of
the silt began, and the river, through the summer of 1925,
had the appearance of liquid mud for many miles below
this opening. A large quantity of the silt was removed,
though not any large proportion of the amount in the pond.
The reservoir water eroded a narrow channel through the
silt. In September, 1925, the opening of the dam was
again closed with a rather crude wooden bulkhead. The
flood of 1926 was less than usual and that of 1927 about
normal. No further difficulty was experienced with drift
until about May 1, 1928. The difficulty became so serious
that about May 22 the operation of the power plant was
discontinued. It was found that the pond was practically
full of silt when the operation of the power plant was dis
continued.
The silting of the Boysen Lake confirmed the experience
of other parts of the West; that is, that the big unprece
dented floods that are confined to local spots and whose
run-off rushes rapidly into the stream produces a large part
of the silt. There is no regularity from year to year in the
amount of silt. One flood that caused the bank to cave in
and widens the river immediately above the darn would
produce many times more effect on the silting of the stream
than several years of regular floods could produce.

CHAPTER XI
LAKE PENICK
137. Lake Penick.-Lake Penick is located in semi-arid
Texas on the Clear Fork of the Brazos river northeast of
Abilene and about fifteen miles southeast of Stamford. The
reservoir was intended to impound water for domestic pur
poses for the town of Stamford. The dam is located near
the town of Lueders and backs water into the Clear Fork of
the Brazos and into Cottonwood Creek. Figure 40 shows
the shape of the lake and the location of the dam.
138. The Dam.-Work on the dam was begun in 1918
and finished in 1920. The total length of the dam is ap
proximately 2500 feet. On the southern end about 900 feet
is concrete and acts as a spillway, the remainder of the dam
being built of earth and riprap on the up-stream face to
protect it from the waves. The crest of the spillway is 34
feet above the original mean low water level at the dam
site. The original capacity of the lake when constructed
in 1920 was 3096 acre-feet.
The water is first pumped into a settling basin about
three miles from the dam where there is a storage capacity
of 60 days' supply. From the settling basin, the water
flows 10.5 miles to a second pumping station just outside
the city limits where it is pumped into the standpipe.
139. Watershed.-The total area of the watershed is
2500 square miles, but the areas above the Abilene Reser
voirs and the Sweetwater Reservoir should be subtracted
from this, leaving a net area watershed above Lueders of
2250 square miles. This watershed covers in part the
counties of Fisher, Jones, Nolan, Taylor, Callahan, Shack
leford, and Scurry. The Clear Fork River is fed by streams
that enter for the most part from the south, many of them
crossing the tracks of the Texas and Pacific Railroad and
reaching into the Callahan Divide range of mountains.
The soil over a large area is a reddish clay loam, and
flood waters are heavily charged with silt and are decidedly
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a reddish-brown in color. The uncultivated portion of the
prairie is covered with mesquite growth; the higher por
tion in the low mountain range is covered with oak and
cedar.
About 30 per cent of the watershed is cultivated and
about 70 per cent is still in pasture. On the farm land is
raised cotton, corn, milo maize, barley, wheat, oats, etc.
The soil is easily eroded except where there is a heavy coat
of grass. The heaviest rainfall occurs generally in the
months of May and June, August and September; but, like
all portions of West Texas, it runs true to no special sched
ule. The geologic formations are principally the red beds
of the Permian, of which the Clear Fork and Double Moun
tain beds cover the greatest area. The watershed is cre
taceous on the southern boundary, triassic and tertiary
along extreme western boundary, and Wichita-Albany beds
of the Permian formation are found in the eastern part.
140. Rainfall.-The mean rainfall is slightly over 23
inches. The following table shows the rainfall since 1898 :
MEAN ANNUAL RAINFALL ON THE WATERSHED OF THE
CLEAR FORK OF THE BRAZOS RIVER AT ABILENE
FOR A PERIOD OF THIRTY YEARS

Year

Annual
Rainfall
Inches

Year

Annual
Rainfall
Inches

1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907

22.13
23.41
32.11
15.71
27.05
26.53
17.80
33.06
29.05
18.33

1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917

34.97
14.97
16.83
25.88
15.43
27.81
17.44
23.40
19.28
10.85

Mean for thirty years

= 26.11

Year
·- 

1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927

Annual
Rainfall
Inches
19.84
28.67
35.47
15.61
24.78
32.77
20.23
24.14
31.50
19.40

inches.

141. The Reservoir.-About 80 per cent of the capacity
of Lake Penick is confined to the channel and about twenty
per cent to the adjoining low lands. The length of the
reservoir is about seven miles ; it is rather elongated and
snake-like in its sinuous windings.
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142. Silt Survey.-ln 1927 Banks McLaurin, Adjunct
Professor of Civil Engineering at the University of Texas,
made a capacity survey of the lake as shown in Figure 41.
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143. Silt.-The following table shows the capacity of
1920 and 1927:
VOLUME OF WATER IN LAKE PENICK
Clear Fork of Brazos River
Secti on
No.

--

Station
Distance
Feet

Water Areas in
Square Feet
1920

1927

1

-

8,000

5,500

2

500

8,000

5,500

3

2,100

7,880

5,100

4

3,500

3,100

2,580

5

4,600

5,200

3,525

6

7,100

8,175

4,875

7

10,300

6,900

4,700

8

14,300

3,300

2,400

9

18,300

2,250

1,500

10

20,500

2,275

1,850

11

24,100

1,630

1,350

12

26,500

1,440

1,240

13

30,500

710

600

14

35,000

-

-
- 

Total in the Clear Fork

-

Water Volume in
Acre-Feet
1920

1927

92

63

292

194

179

124

103

77

384

241

554

351

478

326

255

179

114

84

157

132

82

71

99

84

37

31

2,826

1,957

98

46

129

86

43

37

270

169

3,096

2,126

Cottonwood Creek
15

4,600

2,000

16

1,200

2,500

1,370

17

4,000

1,500

1,300

18

6,500


- - - 

Total in the Cottonwood Creek
Grand Total

- -
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144. A verage Silt.-If we let R=the ratio that the water
capacity of reservoir at the end of each year bears to that
at the beginning, there results:
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water

capacity
capacity
capacity
capacity
capacity

at
at
at
at
at

=
=
=

beginning of first year
V
end of first year
= VR
end of second year
VR 2
end of third year
= VRS
end of nth year
VRn

=

Hence for Lake Penick, we get, when n
7 years,
Volume at end of seven years
2,126 acre-feet
Original volume
3,096 acre-feet
.·. VR1 = 2,126
Hence 3,096 R1 = 2,126
.94771
94.771 %
R
. ·. rate of silting= 5.229%

=
=

=

=

The following table shows the results, on assumption that
the silting has been regular :
At end of
First year
Second year
Third year
Fourth year
Fifth year
Sixth year
Seventh year

Water
Capacity
.94771
.89815
.85119
.80668
.76450
.72452
.68663

At end of
Eighth year
Ninth year
Tenth year
Eleventh year
Twelfth year
Thirteenth year
Fourteenth year
Fifteenth year

Water
Capacity
.65073
.616700
.584450
.553890
.524127
.501690
.476360
.450600

145. Profile of Lake.-The profile in Figure 42 shows
that the silt has not overburdened the head of the lake, but
that the silting has been distributed all along the fourteen
miles of the lake axis. It is very probable that in a few years
the head of the lake will move slowly down stream. This
will be more than probable if tamarisk gets a foothold at
the head, and this will be a blessing as it will stop a large
part of the silt in the dense growth of the copse.
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Profile of Lake Penick
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CHAPTER XII
SILT ON THE OCOEE
146. The Parksville Dam.-The dam across the Ocoee
River in Polk County, Tennessee, at Parksville is a masonry
structure of cyclopean concrete. The total length of the
dam is 841 feet, and the total height is 125 feet. Part of
the spillway is curved to the radius of 225 feet and connects
directly with the main dam, continuing in a straight spill
way section, making the total length of the spillway 362
feet. The elevation of the crest is 825 feet above mean low
tide.
The reservoir is very irregular in outline, as is shown in
Figure 43, and when up to the 850-foot level, has an area of
2,000 acres. The length of the reservoir along the axis of
the Ocoee is 10.3 miles. A diversion dam 22 feet high has
been built across the Ocoee about 15 miles above the Parks
ville Dam. This diversion dam deflects the water into a
flume (Fig. 43) 4.7 miles in length that extends along the
bluff to the No. 2 Power Plant. The flume is a wooden struc
ture 11 feet high and 14 feet wide, hugs the steep banks of

0
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the canyon, and has a fall of 17.5 feet in the 4.7 miles. At
the lower end of the flume the water passes into the power
house through two tubes eight feet in diameter, making a
head on the turbines of 254 feet. Power Plant No. 2 is
about a half mile above the back-water of the Parksville
Reservoir or 10.8 miles above the Parksville Dam.
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147. Watershed.-The watershed of the Ocoee River
above Parksville, Tennessee (see Fig. 44) drains part of
three states. It rises in Fannin County, Georgia, and runs
northwest until it crosses the Georgia-Tennessee line. In
Georgia it is known as the Toccoa, but as soon as it crosses
the state line, it is known as the Ocoee. It flows generally
northwest for a length of about 80 miles, measured by the
meanders of the river, and empties into the Hiawassee
River 10 miles below Parksville. The area of the water
shed above Parksville is 610 square miles, 400 of which are
in Georgia, 190 in Tennessee, and 20 in North Carolina.
The highest elevation on the watershed is 3700 feet above
mean sea level, and the water falls throughout its course to
an elevation of 700 feet in the riverbed at Parksville, mak
ing a total fall of 3000 feet in 80 miles. The elevation of
the headwaters of the tributaries in the eastern part of the
drainage area is 3600 feet above sea level, and that at
Parksville is 700, which would give a stream fall of 2900
feet. The watershed covers the eastern rough section of
the Appalachian Mountains and is exceedingly rough be
cause of deep gorges and mountain peaks with steep slopes
and quick run-offs. A very small per cent is cultivated,
but this watershed is covered for the most part with the
hardwoods of the Appalachian Mountains.
148. Annual Rainfall of the Watershed of the Ocoee.
Year

Murphy, N.C.

Year

Murphy, N.C.

1873
1874
1875
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1896

65.90
78.30
84.80
57.00
49.20
57.30
68.80
54.50
71.15
54.20
67.37
67.51
64.07
45.73
45.64
49.62

1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912

58.59
57.31
58.12
58.83
64.33
46.96
50.01
48.72
57.25
69.07
54.83
47.41
65.55
62.52
54.74
58.40

i
;
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Year

Murphy, N.C.

Year

Copperhill, Tenn.

1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927

51.19
48.87
51.48
54.73
58.00
55.47
56.81
67.41
55.45
67.54
61.13
47.97
40.98
51.98
52.61

1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927

60.56
66.75
53.59
71.85
53.64
60.20
60.55
56.34
39.55
54.65
53.56

149. Surface Features.-The central and greater por
tion of the Ducktown quadrangle is a maturely dissected
plateau which has an average altitude of about 1,650 feet
above sea level and is surrounded on three sides by ridges
that rise from 500 to more than 2,000 feet above it. On the
east, Pack Mountain, with an altitude of 3,500 feet, delimits
the plateau ; on the west is Little Frog Mountain which cul
minates at Sassafras Knob, 3,347 feet; and on the north
the boundary is formed by transverse ridges known as
Threewit and Stansbury mountains whose maximum alti
tude is nearly 2,600 feet. The plateau area consists of
numerous steeply sloping hills with intervening sharp-cut
and narrow valleys.
The most striking geographic feature of the quadrangle
and one of the most striking features of the whole Appa
lachian region is the barren and desert-like area immedi
ately surrounding the mines and smelters. Here, within
the very heart of the hardwood forests, with a well
distributed rainfall of about 65 inches a year, and sur
rounded by small farms and luxuriant vegetation, is nearly
50 square miles of desert. The greater part of this area
is absolutely barren. The only features that serve to sug
gest that it has not always been a desert are numerous
stumps and a few branches and tree trunks scattered here
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and there over the surface, showing that the area now
barren and desolate was at one time covered with heavy
forests. In passing from the desert area outward, the
traveler sees every condition from bare soil through that
thinly covered with broomsedge and a few hardy perennials
to average forests and luxuriant undergrowth consisting of
all types of vegetation common to the region.

FIG. 46.

In the barren area, erosion has accomplished and is still
accomplishing profound changes. The loose, sandy soil
has been carried away in vast amounts; the narrow valleys
have been tilled in with debris to surprising depths ; and the
hillsides and slopes are fluted with gullies ranging in width
from a few feet to more than 50 feet and in depth from a
foot or two to 15 or 20 feet. Immediately after one of the
heavy rains that are so frequent in this region during the
summer, these gullies and the small streams become raging
torrents thick with sediment. Within an hour or so after
the rain stops, the streams run down until there is no water
or only a tiny rill which soon dries up; and in a few hours,
rarely more than a day, the whole barren area is dry and
dusty. As ground cover increases, erosion and run-off de
crease until in the forests in the outskirts of the district
both features are normal.
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The writer visited the Ducktown area in January, 1930.
From the high mountain range to the north between the
water sheds of the Hiawassee and the Ocoee, the observer
gazes down on the Ducktown Valley which presents a weird
effect similar to the "Bad Lands" of the Dakotas. It has
been called the Valley of Skulls. The sulphur fumes have
long since ceased to harm the vegetation, but at least one
fourth of the original area on which the vegetation was
killed is still without any vegetation whatever. However,
the forest is eating its way in and reclaiming the denuded
area. Near the original forest young trees are springing
up, and each year shows new vegetation spreading toward
the center. The broomsedge grass reaches from the original
forest perhaps half way to the center of the old "Bad
Land" area. A rather accurate idea can be obtained of
this valley by splitting an Irish potato through the center
and placing the two halves on their fl.at surface with their
rims touching. Then magnify the base of the potato until
it is a thousand feet across and it will represent the still
barren Ducktown Valley as it appeared to the writer as
the afternoon and the morning suns shone on this area.
The pictures of the denuded area (Figs. 45 and 46)
shown here are not exaggerated. The writer of these pages
walked on the area in January, 1930, and found that it was
not a hard siliceous ridge, but a soft, tough, clayey earth.
150. Climate and Vegetation.-The Ducktown district
has a moderate climate, in winter not very cold and in sum
mer not excessively hot. During the average winter, the
temperature rarly, if ever, reachs zero and is above the
freezing point a good part of the time. The summer is gen
erally mild, especially at night, and never very hot by day
except in the denuded area during the middle of the day.
The heaviest rainfall occurs in June, July, and August, with
almost equal amounts in February and March; the lightest
occurs during October and November. Snowfall seldom
exceeds a few inches, and it is rare, indeed, that the ground
is covered for more than a few days at any one time.
A large tract in the immediate vicinity of the smelters
and old roast yards is devoid of vegetation. Surrounding
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this tract is a broad zone of about twice the barren area;
this zone contains almost no trees or shrubs, the principal
vegetation being broomsedge and a small number of other
plants, chiefly hardy perennials. The remainder of the
district contains, besides the broomsedge and plants, a
scattered growth of hardwood trees and saplings. Formerly,
the district was covered with heavy and luxuriant forests
similar to those that exist today in the surrounding country.
The causes for its barrenness are at least three: (1) cutting
out the forests for fuel, mine timber, and charcoal; (2)
burning the woods regularly every year; and (3) roasting
large quantities of sulphide ore in open heaps, thus driving
off enormous volumes of sulphurous gases which complete
the devastation already begun by other agents. Since the
discontinuation of heap roasting and the erection of acid
plants by the two copper companies, conditions have im
proved very much, and where the soil has not been entirely
removed by erosion, vegetation is taking a new start.
151. Storage Capacity.-The storage capacity of the
reservoir in the upper twenty feet of the lake was, in 1911,
35,000 acre-feet. The average head is 98 feet. The eleva
tion of the spillway is 817 feet above sea level, and the lake
may be drawn down to the elevation 887, or a total depth of
20 feet. The elevation of the tailrace water is 709, making
the maximum head 108 feet when the lake is level with the
crest of the spillway and 88 feet at its lowest stage. The
total capacity of the reservoir from the bottom of the river
to the top of the spillway is 8,000 acre-feet.
The maximum depth of the reservoir at the dam is 108
feet, and the river falls 700 feet in 22 miles above the dam,
or at the rate of 31.8 feet per mile. The area of the reser
voir is 2000 acres, and its length is 10.3 miles. An outline
of the reservoir is shown in Figure 43.
152. Silting of the Reservoir.-The power company
made a silt survey of the lake in 1916, 1922, and 1929. The
silt was very perceptible within three miles of the Dam and
is observed on the edges of the lake. The only place the
writer saw any silt above the lake level was at the mouth
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of Greasy Creek where a long peninsula had been filling in
the original lake and constructing a bar some two or three
feet above the crest of the Parksville Dam. This has the
appearance of a sandy silt but it is anything else. Many
specimens were examined, and they felt like a clay loamy
mixture. The silt was examined at the head of the lake,
at plant number 2, and later in the river bed at Copperhill
in the Ducktown area. The silt has had the effect of re
ducing the storage capacity of the Parksville Reservoir, but
the rate of silting there gradually decreases on account of
the reclaiming of the barren Ducktown area.
(The description of the geologic and topographic features of the
Ducktoen area is abstracted from Professional Paper 139 of the
United States Geological Survey.)

CHAPTER XIII
SILTING OF THE COLORADO OF THE WEST
153. Watershed.-The Colorado River drains parts of
seven states (Fig. 47) and is fed not only by the rains but
by melting snow, each being a factor in the discharge of
the river. The drainage area in each state, as given by
the United States Government, is:
Square Miles
Arizona ------------------------------------------------------- --------- 103,000
California -----------------------------------------------------------6,000
Colorado -------- ---------------------------------------- --------- 39,000
Nevada ---------------------------------------------------------------- 12,000
New Mexico -------------------------------------------------- ---- _ 23.,000
Utah -------------------------------------------------------------------- 40,000
Wyoming ----------------------------------------------------------- 19,000
Total ------------------------------------------------------------ 242,000

The area of the water-shed of the Gila River is 56,000
square miles, making the total effective area above the La
guna Dam 186,000 miles.
154. Character of Watershed.-Water which falls on
the highest top of the Rocky Mountains will eventually
reach a depth of 300 feet below sea level if it breaks through
into the Salton Sea. The watershed for the most part is
mountainous and steep, with a small percentage of its area
devoted to farming. The water traverses the Grand Can
yon, falling from the top of the Continental Divide to sea
level as it enters the Gulf of Lower California. The river
traverses perhaps a thousand miles in its meanders from
the headwaters of the Green River in Wyoming to its en
trance into the present Gulf of Lower California.
155. Grand Canyon and the Continental Divide.-The
Colorado on the west, and the Platte, the Arkansas, and
the Rio Grande on the east drain the Continental Divide.
This Continental Divide is the backbone of the western part
of the United States and traverses the states of Wyoming,
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156. Mean Rainfall.-The mean annual rainfall of the
various districts comprising the Colorado watershed is
given below:
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UTAH

WESTERN COLORADO

No.
of
Years

Station

An
nual
Rain
fall

Blanding
Castledale
Cisco
Emery
Ft. Duschesne
Green River
Hanksville
Hite
Manila
Moab
Vernal

30
19

Mean annual rainfall

= 8.52 in.

15
22
13
20
29
18
9
12

16.38
9.03
6.50
7.81
7.15
5.62
5.96
7.28
10.09
9.24
8.67

10

SOUTHWESTERN
WYOMING

No.
of
Years

Station

119

Annual
Rainfall

Afton
Bedford
Border
Cokeville
Daniel
Evanston
Green River

7
12
12
9
13
22
6

Mean annual rainfall

= 11.93 in.

17.06
18.18
9.87
12.30
11.62
14.19
.34

Station

No.
of
Years

Breckenridge
Collbran
Delta
Durango
Garnett
Grand Junction
Gunnison
Lay
Meeker
Montrose
Pegoda
Paonia
San Luis
Steamboat

24
29
34
'29
29
31
27
30
32
34
19
29
24
15

Mean annual rainfall

= 13.95 in.

Annual
Rainfall

Station
Beatty
Caliente
Geyser
Las Vegas
Loganville
Searchlight
Sharp

4
5
6
13
14
7

Mean annual rainfall

= 5.82 in.

11

6.36
5.76
8.50
4.79
5.96
8.96
.43

23.93
15.46
8.20
20.01
6.21
8.43
9.82
13.22
15.73
9.68
18.49
14.69
8.56
22.86

WESTERN NEW MEXICO

Station

No.
of
Years

An
nual
Rain
fall

Crown Point
Fort Wingate
Los Lunas

6
44
32

Mean annual rainfall

= 10.74 in.

9.12
14.36
8.84

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

NEVADA

No.
of
Years

An
nual
Rainfall

Station

No.
of
Years

Annual
Rainfall

Bagdad
Brawley
Heber
Needles
Sterling

17
9
8
28
42

2.21
2.44
2.16
4.26
2.24

Mean annual rainfall

= 2.66 in.
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SOUTHERN ARIZONA

Station

No.
of
Years

Annual
Rainfall

---

Benson
Bowie
Cochise
Douglas
Gila Bend
Granite Reef
Maricopa
Mohawk
Phoenix
San Carlos
Tuscon
Yuma

29
37
28
23
22
44
32
22
43
25
54
52

Mean annual rainfall

= 9.26 in.

9.89
13.62
12.10
14.12
6.11
10.09
6.85
3.54
7.53
12.96
11.72
3.35

NORTHERN ARIZONA

Station
Camp Verde
Flagstaff
Fort Mahone
Holbrook
Jerome
Kingman
Parker
Prescott
Show Low
Signal

-

No.
of
Years

-21

Mean annual rainfall

24
21
25
20
12
18
47
11
15

Annual
Rainfall
13.13
22.82
5.11
9.38
20.15
12.01
5.23
17.83
17.79
7.37

= 13.08 in.

157. Weighted RainfaU.-To obtain the mean rainfall
on the whole watershed, each state's rainfall should be
weighted in proportion to the watershed. In other words,
the total rainfall in inches per square mile per year is equal
to the area in square miles on each watershed, multiplied
by the mean rainfall.
State

Arizona
California
Colorado
Nevada
New Mexico
Utah
Wyoming
Total

Watershed
Sq. Mi.

Mean
Rainfall

103,000
6,000
29,000
12,000
23,000
40,000
19,000

11.17
2.66
13.95
5.82
10.74
8.52
11.93

--242,000

1,150,510
15,960
544,050
67,840
247,020
340,800
226,670
2,594,850

The average mean annual rainfall of the whole water
shed of 242,000 square miles is 10.72 inches. This would
give 138,360,000 acre-feet of precipitation.
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158. Snowfall.-The snowfall on the Colorado water
shed, according to the government report, is as follows :
WYOMING

UTAH

Station

Snowfall
Inches

Afton
Bedford
Border
Cokeville
Daniel
Evanston
Green River

81.5
95.3
63.0
68.2
61.9
57.0
29.0

Mean annual snowfall

=

65.1 in.

WESTERN COLORADO

Snowfall
Inches

Station

Mean annual snowfall

Station

Snowfall
Inches

Breckenridge
Collbran
Delta
Durango
Garnet
Grand Junction
Gunnison
Lay
Meeker
Montrose
Pegoda
Paonia
San Luis
Steamboat

183.8
76.1
19.6
68.6
20.2
21.6
50.3

77.2
71.0
35.2
106.2
49.2
34.3
156.6

Mean annual snowfall = 69.2 in.

WESTERN NEW MEXICO
Station

Snowfall
Inches

Crown Point
Fort Wingate
Los Lunas
Mean annual snowfall

22.4
37.1
7.6

=

22.3 in.

46.6
10.1
17.3
22.8
19.8
10.0
15.4
40.1
17.1
23.9

Blanding
Castledale
Cisco
Emery
Fort Duschesne
Green River
Hanksville
Manila
Moab
Vernal

= 22.31 in.

NORTHERN ARIZONA
Station

Snowfall
Inches

Flagstaff
Fort Johave
Holbrook
Kingman
Parker
Show Low

79.1
0.0
15.0
8.4
0.0
51.3

Mean annual snowfall

= 38.45 in.

NEVADA
Station

Snowfall
Inches

Las Vegas
Pioche

2.1
50.9

Mean annual snowfall

= 26.5 in.
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*159. Character of Local Silt Deposits.-These various
actions result in the formation throughout the inundated
area of numerous little pockets in which water is left stand
ing after the recession of each flood. Wherever this occurs
the very finest of silt settles out and, on becoming dry,
cracks in large, somewhat hexagonal, irregular cakes. If
the deposit is very thin, these cakes curl up when thoroughly
dried and are broken up and carried away as dust by the
wind ; but when very thick, the cracks are sometimes six
inches and even more in width at the top and extend down
4 or 5 feet. Dust and vegetation accumulate in such gap
ing cracks, and the next flood deposits another layer of sedi
ment. Then, the heavier materials having settled first, the
result is that the pockets are arched over, thus producing
underground interstices which must be carefully guarded
against in levee and other earth construction for holding
back water.
The character of such deposits depends on the nature
of the silt carried in the overflow water, and thus it hap
pens that it is usually possible by examination to determine
whether a deposit was made by a flood from the Colorado,
from the Gila proper, or from the Salt River.
The rate of such local deposition is sometimes startling.
One instance the writer observed was due to the flood of
1905 which caused the diversion of the river into the Sal
ton Sea. This filled in the ground on the left-hand side of
the break to a depth of 6 feet for a distance of 3,000 feet
from the old river bank.
160. The Silt Problem.-This action accentuated and
properly impressed on the engineers of the California De
velopment Company the seriousness of the silt problem in
diverting the Colorado River water. Generally speaking,
during flood stages, the water carries all the silt it can
transport, and the faster the current the larger the par
ticles it picks up and carries along. It is certainly desir
able, and probably essential, to provide settling basins at
or immediately below the diversion point, in which the
•From H . T . Cory's article. Trana. A.S.C.E.• Vol. 76, p. 1,204.
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water can be practically stilled, and thus insure the deposi
tion of the heavier silt having very slight fertilizing value
and the admission of only such partly clarified water into
the canals. Unless some provision is made similar to that
at the Laguna Weir, the diversion canal immediately below
the head-gate must act as a settling basin; this is just what
happened from the very beginning in the canals of the Cali
fornia Development Company.
The results of such excessive silting were obviated in
various ways, largely by the construction of new intakes,
until the diversion of the entire river occurred; and the
permanent head-gate was put in service in 1907. The clam
shell dredge was utilized intermittently to remove the de
posits until 1910; then a submerged weir was built across
the river to raise the water at the intake; and lastly, large
suction dredges were operated just below and just above
the regulating gates.
Rather carefully kept records indicated that the bed of
the canal at the lower heading was raised a little more than
5 feet between March 1, 1907, and March 1, 1910, most of
this taking place in the first 6 months. The bed of the
Alamo River near Sharp's Heading was raised approxi
mately 2 feet in the same time, and there is constant de
terioration all along between these points on the Alamo
channel. The reduction of capacity in the larger canals
has been noteworthy, but the maximum effect is shown in
the smaller laterals constituting the distributing systems
of the various mutual water companies.
*161. The Quantity of Silt.-As previously stated, res
ervoirs created on the lower portion of the stream would
very soon fill with deposits as the Lower Colorado is a no
torious silt carrier.
In regard to Colorado silt, Professor R. H. Forbes says:
Beginning with January, the regular low winter water averages
about 62 parts of sediment in 100,000 parts of water during January,
February, and March. These sediments are probably chiefly the result
of erosion upon the upper river channel, rather than surface sweep
•From H. T . Cory's article, Tram. A.S.C.E., Vol. 76, p. 1,204.
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ings into the drainage. During April, as the river rises with the melt
ing snows of its highest water shed, and its erosive power increases,
the sediment rises to an average of 112 parts; during the highest
waters of May and June, to an average of 374 parts; decreasing with
the lowering waters of July and August to an average of 122 parts.
The summer rain-storms of September, October and November, partly
within Arizona, bring the silt to its maximum (2,072 parts, Oct. 8
13), after which the quantity sinks to the normal amount for winter
waters, averaging 151 parts in 100,000 during the two months ending
Jan. 24, 1901.
. . . The average acre-foot of Colorado River water for the year
of observation carried 7,291 pounds of silt, varying from 1,182 to
56,410 pounds as shown by 6-day composite samples.
On the basis of the profile constructed from available data for the
volume of flow of the Colorado, and of the year's silt determinations
made in this laboratory, it is estimated, conservatively, that the river
during 1900 brought down about 81,000,000 tons of sedimentary ma
terial, which condensed to the form of solid rock, is enough to cover
26.4 square miles one foot deep; or, to make 53 square miles of dry
alluvial soil one foot deep; or, to make about 164 square miles of re
cently settled, submerged mud one foot deep, reckoning the whole
amount of mud for the year to average 6.2 times the bulk of the solid
sediment.

162. Mean Silting of the Colorado River.-According to
the records kept by the United States Reclamation Service
and United States Geological Survey on the Colorado River
at Yuma in ten years from 1912 to 1921 inclusive there
were 948,428 acre-feet of silt carried in the Colorado River.
Elaborate tables have been constructed giving the average
silting in the Colorado by month and by year. The mean
annual silt load amounted in the ten-year period to 94,843
acre-feet. This equals a depth of 148 feet on a square-mile
base, and in 36 years will amount to a cubic mile of silt.
The transportation of bed sand is not included in the
quantities, as the percentages of silt given are a measure of
the turbidity. The depth of scour of the river at Yuma,
Arizona, and at Andrade, California, during periods of
high flood is as much as 20 feet lower than the elevation of
the normal river bed during low-water periods. Assuming
a conservative deepening of 9 feet for a width of only 600
feet, the volume of soil moved in each 100 miles of the river
is 105,600,000 cubic yards. As much of this soil probably
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falls behind the traveling flood wave to fill the river bed
again at locations down stream from its former position,
its travel toward its destination on the delta may not be as
rapid as that of soil transported in suspension, but un
doubtedly great quantities are moved along the river in this
manner.
163. River Characteristics Affecting the Diversion.
The following are the characteristics of the river and the
conditions that exist at the site to affect the success of the
diversion:
(1) High floods of 100,000 to 200,000 second-feet are
certain in May or June of each year and are probable in
January or February. Freshets of 10,000 to 60,000 second
feet may be expected at any time.
(2) Low discharges of 4,000 to 10,000 second-feet for
periods of several weeks' duration occur between August
and March.
(3) The river lacks channel capacity for its high dis
charges.
(4) The bed of the river varies in elevation at low and
high discharges.
(5) Overflowed ground not subject to erosion produces
a rapid growth of dense vegetation.
(6) The capacity of the river for soil transportation and
deposition is great.
(7) For soil erosion, large quantities of water flowing
at high velocities within channels are necessary.
Characteristics ( 6) and ( 7) are worthy of brief discus
sion. The soil transportation comprises the silt content
carried in suspension at all times of the year and the sands
or heavier silt that are rolled along the bottom of the river
in times of flood.
Tables 1 and 2 give the mean average monthly percent
ages of silt in suspension for the 10 years ending with 1921
and the maximum percentages of silt in suspension in each
month for 1919, 1920, and 1921, as measured at Yuma,
Arizona, by the United States Reclamation Service.
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Table 3 gives the volume of soil, in acre-feet, that has
been transported in suspension over the deltaic ridge be
hind the levee system for each month and each year since
1912, the greater part of this quantity having passed the
diversion site. These quantities are for loosely deposited
soil and were calculated by using the formula adopted by
the office of the United States Reclamation Service at
Yuma, which is: Acre-feet of silt=acre-feet of discharge
X percentage of silt by weight X 0.727.
164. Erosion of Watershed.-Obviously the Salton Sea
in remote times was the upper end of the Gulf of Lower
California and evidently extended from foothill to foothill
of the Imperial Valley. The average width of this sea
from foothill to foothill was something like 25 miles and the
length about 120 miles. Evidently the depth of this sea
was greater than the present elevation of the salton
Sea below the sea level. An average depth of 200 feet
over this ancient arm of the sea would be equivalent to a
depth of 21/2 feet over the whole 242,000 square miles of the
watershed of the Colorado River above Yuma. This sea
has clearly been filled by the Colorado River, and it has
constituted one of the greatest water dams in the world.

CHAPTER XIV
SILTING OF KEOKUK RESERVOIR
SILT IN THE MISSOURI RIVER
SILT IN THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER
165. Mississippi Basin.-The Mississippi River and its
tributaries drain two-thirds of the United States. Near
Alton, Illinois, the Mississippi and the Missouri unite and
form the main Mississippi. Above Alton, the Missouri
drains a far greater watershed than the Mississippi and,
on account of its very heavy load of silt, is known as the
"Big Muddy." It drains a large part of Wyoming, Mon
tana, the two Dakotas, Nebraska, Kansas, Colorado, and
Missouri, and the area of its watershed is 527 ,000 square
miles, while that of the Mississippi is 171,500 square miles
above Alton, Illinois, according to Nathaniel C. Grover,
Chief Hydraulic Engineer of the United States Geological
Survey.
170. Upper Mississippi.-The Mississippi drains part
of the states of Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan, Iowa, Illi
nois, and Missouri. Its drainage area above the Missouri
is 171,500 square miles. It is fed by the numerous lakes
and the Minnesota, Skunk, and Des Moines rivers on the
west and by the Illinois and several other streams on the
east. The drainage area practically reaches in the city
limits of Chicago and Duluth. There are no "Bad Lands,"
or "Breaks," on this watershed and no very steep slopes.
The watershed is a rather flat country with very few moun
tains and in some places is heavily wooded. The mean an
nual rainfall is 31.82 inches, an annual discharge of
78,000,000 acre-feet. From the Falls of St. Anthony to
the mouth of the Missouri the fall is 7 inches per mile.
166. The Keokuk Dam.-The Keokuk Dam (Fig. 48)
had long been the dream of many engineers, but by 1910
definite plans had been developed to build a dam across the
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FIG. 48.

Keokuk Dam

---

Mississippi River on the old Des Moines rapids from bank
to bank, connecting Keokuk, Iowa, and Hamilton, Illinois.
For 12 miles above the dam site the river has a total fall
of 23 feet at low water, while in high water the fall is only
about 16 feet. The river bed is of solid limestone and is
practically smooth. The flow in the river ranges from
20,000 second-feet at low stages to 370,000 second-feet at
flood stages. The dam raises the water level about 35 feet.
The height of the main part of the dam is 32 feet from bed
rock to the crest. The cross-section of the dam is vertical
on the up-stream face and of ogee form on the down-stream
face. Buttress walls six feet thick are placed 36 feet apart,
center to center. These walls are connected by an arch
roadway, along which track is laid for the hoisting cars.
Flashboard steel gates 32 feet long connect the buttress
walls on the crest of the dam, raising the length level eleven
feet above the crest of the dam, making the usual fall about
35 feet. At the west end of the dam, a power house 1700
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feet long has been constructed. Between the power house
and the west bank a lock canal is provided for the passing
of boats.
167. Keokuk Reservoir.-At low stages the dam backs
the water about 50 miles and about a mile wide, making the
area of the lake approximately 50 square miles or 32,000
acres. The raising of the water level submerged several
hundred acres of land, about a third of which was on the
Illinois side and about two-thirds on the Iowa side. This
overflowed land was reclaimed by levees. In some cases it
has become necessary to pump the water from the land side
over the levee into the river. The total capacity of the
Keokuk reservoir at the present time (1930) is given as
400,000 acre-feet. The drainage area is 119,000 square
miles, and the mean annual rainfall 31.82.
168. Silt Surveys.-Various measurements have been
made in the past several years by the United States Army
engineers, the engineers of the power company, and by one
well-known civilian engineer. Cross-sections of the reser
voir indicate that the silt is not regularly or uniformly de
posited in the bottom of the reservoir. At some places the
silt is undisturbed and is uniformly deposited while at
others the current generated as the water passes through
the turbines has drawn some of the silt from the bottom
of the reservoir. Again, when the Mississippi is at low
stages and the Skunk is at flood stage, the greater volume
in the Skunk and the more rapid current plow a broad fur
row in the silt of the reservoir bed and carry this silt
further down stream.
169. Rate of Silting.-The Engineers of the power com
pany report that in the last 15 years, 1915 to 1930, the
capacity of the lake has been reduced 15 to 20 per cent.
Assuming that silting has been done at a uniform rate,
if we let R = ratio of water capacity of lake at the end
of a year to that at the beginning of the year, we get R 10 =
.85. This gives R = .9892. Here we would have water capac
ity of lake= (.9892) 0 Thus we obtain the following table
for a 15 per cent silting in 15 years.
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Number of Years

0
25
50
100
150
200

Water Capacity

1.0000
.7627
.5818
.3385
.1969
.1146

If we assume a 20 per cent silting in the last 15 years,

we have: R 15 =.80. Hence R=.98523, and we get the fol
lowing table based on a 20 per cent silting.

Number of Years
0
25
50
100
150
200

Water Capacity
1.0000
.6894
.4753
.2259
.1074
.0510

170. Silt Curves.-If we lay off the years as abscissas
and the water capacity downwards as ordinances, we obtain
the two silt curves shown in Figure 49. These silt curves
are based on the assumption that there is no current in
the river below the surface.
This, however is not true near the dam, and the result
has been that on the west side of the reservoir the current
due to the draft of the penstocks has furrowed and ruffled
the silt bed, the result being that the cross-section at some
places shows considerable scouring.
171. Effe·ct of Gates.-The steel gates are 11 feet high
and 32 feet long and can be raised, permitting the upper 11
feet of water to pass over the rounded crest of the dam.
These gates can be used to prevent silting of that part of
the lake within 11 feet of the lake level that is between ele
vations 514 and 525. Thus there are over 350,000 acre-feet
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of the upper part of the lake in which the silt can be con
trolled by the flashboard steel gates. The whole reservoir
holds a three days' supply.
172. Silt in Skunk River.-The Skunk River enters the
Keokuk Reservoir some forty miles above Keokuk and about
ten miles below Burlington. Charles H. Young of Musca
tine, Iowa, an engineer who has made the upper Mississippi
a life study and whose experience in silt matters on other
streams has been long and wide, reports that the back water
from the Keokuk Reservoir caused the delta of the Skunk
River to silt to a depth of ten feet. Trees and brush acted
as a strainer and served to make of the deposit in the mouth
of the Skunk a kind of reinforced mud. This raised the
water level ; the result was a consequent lowering of the
height of the adjacent levees; and on this account the levees
were unable to hold the later flood waters. The result was
that the Green Bay district below was flooded and greatly
damaged. Figure 50 shows the silt in the mouth of the
Skunk River where the whole width between water and
trees is the exposed silt, showing not only the depth of silt
but the contraction of the stream width.
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FIG. 50.

Silt in Skunk River

173. The Missouri Basin.-The Missouri River drains
a watershed of 527,000 square miles, and some of the waters
come from the very top of the Continental Divide. The
Missouri proper begins at Three Forks, Montana, where the
Gallatin, the Jefferson, and Madison rivers unite. From
there to Alton, Illinois, it is known as the Missouri. In its
course it is fed by the waters of the Yellowstone and vari
ous smaller streams, and it drains 15,000 square miles of
the famous "Bad Lands." The upper waters emerge from
the Rocky Mountains with torrential velocities; but by the
time they reach Yankton, the stream has reached a rela
tiw~ly flat country; and from Yankton, Dakota, to Alton,
Illinois, the fall is about 9.5 inches per mile. The Missouri
is one of the heaviest silt-bearing streams in the United
States, and it is estimated that on the average even on low
stages one per cent of the flow is silt and at flood stages the
per cent is much more. Not only are the waters of the
Missouri heavily charged with silt but bars are often
formed; in addition to this, caving banks add to the silt
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load, and it is stated that in the distance of five miles from
100 to 1000 acres fall into the river and pass on either by
suspension or by crawling or rolling along the stream.
174. The "Bad Lands."-The "Bad Lands" are located
in the states of Wyoming and the two Dakotas, covering
about 15,000 square miles. These "Bad Lands" are barren
of vegetation and rugged and steep of slope. The rainfall
is not retarded by vegetation or a mattress of grass. In
addition to this. the steep slopes accelerate the velocity,
and this lack of vegetation and the slopes are double factors
in producing torrential velocities, scouring and eroding the
hill sides and carrying off into the streams a large amount
of silt. The watershed of the upper Missouri extends to
the Continental Divide, and for hundreds of miles the river
slope is comparatively steep. The detritus carried from the
steep hillsides rushes into the streams the.t already have
great velocities, and the result is that the silt is transported
and not deposited until the river reaches those sections
where the slope is gentler. It is to be noted that this
amount of silt carried by the Missouri River each year into
the Mississippi River amounts to 388 feet on a square mile
base. The silt from the "Bad Lands" reaches the Missis
sippi, and some of it is dropped by the wayside between the
mouth of the Missouri and the jetties at the mouth of the
Mississippi. The United States Army engineers have as
certained that the silt carried in suspension at the mouth
of the Mississippi would amount to 268 feet on a square
mile base. The Missouri pours into the Mississippi at St.
Charles 388 feet on a square-mile base. Thus, between St.
Charles and the jetties, 119 feet on a square mile base has
been dropped in transit in the 14,000 miles of river length.
The "Bad Lands" have been distributed on the overflowed
lands from Cairo to the mouth, and this silt is now in the
soils of the riparian lands of the states of Arkansas, Ken
tucky, Missouri, Tennessee, and Louisiana.
175. Rolling Silt.-In addition to the silt held in sus
pension, there is a certain amount that settles on the beds
of the stream and rolls, creeps, or crawls downstream. This
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has been observed in the Missouri River near St. Charles,
in the lower Mississippi, and in many other streams. It is
quite noticeable in the Brazos River of Texas and in the
Red River on the border between Oklahoma and Texas. It
is claimed that the beds of the streams in Oklahoma have
moved downstream 200 miles in ten years or at the rate of
20 miles per year or 12 feet per hour. The writer has ob
served movements of the sands in the beds of the Brazos at
Waco, Texas, that equal this rate. This crawling or creep
ing silt is in addition to that carried in suspension and has
a movement entirely independent of the suspended matter.
176. Silt in Kaw River.-During the years 1907 and
1908, Herman Stabler and H. N. Parker made rather ex
haustive studies and measurements on the Kaw River and
its tributaries to ascertain the amount of silt carried in
suspension. Tha Kaw drains part of Nebraska, having a
watershed of 61,000 square miles above Holliday, Kansas.
Stabler and Parker, by a long series of measurements and
calculations, ascertained the following:
Mean Discharge
Silt in tons per day
Silt in tons per year
Area of water shed
Silt per square mile
Silt in one year after settling
Silt in one year before settling
Silt per year
One cubic yard of silt after settling
One ton of silt

= 10,580 second-feet

= 47,820 tons
= 17 ,457 ,585
= 61,000 square miles
= 286 tons per year
= 9,430 acre-feet
= 13,300 acre-feet
= 14.73 feet on square

=
=

mile base

1.148 tons
.87 cubic yard

177. The Mississippi River below Cairo.-The length by
the river from Cairo to the mouth is 1047 miles. It is clear
that in remote times the arm of the sea extended from the
Gulf of Mexico to the cataracts above Cairo. Near Cairo
this arm of the sea formed a wide-mouthed river and be
came wider and wider as it proceeded south. The whole dis
tance from Cairo to the Gulf on each side has been filled in
by the silt scoured from the watershed of the Mississippi
and its tributaries. The Mississippi River below St. Louis is
fed by the waters of the St. Francis, the Arkansas, the Oua
chita, and the Red rivers; these drain all the territory from
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West Texas to the Canadian border. Estuaries or bays
formerly extended up each river, but these were gradually
filled and the river confined to a narrow channel. On the
east the Yazoo is one of the larger tributaries of the Missis
sippi, and the same is true of this stream. The flooded
area in 1927 between Cairo and the jetties was in remote
ages an estuary or very wide river. The elevation at Cairo
above mean low tide is 325 feet, making the fall from Cairo
to the Gulf of Mexico .31 feet per mile or 3.72 inches.
178. Caving Banks.-From Cairo to the Gulf the allu
vial banks slough off, fall into the river, and add to the
general amount of silt that comes from the upper reaches
of the river. This is true not only of the Mississippi proper
but also of the Missouri. It has been stated by Charles H.
West of Greenville, Mississippi, member of the Mississippi
River Commission, that on an average there was in 1892
from Cairo to Donaldson a caving of 9.5 acres per mile an
nually, to a depth of 66 feet. This would amount to about
627 acre-feet of silt per mile that is fed into the river by
the caving banks. The distance between Cairo and Baton
Rouge is 840 miles and this caving of the banks would
amount to 526,680 acre-feet. This would amount to 823
feet on a square mile base per year. It will be recalled that
the silting suspension amounts to 268 feet on a square mile
base per year. The caving banks dump into the Mississippi
a strip of land 78 feet wide and 921 miles long annually.
Mr. West further says :
The average annual erosion along that reach amounted to about
91h acres per mile, ranging from 53 to 84 feet deep, or an average of
66 feet, making a volume of 1,003,579 cubic yards per mile. This
estimate was made from actual surveys and measurements over the
period from 1880 to 1891.
The distance by river from Donaldsonville to Head of Passes is
about 165 miles. Caving along that part of the river is not so ex
tensive in surface area but is of greater depth than it is above Don
aldsonville, and adding the caving below Donaldsonville to that above
gives approximately a billion cubic yards for the entire river below
Cairo.
Caving usually occurs in the concave bends but sometimes along
comparatively straight reaches. This erosion does not necessarily
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mean a widening of the river bed, as the eroded bank is usually fol
lowed by an equivalent fill on the opposite side of the river,
The total caving is not now near so great as it was when the esti
mate referred to was made, as many miles of bank line have been
made stable by revetment and the length of revetted bank is increas
ing every year.

CHAPTER XV
WATER DAMS
179. Water Dams.-A water dam is a still body of water
which retards a flowing stream from entering the main
body of water laterally. A long lake will constitute a water
dam for any lateral or side stream that enters it.
180. Sloughs.-Where there are several lateral streams
or draws that enter a main lake or reservoir, the water of
the main reservoir backs into these sloughs and forms in
them a body of still water. Each of these sloughs has a
watershed, and heavy rains on this watershed will rush
down the hills into these lateral streams or sloughs and
will strike the relatively still body of water in the main
reservoir. When this condition obtains, the sloughs will
have two silt agencies. The silt that will be deposited by
the back water of the lake and that which is drained from
the immediate watershed form these two agencies. Where
a reservoir occupies the main channel of the river and
stretches many miles up the stream, the lateral streams
enter the reservoir, the lateral current is suddenly checked,
and any heavy silt carried by the lateral stream is dropped.
181. Lateral Streams.-There are several kinds of lat
eral streams, varying from the small inlet and slough to the
stream whose watershed contains several square miles.
The Austin Lake has all kinds of sloughs and lateral
streams, varying from a watershed of a few acres to that
of thirty-three square miles. Within four miles of the City
of Austin, there are three types of sloughs and three typical
lateral streams.
One mile above Austin Dam on the west side or right
hand bank is the Hill Slough. In 1913 Frank Hill of
Austin constructed there a boathouse elevated on piles. At
the time of construction there were 11 feet of water under
the boathouse.. The lower part constituted a boathouse
while the upper was for living quarters. By 1922, nine
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years after construction, the 11 feet of water had been filled
completely with silt and the boathouse was over 150 feet
from the edge of the lake.
Immediately opposite, on the east side of the lake, or left
bank, there is a long slough in which dead or still water
collects. The history of this slough is very much like that
of its immediate neighbor on the west. By 1922 this slough
with nine feet of water in 1913, was converted into a forest
of willows.
One-fourth of a mile above the dam on the west side or
right hand bank, Bee Creek, with a drainage area of 15
square miles, enters the lake. A University boathouse was
constructed and used by Camp Fire Girls. This was one
furlong from the mouth of the creek and was floated in the
mouth of Bee Creek in 36 feet of water. In eleven years
the 36 feet of water was replaced by silt, and in fifteen
years Bee Creek at the mouth was dry land upon which pe
destrians could walk with safety; this surface was at least
2.5 feet above the crest of the dam where in 1913 there was
a depth of water of 51 feet.
Figure 12 is an aerial map of the lake at Austin; the solid
outlines represent the original edge of the lake in 1913, and
the dotted line shows the outline of the lake in November,
1928. This picture illustrates the principle of the water
dam. The waters of Bee Creek rushed into the lake with
torrential velocity. The waters of Lake Austin were com
paratively still, and the waters of Bee Creek would come
off the steep hills with velocities ranging from twelve to
twenty feet per second. The waters from Lake Austin
backed into Bee Creek for something like a quarter of a
mile, and here the swift waters from the drainage area of
Bee Creek were checked. The larger silt particles were
dropped and the process of silting of Bee Creek continued
from both ends. Near the mouth of Bee Creek, in the lake
proper, there were in 1913 fifty-one feet of water below the
crest of the dam. At the present time, in 1930, there is
53.4 feet of silt. In other words, the silt has taken the
place of 51 feet of water and added 2.4 feet of silt above the
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crest of the dam. The axis of Lake Austin in Figure 12 is
not the axis of the old river channel, which is now near
that of the present dotted margin of the lake.
182. Bull Creek.-Four miles above the Austin Dam,
Bull Creek comes into Lake Austin from the north. The
drainage area of the watershed, totaling 33 square miles,
is very precipitious, of rocky limestone formation, and cov
ered with cedar brakes and hardwoods. The rainfall is
practically the same as in Austin and averages about 33
inches per year. The water from Lake Austin backed into
Bull Creek and extended to the Point K (Fig. 51), making
the length of the Bull Creek Lake 5,400 feet. In 1913, when
Lake Austin was first filled, there were 39 feet of water at
the mouth of Bull Creek, and as late as 1920 the writer with
a picnic party went up Bull Creek on a large barge to the
point F, where the barge anchored and those on board had
a regular swimming party off the back end of the boat.
The divers encountered no mud. However, in the spring
of 1922, torrential rains fell on the watershed of Bull Creek
and, in fact for many miles up the Colorado River. The
spring flood of 1922 scoured the watersheds, and the result
was that in August, 1922, the writer, in making his silt
survey of the Colorado River, started up Bull Creek near
the point A in a light rowboat. Water covered the whole
space from edge to edge, yet the rowboat carrying two per
sons grounded and it was impossible to proceed up the
Bull Creek Lake.
In 1924, two years later, the mouth of Bull Creek, from
the section AB for about 40 feet up the stream, had a well
defined dirt dam covered with grass and along which cattle
walked. In 1926 the dam had lengthened and it was at
least 200 feet in width along the axis of Bull Creek. In
1928 the dirt dam in the mouth of Bull Creek, formed en
tirely of silt, had lengthened to 1,040 feet, and surveys in
dicated that the level of the Bull Creek lake was 2.5 feet
higher than the water in Lake Austin when level with the
crest of the dam; or, the elevation of the water of Bull
Creek Lake was at 54.1 feet.
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The original volume of the water in the Bull Creek Lake
in 1913 was 402 acre-feet, level with the crest of the
dam. In 1928 practically all the water in Bull Creek Lake
was above the lake level of 54.4 feet. There was a narrow
strip of water from Section G to Section J in the bottom of
the Bull Creek Lake; this strip had an average depth of 6
inches, an average width of 100 feet, and was 800 feet long,
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giving a volume of water in Bull Creek of about 2,400 cubic
feet, or .6 of an acre-foot.
The silt in the mouth of Bull Creek at the point M in
Section C is 3.4 feet higher than the lake level. The total
volume of water in Bull Creek in 1913, below the crest of
the dam, was 402 acre-feet. The total amount of silt in
Bull Creek in 1928 was 440 acre-feet; in other words, Bull
Creek Lake had silted 110.4 per cent in fifteen years. This
440 acre-feet is equivalent to 14 inches in depth spread
over the whole 33 square miles of watershed. This repre
sents only the part that has been deposited as silt and does
not include that part that passed out into the Austin Lake
and Colorado River. The example of Bull Creek presents
a very striking case of the features of a water dam.
183. Imperial Valley.-The Imperial Valley at the
mouth of the Colorado River of the West is one vast plug
of silt. In remote times the Salton Sea was the upper end
of the Gulf of Lower California, but the rains and melting
snows on the seven states of the watershed, viz. : Arizona,
California, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah, and Wy
oming, a surface of 242,000 square miles, eroded the water
shed and carried a heavy load of silt into the long arm of
the sea. The torrential current rushed through the Grand
Canyon and into this narrow arm of the Gulf of Lower
California where the waters were checked and silt was de
posited. The Colorado River hit the still waters of the lake
something like 100 miles from the head of the Gulf, and
there the silt was dropped ; it finally plugged the channel
and cut off an inland sea at the head of the former Gulf
which is now known as the Salton Sea. This silt is over
300 feet deep at places and the whole deposit amounts to an
erosion of the whole watershed of 242,000 square miles,
from 2.6 to 3 feet deep. This makes a total of 400 to 500
million acre-feet or 136 cubic miles of silt. This would
cover a county 30 miles square to a depth of 806 feet.
184. Des Moines Canal.-lt is interesting to note the
experience of the Old Des Moines Rapids canal completed
in 1876 and drowned out by the Keokuk development in
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1913. This was a lateral canal about 8 miles in length into
which a drainage area of 14.1 square miles emptied its
transported material, most of the silt coming from Price's
Creek which has a maximum length of about 2.5 miles.
Naturally, dredging operations were relatively minor dur
ing the early years of operation. During the period from
1900 to 1910, however, it was necessary to dredge out each
year approximately the total amount of silt emptied into
the canal. According to reports of the chief of engineers,
the maximum dredging occurred in the year 1910 when a
total of 232,000 yards were removed. The average ma
terial dredged annually in the ten-year period above men
tioned amounted to 161,000 cubic yards. The annual rate
of deposit in the canal from the 14.1 square miles of drain
age average about 308,000 cubic feet per square mile of
drainage.

CHAPTER XVI
LAKES WICHITA, MEDINA, KEMP, LUGERT,
AND GARZA
185. Lake Wichita is located across Holliday Creek
about four miles southwest of Wichita Falls, Texas. The
lake has a very irregular outline and drains a very flat
watershed. The drainage area is largely in Archer county.
While the topography of the watershed is rather flat, prac
tically all of it is subject to cultivation; but during the life
of the present reservoir, most of it has been used for graz
ing purposes. The soil is a reddish, sandy loam, which
readily drinks up the rainfall. When the watershed is dry
and a slow, steady rain falls, the soil rapidly drinks up this
precipitation and the result is that often there is a very
slight run-off. There have been very few cloudbursts or
heavy rainstorms, and therefore no heavy erosion of the
watershed has occurred.
The Rainfall Survey of the State Reclamation Depart
ment shows that the heaviest rains occurred in May, 1901;
on May 19, at 1 :30 A.M. two hundred feet of the dirt dam
washed out and flooded the valley of Holliday Creek, but
little damage was done below the dam.
186. The Dam.-The dam is composed entirely of earth,
is about one and one-fourth miles in length, was built in
1900 by Neils Werenskiold, engineer, and was originally
built for the double purpose of supplying the city with do
mestic water and for the irrigation of some 2,000 acres of
land below the town of Wichita Falls. A canal extended
from the north end of the reservoir some four miles to the
catchment basin at the pumping plant. Advantage was
taken of a gap in the hills, some three-fourths mile south
of the Holliday Creek, for a spillway as indicated in Fig
ure 52.
This spillway is a natural spillway, and no attempt was
made to concrete it as the water passed through a low sag
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or gap in the hills and erosion was so slight that paving the
spillway was unnecessary. The main highway from
Archer City passes through the lake area; and through this
portion, the highway is concreted and is at a lower eleva
tion than the spillway crest. Consequently, when the lake
is full, there are several inches of water on the highway.
MAP
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Map of Lake Wichita

187. The Reservoir.-The area of Lake Wichita, as
originally constructed, was 2,050 acres up to the contour
117 or contour 980 above mean low tide, and in 1900 the
contour surveys of Mr. Werenskiold showed a capacity of
14,030 acre-feet.
188. Evaporation.-The water collected in Lake Wi
chita from the watershed of Holliday Creek is fairly
potable, with a very slight mixture of alkali salts and
others. The water is slightly turbid but could easily be
used for laundry and domestic purposes. The evaporation
from the lake amounted at times to one-fourth inch per
twenty-four hours, or a total capacity of 14,000,000 gallons
per day, which would amount to 140 gallons per day for a
population of 100,000. There is absolutely no way of pre
venting this evaporation, and it is a toll laid on every ex
posed water surface in the arid west.
189. Rainfall.-The rainfall at Wichita Falls since 1894
by months is shown in the following table.

RAINFALL AT WICHITA FALLS, TEXAS
Mean Annual Rainfall
28.47 inches

=

Year
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1921
1922
1924
1926
1927
1928

-Jan.

1.38
. 60
.99
1.39
1.43
1.63
.03
.16
.10
1.35
1.50
1.37
1.50
1.18
.05
.06
.25
.24
.07
1.00
.00
1.20
1.75
.30
1.00
3.05
.10
.73
.09
2.06
2.21
1.04

I- 
Feb.
0.88
.90
.57
.42
2.00
.20
.40
1.50
.00
6.80
.45
1.80
.75
.23
.11
.18
.59
1.83
2.30
.80
.00
2.35
.00
1.00
.00
1.20
1.20
.70
1.07
.04
2.54
1.45

Mar.

Apr.

2.29
1.49
.94
3.65
4.65
.33
1.44
.50
2.66
2.30
.00
4.71
.33
1.99
.07
1.96
.61
.25
3.19
1.10
3.06
.95
1.95
.32
3.30
3.05
1.10
2.65
2.46
3.57
.78
1.11

3.14
1.43
.20
1.63
1.92
3.14
6.60
1.10
2.07
.35
3.35
4.12
3.30
1.30
8.05
.80
1.54
2.68
2.15
3.45
3.87
6.25
6.70
1.50
3.25
1.50
1.75
5.06
2.15
3.55
2.64
1.47

May

June

5.61
.99
.40
6.60
2.73
2.86
10.84
12.79
11.05
6.20
4.02
9.90
4.65
5.62
7.57
1.40
5.07
.19
.96
3.20
7.00
11.48
1.45
3.55
2.35
9.90
.48
3.03
1.44
2.34
.99
3.99

3.12
8.30
2.14
4.06
4.85
6.39
.48
1.65

T.

3.59
3.35
3.61
4.93
2.78
6.90
6.08
2.34
.29
5.04
2.70
1.25
7.40
1.90
1.40
2.85
7.15
13.79
.57
1.78
5.50
5.35
6.28

I Aug.
- -
July

1.25
4.97
.32
2.15
1.96
8.35
5.39
1.80
.98
.03
.82
3.17
2.48
2.72
5.06
.60
2.62
4.66
1.19
1.80
3.95
2.05
2.15
3.85
.85
2.90
.72
1.37
.39
5.10
4.20
5.68

3.19
.72
.36
1.75
2.43
.00
2.67
.10
.00
2.53
3.10
1.40
5.72
1.68
.50
1.68
1.42
1.87
2.42
.00
11.05
6.00
2.55
3.05
.45
1.40
.88

T.

2.38
3.40
1.45
2.67

Sept.

Oct.

1.23

0.40
2.70
1.07
1.75
.48
5.36
7.10

-

T.

.92
2.00
.29
1.51
7.11
2.36
6.95
1.02
7.58
6.22
4.33
1.10
.84
.50
.30
.73
2.00
5.65
.44
3.45
1.40
1.15
3.30
6.50
3.56
1.15
2.68
2.84
3.63
.30

T.

4.90
.55
.60
1.90
1.47
4.32
1.77
1.50
1.60
.43
3.97
2.20
1.10
4.35
1.10
.00
5.85
7.95
.00
.80
.37
1.80
2.29
1.93

Nov.

T.
3.04
1.93
.83
.65
6.70
.35
1.10
7.39
.00
.00
4.00
1.87
1.94
2.01
3.28
.63
.62
.00
7.20
2.26
.20
.90
1.65
1.55
2.55

T.

.75
1.06
0.15
1.78
1.05

Dec.
1.28
2.93
2.54
1.37
2.77
3.26

T.

.91
1.45
.50
.00
1.90
.94
.15
.00
1.30
1.21
6.21
1.50
4.27
2.25
.90
.00
.10
4.80
.00

T.
T.

.75
4.77
1.30
1.06

An
nual
23.77
28.97
12.38
27.60
26.16
39.73
42.41
23.97
37.55
25.22
24.77
44.10
32.27
25.01
32.93
19.34
18.18
20.00
24.79
33.37
36.23
46.58
21.85
17.87
29.55
47.15
23.58
16.81
16.62
35.12
29.16
28.03
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190. Area Survey.-A survey by Mr. Werenskiold in
1900 gave the following tabular results:
Contour

Area in Acres

Volume

Acre-Feet

100
102
104
106
108
110
112
114

0
130
310
510
710
880
1,160
1.450

100-102
102-104
104-106
106-108
108-110
110-112
112-114
114-117

130
440
820
1,220
1,590
2,040
2,610
2,180

Mr. Werenskiold reported that the lower 960 acre-feet
were practically all below the 107-foot contour and the
water was not available for the city water supply.
191. Silt Surve11 of 1925.-In the latter part of 1925
J. D. Metcalf and Jack Overby made a cross-section survey
of Lake Wichita on the cross-section AA-BB, etc., of Figure
52. These cross-sections are shown in Figure 53 and the re
sults of this survey are as follows :
Section

Volume in Acre-Feet

AA-BB
BB-CC

2,388
2,336
1,900
968
1,670
674
458
1,110
814
437
775

CC-DD
DD-EE

EE-FF
FF-0
KK-0
JJ-KK
Il-JJ
HH-0
GG-0

Total

13,530

192. Medina Lake.-The Medina Darn was constructed
about 1912 across the Medina River about forty miles
northwest of San Antonio, Texas, near the southeast corner
of Bandera County.
Terrell Bartlett of San Antonio, a civil engineer of wide
experience, was connected with the construction of the darn
and furnished the information contained in this article.
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The area of the watershed is 578 square miles, and the
capacity of the reservoir is 254,000 acre-feet. The mean
annual rainfall on the watershed is 28.76 inches. The
watershed has a rather rugged, steep topography with quick
run-off, and there is a very small area in cultivation. It is
largely grazing land and devoted to cattle, sheep, and goats.
It was contemplated in the organization of the project, to
place 100,000 acres under ditch; but no data had been col
lected, the run-off of the watershed was over-estimated, and
other factors entered that finally reduced its acreage to
about 35,000.

Fm. 54.

Silt in Medina Lake

When torrential rains fall on the watershed, the run-off
is rapid and considerable silt is eroded. This generally
drops in the headwaters when it hits the still water that
is backed up into the draws or branches. On May 3, 1930,
a visit was made to Lake Medina at the camp of Roscoe
Redus, about six miles above the dam. The water at this
point was confined to the old channel of the river and the
valleys on each side of the river were dry and water had
not covered even the second benches for many months and
the water had not flowed over the spillway for the last four
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years. Automobiles were driven from Redus' Point two
miles down the lake bed. On the first bench some twenty
feet above the river channel an inspection was made of the
silt and it was found cracked as shown in Figure 54. These
cracks and cakes of silt were similar in all respects to those
in Lake Austin and the Rio Grande. One of these plugs of
silt was lifted out of its place by inserting the hands in the
cracks on opposite sides of the plug to within about four
inches of the bottom and then working the fingers in the
moist, putty-like mass, and lifting the plug out of its bed.
The plug of silt shown in Figure 54 is 12.75 inches high and
rested on the original soil of the lake bed. This plug of silt
was covered by over sixty feet of water when the water ran
over the spillway.
193. Lake Kemp.-J. A. Pennington, General Manager
of the Wichita County Water Improvement Districts Num
bers 1 and 2, furnished the following information:
The area of Lake Kemp is 22,827 acres. The area of the water
shed is 2,000 square miles. The growth of tamarisk is very thick
and heavy on a fiat at the upper end of the lake in the shallow water
covering an area approximately two miles long by one mile wide.
This growth of salt cedar is also found entirely around the lake,
especially where the water is shallow or where points of land reach
out into the lake.
The silting into the upper end of Lake Kemp has occurred to a con
siderable extent down to a point opposite the mouth of Hog Creek,
which is about two miles below a point where the river empties into
the reservoir. The waters of the lake have a silty or rily appearance
from the upper end down to the point where the old Vernon road
crossed. The water is practically clear below that point.

No cross-sections of the lake and no topography of the
reservoir site were ever taken, but the engineers estimated
from 550,000 to 640,000 acre-feet capacity. The watershed
is distributed as follows:
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Square Miles
Baylor County
Cottle County
Dickens County
Foard County
King County
Knox County
Wilbarger County

228
232
223
251
557
400
18

Another correspondent near the head of the lake writes
as follows:
The silt has come down about three miles from the head-waters of
the lake, covering an area about three miles long and one mile wide.
The depth of this silt is from one foot to eight feet.
The tamarisk is over this same area. This growth is three years
old and is from eighteen inches to seven feet high. The size of these
trees are from small switches to three inches in diameter. The
tamarisk has practically stopped the silt from coming down any
farther into the lake, as they are so dense in places, that it is almost
impossible to wade through them. The tamarisk is coming on down
the shore line, and will in a few years be around the entire lake
shore.

The rapid growth of the tamarisk at the head of Lake
Kemp and along the fringes of the lake indicate very clearly
that it will be only a question of time until the tamarisk
will appear in the canals and laterals below the diversion
dam. When the tamarisk does appear in these canals and
laterals, perpetual care and watchfulness will have to be
maintained to prevent clogging of the canals and a conse
quent reduction in the carrying capacity. In thirty years
the tamarisk in the Pecos Valley has spread from one lone
tree near Roswell to a rather heavy growth along the river
from Roswell to Barstow. The tamarisk can be a blessing
to the reservoir, but it can be a troublesome factor to the
canal.
194. Lugert Reservoir.-About 1925 the City of Altus,
Oklahoma, voted bonds to install a dam and storage reser
voir on the north fork of the Red River near Lugert, Okla
homa, close to the old cattle trail that led from Doane's
Crossing on the Red River to Dodge City, Kansas. A na
tural granite saddle was found in the narrow gaps of the
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mountains; this f orrned an ideal site for a darn with a gran
ite foundation and granite shoulders. The dam erected
was an arch dam of the Ambursen type, built to an eleva
tion of 1510 above mean low tide, giving a depth of water of
twenty-five feet just above the dam in the main valley and
thirty-five feet in the main channel of the river. The area of
the watershed above the darn was determined by the engi
neers of construction to be 2200 square miles, that of the
lake 1300 acres, and the capacity of the lake 14,000 acre
feet, making the mean depth of water in the lake 10.75 feet.
The darn was finished in the early summer of 1927, and
water first flowed over its crest on August 4, 1927; but the
two years that have elapsed from summer of 1927 to the
summer of 1929 is too short a period to indicate any definite
percentages of silt. In July, 1929, no appreciable amount
of silt was found within 1.5 miles of the dam; but at a point
two miles above the darn, the measurements showed an
average of one foot of silt in a section across the lake. At
the head of the lake where the flood current first hits the
still waters of the lake, sandy silt has been deposited in the
shallow waters. One-half mile below the head of the lake
the original cross-section showed a maximum depth of five
feet in the valley and an area of cross-section of 700 square
feet. Roughly speaking, silt was found in the northwest
half of the lake, but the silting period has been too short
to base any calculations as to the rate of silting.
The watershed of 2200 square miles is rolling, largely de
voted to grazing and farming. The soil is of a sandy com
plexion, varying in amount from almost pure sand to a
sandy loam.
The city of Altus was more than fortunate in the selec
tion of a site for a dam. In the first place, the dam not
only has a foundation of unusual solidity and strength but
has granite shoulders to take all the thrust from the arches.
However, the chief advantage is the potential possibilities
of creating a reservoir of greater capacity. If the silt ever
becomes a menace, the dam can be raised ten feet higher,
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thus giving a lake or reservoir capacity of over 26,000 acre
f eet or double the original capacity.
195. Lake DaU.as.-In 1921 the City of Dallas, Texas,
was confronted with a very serious water problem for do
mestic purposes. The city administration approached the
problem with commendable care and investigations. Major
W. J. Powell, with a force of engineers, made surveys of
the possible reservoir sites and, in addition to locating dam
sites, made topographic maps of the reservoir basins, with
contours, cross-sections, and all necessary engineering data.
It was finally decided to locate the dam near the town of
Garza and to provide a spillway at the 525 contour above
mean low tide. The dam backed the water some 10.5 miles
under the tracks of the Texas and Pacific Railroad. The
following data were obtained by Major Powell and his field
party:
Area of watershed
Area of Lake at the 525 contour
Capacity of Lake
Mean depth of water

= 1,100 square miles
= 11,000 acres
= 194,000 acre-feet

= 13 feet

The watershed is made up of moderate slopes with gently
rolling farms and pastures. The soil is generally sandy or
a sandy loam, and a very small part is composed of the
heavy black lands. The watershed and drainage area ex
tend into and through the Woodbine sands or artesian belt,
and the results are that these sands absorb a large part of
the rainfall.
The dam was finished in September, 1927, and was ac
cepted by the City of Dallas on November 15, 1927. Water
first flowed over the crest of the spillway May 13, 1929, 420
days after the dam was accepted. It reached its maximum
level of 528.62 at 5 P.M. May 15, 1929, or a depth of 3.62
feet above the spillway crest. The water continued flow
ing over the spillway until June 5, 1929, at which time the
lake level was .45 above the spillway. The lake level has
therefore been below the crest of the spillway from Nov.
15, 1927, to May 13, 1929.
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On account of the fact that the reservoir has been only
partially full for 2.8 per cent of the time since its comple
tion and the further fact that only one significant rain has
fallen on the watershed that caused the lake waters to flow
over the spillway, there has been no appreciable amount of
silting except near the Texas and Pacific tracks about ten
miles northwest of the dam. While no measurements have
been taken, it is apparent in the inlets, draws, and ravines
near the head of the lake that the local rains have caused a
deposit of silt wherever these inlets exist. The life of the
reservoir is too short for measurable results, but it can be
safely stated that the Dallas Reservoir will have a silt his
tory somewhat similar to that of Lake Worth rather than
that of White Rock.
The survey of Lake Dallas by Major Powell showed the
areas and capacities given in the following table:
Contour

525
520
515
510
505
500
495
490
485
480
475
470
465

Area in
Acres

Section

Volume in
Acre-Feet

11,000
9,697
7,902
5,962
4,116
2,958
1,728
1,031
134
79
40
17
0

525-520
520-515
515-510
510-505
505-500
500-495
495-490
490-485
485-480
480-475
475-470
470-465

51,742
43,998
34,666
25,200
17,685
11,765
6,900
2,912
534
298
142
41

On April 20, 1930, when the lake level was below the 515
contour, the lake waters did not reach the fish trap bridge
(about one and one-half miles below the head of the lake at
the Texas and Pacific crossing) . The writer made an in
spection of the exposed surface of the lake bed, but the
water had covered this part such a small per cent of the
time that the only indications of silt were in the pools or
depressions.
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In ordinary years the water of the lake remains below
the crest of the dam, and it may be expected that the larg
est per cent of silt in the cross-sections will be below the
fishtrap crossing. The City of Dallas has already taken
several cross-sections of the lake, and additional cross-sec
tions are to be taken in order to keep a record of the rate of
silting of the lake at different sections.

CHAPTER XVII
DE-SILTING OF RESERVOIRS AND CANALS
196. General Proposition.-The silting of reservoirs is
always a factor in and at times a menace to water storage.
The short life of some of the reservoirs of the United States
is startling and tragic. In some sections of the country
where the run-off is slight and the solubility of the soil is
negligible, silting is reduced materially, but still silting is a
factor. In the proposed Boulder Dam across the Colorado
of the West, which was recently authorized by the Congress
of the United States, silt was a factor in the calculations of
the efficiency and life of the project. The engineer that
evades or ignores the silt problem is in the class with the
man that ignores the fundamental laws of human health.
The silt problem is with us to stay, and it is a vital economic
problem that cannot be ignored, denied, or evaded.
197. Self-scouring Re·s ervoirs.-Perhaps the most defi
nite solution of the silt problem was that adopted on the
River Nile for the reservoir above the Assuan Dam. This
dam was constructed across the channel of the Nile on a
granite foundation and was 96 feet high when it was fin
ished. The Blue Nile that drains the northeastern part of
Africa and pours its flood waters down the river in the
late summer (from July to December) is heavily charged
with silt. It was realized that if these waters stayed in
the reservoir the silt would be deposited and the life of the
reservoir shortened. Hence, groups of gates at four differ
ent levels were provided in the dam.
The first group (A), consisting of 65 gates (Fig. 55), ex
tended from the bottom of the river, zero elevation, to a
height of 22.96 feet (7 meters) and had a total area of 9,790
square feet, with a pressure head of 72.82 feet on the center.
The second group (B), consisting of 75 gates, extended from
the elevation of 14.76 feet to 37.72 feet above the river bed
and had a combined cross-section area of 11,254.6 square
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feet, with a pressure head on the center of 58.06. These
gates (A and B), numbering 140 in all, were 6.56 feet (2
meters) wide and 22.96 feet (7 meters) high. The third
series ( C) of gates, numbering 18, extended from the bot
tom elevation of 27 .88 feet to a top elevation of 39.29 feet
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and had a combined area of 1356.6 square feet, with a
pressure head on the center of 50.68 feet below the spillway
crest. The fourth group (D) of gates, 22 in number, ex
tended from an elevation of 41 feet and had a combined
area of 1656.8 square feet, with a pressure head on the
center of 37.56 below the spillway crest. The third (C)
and fourth (D) series, aggregating 40 gates, were 6.56
feet (2 meters wide but were only 11.48 feet (3.5 meters)
high.
Figure 55 shows the relative cross-section area of the
sluiceways in comparison with the cross-section of the
river. The lower gates are not open under the maximum
head. In the first stages of the flood, the upper gates (D)
are opened ; and when the lake level is lowered a certain
amount, the next group ( C) of gates is opened, etc. With
the exception of the upper gates, the water is not discharged
through any gates under the maximum pressure head.
It is known that the Assouit Dam is a companion dam
and is located across the Nile 361 miles below the Assuan
Dam. The Assouit Dam is also provided with gates and
sluiceways similar to the Assuan Dam. The Blue Nile is
made to do the scouring and cleaning of both reservoirs,
and the silt of the Nile is taken down the river to the delta
and discharged into the Mediterranean Sea. The silt is
thus prevented from filling the reservoirs and the canals of
the irrigation systems.
Only the waters of the White Nile are used for irrigation.
Its floods occur in December, fill both reservoirs, and are
then used for irrigating purposes. Very few rivers are as
fortunate as the Nile in having two streams, one of which
can be depended upon for cleaning purposes and the other
for the necessary water supply for irrigation.
198. Drain Pipes or Gates.-In some reservoirs, gates
or drain pipes have been placed in the lower part of the
dam, but these have to be placed close together and extend
the whole width of the river to have any appreciable effect.
Experience has shown that a single pipe will drain a flat
V-shaped channel immediately in front of it, and these
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channels are on a rather steep grade. In the case of Lake
Austin in 1918, when the reservoir was drained by the lower
gates, the channel had a longitudinal grade greater than
1 per cent. At this rate a pipe 5 feet below the lake sur
face would have very little effect on the silt in the lake over
500 feet away from the dam. These drain pipes do not
drain the silt in a fanshaped area, but in a fUrrow im
mediately in line with the travel of the current. When the
water was drawn from Lake Austin in 1918, in less than a
week pedestrians could walk on the silt surface without
bogging.
199. Higher Dams.-A leading engineer some twenty
years ago expressed the opinion that the only solution for
silt in impounding dams was to build the dams higher.
This, of course, does not disturb the old silt but places an
other story to the reservoir by raising the lake level. It is
a notable fact that Zuni Reservoir in New Mexico, accord
ing to the prediction of H. F. Robinson, filled to the brim
by 1921 ; and additional storage was secured simply by
building the dam higher. The silting of Lake Worth, near
Fort Worth, Texas, from 1915 to 1928 was 29.33 per cent.
This would indicate that by 1941, 50 per cent of the water
capacity of the lake would remain, if the present rate of
silting continues. When this does occur, a storage equal
to the original capacity of Lake Worth can be obtained at
the same place by raising the present dam 12 feet ; this
would have the distinct advantage of not requiring any
additional purchase of land for overflow purposes or lake
area, but the new lake would cover some additional acreage.
However, the present dam at Lake Worth is on a formation
that is somewhat porous and it would be hazardous to raise
the present dam before making careful borings to ascertain
whether such an increase in height would jeopardize the
whole structure.
200. Power Dams.-Penstocks in river dams, generally
located at the bottom of the dam, are below the crest of the
dam. When this is the case, these penstocks serve to keep
the channel open and the lake-bed lowered in line of travel
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of the water that generates the power. It has been found
by experience that the influence of these drain-pipes does
not spread out fan-shape but extends in a narrow strip in
the line of travel of the water; and induced current is not
an influence on the silt beyond a distance from the dam
equal to 20 times the depth of the penstock below the crest
of the dam. Although the dam across the Mississippi at
Keokuk, Iowa, has gates and has a flood of water through
these gates, it is a fact that 11 feet of silt has been deposited
some distance above the Keokuk Dam.
201. Dredging.-In long, narrow reservoirs the capacity
can be restored, as has been done in sections of the Rio
Grande, by hydraulic dredge methods, where the water is
pumped out of the central channel over the banks or on
berms. This method is now in operation near San Benito,
Texas.
202. Settling Basins.-Where water is used for irriga
tion and the river is heavily charged with silt, some com
panies have installed near the river bank settling basins of
large area into which the water is first pumped and the
silt is allowed to settle and clarify, and later to pass into
the main canals practically free of silt. This method has
been applied on the Rio Grande River at Mercedes, Texas,
where a natural settling basin of 360 acres was utilized in
the very beginning of operations. The result has been that
the settling basin is rapidly filling, but the irrigation com
pany has had to do no work in cleaning the canals of silt.
The Mercedes company realized that the silt is a factor,
and it has possession of another large tract of land adjoin
ing the present silting basin that will be used when the
necessity occurs.
203. Skimming Weirs.-Some of the silt in a stream can
be eliminated before the water enters the canals by concrete
basins placed in the river, where only the top of the water
can fl.ow over the wide walls of the basin. By this method
the pumps obtain their water direct from the concrete
basin and not from the river channel. Where the suction
pipes extend almost to the bottom of the river, they agitate
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the water and silt and soon excavate a deep hole; and the
water passes through the pumps into the discharge pipes
heavily charged with silt. The skimming basin can elimi
nate some of the silt.
204. Silting of Canals.-Where no settling basins are
used, the canals rapidly silt. In one case in the Rio Grande
Valley, in the course of ten years, the canal had been re
duced in cross-section to one-third of its original size, and
the silt in the larger canals had to be excavated and dumped
over the banks.
205. The Ruth Machine.-A machine (Fig. 56) used
very successfully to clean canals of silt in the West is an
endless chain provided with buckets that have a cutting
edge. One of the most successful of these machines is
known as the Ruth machine and is widely used on the
smaller canals. Power is furnished by a gasoline engine,
and the whole machine is moved along the canal banks by
caterpillar traction. A telescope axle extends from the
tractor across the canal to the opposite bank where a guide
wheel supports the outer end.
The endless chain moves so that the buckets pass on the
underside clockwise and carry the loaded buckets to a point

FIG. 56.

Ruth Machine.
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above the canal bank. An extra pulley, over which the
endless chain passes, is installed to give the bucket a down
ward tilt in order to dump the silt. The empty buckets
pass over the frame work and are pulled along the bottom of
the canal to fill themselves in the same manner as the ordi
nary wheel scraper. The endless chain on the under side
is inclined at a greater angle to the horizontal than the
section above the beam.
206. V-ing.-ln the Imperial Valley of Oalifornia a
machine known as the V machine (Fig. 57) is in general

FIG. 57.

V Machine

use. It is patterned after the old fashioned turning plow.
A guide bar or frog some eighteen feet long is drawn along
the center of the ditch. Attached to this is a curved mould
board about twenty feet long and a curved plate, making
a V angle with the frog and guide bar. The whole consti
tutes an enlarged old-fashioned turning plow. The guide
bar is attached to an axle by a chain or wire rope. This
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axle connects the two guide wheels that r.oll on the two op
posite banks of the ditch. The silt collected in the bottom
of the ditch is thrown upon the top of the bank by the
mouldboard as the V machine slowly advances along the
canal.
207. Silt Prevention.-The measures adopted by project
officials to prevent accumulations of sand in canals con
sisted of the construction of long crested weirs at conven
ient points, in order that comparatively clear water might
be diverted into the distributing system and sand accumu
lations sluiced to the river to be carried through the project
at times of excess water discharge. Under this system,
the actual removal of sediment accumulated in the dis
tributaries is a very small item, but no figures are available
on inches deposited per year.
208. Cost of Cleaning Canals.-The following general
cost figures on maintaining the 373.25 miles of canals of
the distribution system of the Imperial Water Company
No. 1 during 1911 are taken from the annual report of the
superintendent, R. S. Carberry, Associate Member of the
American Society of Civil Engineers. Cleaning 373.25
miles of canal cost $60.64 per mile.
The figures in 1910 are 562 miles at $43.16 per mile, and
the average cost for the last 6 months of 1919 was $73.16.
Clearing on 194 miles of canal cost $35.39 per mile. Cut
ting brush on 392 miles cost $20.71 per mile. The figures
in 1910 were 346 miles at $43.47 per mile, and $60.65 per
mile for the last 6 months of 1909.
In this report it is stated that canal "V'ing" is the best
method for cleaning canals, generally speaking, and the
company owns three "V's," each costing about $600; three
caterpillar tractors, each costing $4,200, operate them. In
1911, 363.8 miles of canal were "V'd" at $58.81 per mile as
compared with 362 miles in 1910 at $60.74 per mile. The
details being as follows :
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"V'ing" -------·--------------------------------------------------------- $16.76
Repairs to engines_____________________________________________ _ 16.29
Repairs to "V's"--------------------------------------------5.00
Fuel and oiL.----------------------------------------------------5.96
Mexican labor following "V'S"------------------------ 14.80
$58.81

During the year 1911, 1415 miles of canals were worked
on; thus the whole system was covered in various ways
nearly four times during the year. A small portion of the
system was not worked at all, so that this statement gives
some idea of the difficulty of maintaining the system.
The cost of building 117 new structures was $6278.75,
and the cost of repairing old structures was $4145.05, mak
ing the total cost of structure maintenance and renewal
$10,423.80. The average number of men employed per
day (300 working days per year) was 162, or 0.43 man per
mile of canal per day, in addition to teams and machinery.
The bottom width of the canals constituting this system
varies from 20 to 5 feet.
209. Tarea.-The large amount of sediment carried by
the Rio Grande uncontrolled caused considerable silting of
the canals under the old system and the cleaning of these
canals was usually done in the months of December and
January by the land owners. They were under the super
vision of the ditch rider or boss who distributed the work
to the various land owners in proportion to the acreage
which they irrigated. This distribution of the work is an
ancient Spanish custom of dividing the work into "tareas,"
an expression which is prevalent in the upper Rio Grande
Valley and which has no English equivalent, the nearest
equivalent being the word "task." It really meant the
amount of work that one laborer could do in one good day's
work, and was largely a matter of estimate. The same ex
pression is current in the lower Rio Grande Valley around
San Benito, where it has the same meaning. It can be ap
plied to ditch digging, ditch cleaning or excavation, or any
kind of work done by day laborers. One construction en
gineer said that he generally gave a Mexican two tareas at
a time in one assignment, and the hombre worked from
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daylight until dark and often finished the job in one day
of about fourteen hours.
210. Scouring of Lake Austin.-In June, 1929, unusually
heavy rains fell on the watershed of the Pedernales River.
These rains caused one of the greatest floods in the river;
the water level at the highway crossing, three miles above
the river's mouth, was raised 47.4 feet. This flood water
struck the waters of the Colorado, raised the hydraulic
gradient 1.5 feet per mile, and caused a flood to hit the still
waters at the head o fLake Austin with a velocity far
greater than the ordinary velocities for the floods in the
Colorado proper. The silt in the lake had been deposited
under a comparatively slow velocity, and when the torren
tial waters of the Pedernales struck the still waters of the
lake, the silt was scoured out from the head of lake to the
dam. Measurements were taken on October 11, 1929, by
John D. Miller, John A. Focht, and the writer, the results
of which are shown in the following tables:
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TABLE OF MEASUREMENTS ON LAKE AUSTIN,
OCTOBER, 1929

Station
miles
from
Dam

Name of
Section

.22
1.17
2.70
4.01
6.80

Bee Creek
Mormon
Dry Creek
Bull Creek
Devils

- -

Mean Depths Width
in
Feet
1928
1929

-4.50
1.82
1.75
2.40
2.00

1928

1929

Mean
Depth
of
Scouringin
Feet

1,092
488
732
900

2,470
2,210
1,870
2,255

1,40
2.30
1.65
1.00
3.01

Area of
Section
Square Feet

-5.90- -620- -2,790 - 2,658
4.12
3.41
3.40
5.01

600
650

I

550
450

--

MEAN DEPTHS OF SCORING

River-Reach
Bee-Mormon
Mormon-Dry
Dry-Bull
Bull-Devils
Totals

Area
in
Acres

Mean
Depths
in
Feet

72
115
95
170
452

1.85
1.98
1.33
2.00

Scouring
in
Acre-Feet
133
252
126
340
1,051

Average depth of scouring from Bee Creek to Devil's
Hollow 6.56 miles = 1051 + 452 = 2.32 feet= two feet four
inches.
211. Bank Raising.-The scouring out of the last seven
miles of Lake Austin (in the early summer of 1929) to a
depth of two feet and four inches on an area of 452 acres
was accompanied by a simultaneous raising of the banks on
all the concave, or inside, curves of the river bends. Oppo
site Scott's tower, ten miles from the dam and about three
below the head of the lake, the slow waters that spread over
the sloping beach dropped a heavy load of sand and raised
the banks over six feet. Opposite the Cottonwood-Devil's
section, a length of over a mile and a half, the banks were
raised over five feet on the north bank of the lake. On the
south bank just above Bull Creek, the sloping beach has
been over four feet.
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212. Desilting the Ocoee Flume.-The method of desilt
ing the flume on the Ocoee River in east Tennessee is of
peculiar interest in that it takes advantage of natural agen
cies. When the water is at low stages in the Ocoee, the
diversion dam does not deflect enough water in the flume
to fill it to its full capacity. This flume is 11 feet deep and
14 feet wide, and when the low stage of the river is reached,
the velocity of the water in the flume is so much reduced
that silt is deposited at the upper end of the flume and is
distributed along the flume channel for several hundred
feet. It causes no trouble and is allowed to remain in the
flume till the river flow is so increased that water in the
flume reaches its normal stage. It will be recalled that
this flume has a length of 4.7 miles and a fall of 1.5 feet,
or 3.72 feet per mile. When the water in the flume reaches
the normal stage, the current moves the silt along the flume
channel to a point within a short distance of the two 8-foot
draft tubes. Gates are provided in the river side of the
flume, and through these gates the flume is permitted to
discharge the full flow. A natural channel through a draw
or ravine is used to advantage to conduct the discharged
water back into the Ocoee above Power Plant No. 2. Where
the sides of the draw or ravine are low, concrete walls have
been constructed to confine the silt-laden flood in the
natural open drain. No other agency is used to desilt the
flume except the water in the flume. The writer viewed
this flume in January, 1930, in company with Charlton
Duncan of the United States Geological Survey; the flume
was at its full capacity, and the velocity was about eight
feet per second, sufficient to move any kind of silt.
213. Ebb Desilting.-A very peculiar and unexpected
case of silting and desilting occurred at the Austin Lake in
1922 at a point on the left bank some 500 feet above the
dam. The Colorado stood at flood stage about two weeks,
and the water level was four feet deep over the edge of the
park on the left side of the lake. A set of concrete steps
extend from the park area to a plank walkway that leads to
the boathouse 150 feet from the shore at a point where the
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Ebb Desilting

water of the lake is about fifteen feet deep. When the
floods receded, it was found that the concrete steps were
covered with a sheet of silt six to fourteen inches in thick
ness, as shown in Figure 59. The flood waters covered the
top step to a depth of four feet for over two days, and the
waters of the lake covered the top steps to a lesser depth
for a still longer period. After the waters of the lake had
fallen and the silt had dried out but not cracked, the depth
of silt on the concrete steps was measured; and it was found
that in every case the silt was 6 inches deep on the outer
edge and 14 inches on the inner edge next to the river.
Figure 59 illustrates to scale, the condition of the silt just
after the flood stage had passed and the silt had dried out.
The water on the point B was at a depth of eight feet for
about eight days, while the point A was under only four feet
of water for less than four days. Evidently the silt at B
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was at first thicker than at A and occupied a slope similar
to CD; but as the lake waters receded and fell, the muddy
silt partially slid down the slope or was washed down by
the waves until the depth at B was 6 inches on the outer
edge of the tread and the silt deposited settled to the slope
CK. Silt surface slope was inclined to the horizontal at an
angle of 33 degrees and 26 minutes.
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